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ABSTRACT 
A substantial body of theoretical work has been accumulated recently under the 
notion of "Language Awareness", highlighting the need for raising language 
leamers7users' conscious awareness of language through leamer reflection and 
leamer participation in the language learning process. It has been claimed that leamer 
participation is better promoted through involving learners in "taDdng about 
language" to jointly solve language problems. Making learners taUc about their own 
insights and understanding about language and helping them develop sensitivity 
towards language in use are considered to have a positive role to play in leamers' 
language development and the development oftheir independent learning. 
The present study attempts to investigate the validity of a Language Awareness 
Process to grammar learning in the Chinese tertiary EFL classroom, and to study 
empirically the relative effectiveness of an interactive approach vs. an individual 
approach to raising leamers' explicit awareness of one grammatical aspect -- the 
adverbial positioning in English. 
90 university freshmen from China participated in the study, who were randomly 
assigned to three groups. The two experimental groups 一 Group 1 & Group 2 一 
went through the LA Process, while Group 3, the control group, received no LA 
treatment. With the two LA groups, subjects in Group 1 were engaged in interactive 
LA tasks in which they had to engage themselves in reciprocal explanation & 
interactive discussion to solve language problems together; Group 2 did the same LA 
tasks, but individually. The LA Process also involved the two experimental group 
members in thinking about the content and process of their learning. 
Results of the data analyses revealed that the inclusion of a focal awareness 
element in the leaming of adverbial positioning did lead to the leamers' significant 
improvement in their leaming and performance in the linguistic area. Furthermore, 
data from the study strongly suggest that “ Interactive" LA tasks (in the form of 
leamer explanation and discussion) are more effective than the non-interactive, 
individually done tasks in generating higher leaming motivation, better 
understanding, and better leaming outcome. Members who went through the 
interactive LA work also reported more noticing of the linguistic feature under study 
in their later leaming. 
The findings support the positive role of interactive LA work in language 
leaming, suggesting that involving learners in talking about language, which 
integrates grammar work with meaningful communication in the target language, has 
a beneficial role to play in the tertiary EFL classroom; furthermore, involving leamers 
in thinking about the leaming content and process helps to establish a link between 



























This short chapter offers a general introduction to the theoretical and contextual 
background for the present study, sketching a brief outline of "Language Awareness" 
(LA) and of the teaching and learning of grammar in the EFL tertiary classroom in 
Mainland China. It also offers the rationale for choosing this area of study, and finally 
outlines the organizational structure ofthe thesis. 
1.1 The Background of the Present Study 
1.1.1 The Theoretical Background of the Study 
Language awareness (LA) has been broadly defined, in the current literature, in 
two distinct senses: one in the psycholinguistic sense of an individual's capacity for 
acquiring and processing language (Little, 1997)，and the other in the educational 
sense underlying the instructional initiatives to develop learners' conscious awareness 
of, and understanding about, the working of language (see Chapter Two for a more 
detailed discussion of the notion “language awareness"). 
Language awareness studies in the second language (L2) learning context are 
largely related to the learning ofgrammar. Instead ofapproaching grammar teaching 
and learning in the conventional form ofmechanical drilling and practice or through a 
purely knowledge-based approach, LA work gives importance to learners' internal 
language processing, and aims to develop learners，conscious awareness oflanguage 
at different levels ofexplicitness, from sensitivity to metalinguistic awareness. Most 
LA-based learning activities emphasize leamers' active participation and involvement 
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in the learning process, as well as their discovery and exploration about language in 
use. This process-oriented perspective is made clear in the following definition of 
"language awareness": 
LA involves "finding things out about language, becoming conscious about 
one 's own and others，use of it in speech, and in its written forms, developing a 
sensitive relationship to it and being able to talk explicitly about one 's insights 
into it"" “ (An editorial statement in the inaugural issue ofthejoumal Language 
Awareness 1992). 
In other words, for language learning to take place (and language development as 
well, to adopt Van Lier's (1998) broad perspective), leamers will have to notice things 
about language, make discoveries about language, consciously reflect on the working 
of language, and make explicit their insights and understanding of language. 
Encouraging leamers to think and talk about language helps them take control over 
their own learning and develop a "psychological relation to the learning content and 
process" (Little, 1997:93-104), which is an important step for them to become more 
independent leamers. 
LA work, in terms of learning and talking about grammar, has a variety of 
realizations in the second language classroom ( e.g. consciousness-raising tasks, 
leamer exploration activities, etc.). One line o fLA work in EFL contexts is related to 
the use ofsocially collaborative language tasks, in which leamers talk about language 
to jointly solve language problems, to negotiate form and meaning relationship of 
language, or to share their insights and understanding about language. From a 
psycholinguistic perspective, leamers' talking about language raises their awareness 
of language to an explicit level (Borg, 1994). Pedagogically, introducing an 
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interactive mode of leaming about language (grammar learning as an important 
dimension) is meant to meet the leamers' affective needs and deepen their cognitive 
processing through “co-creating joint knowing" (Van Lier, 1998:133). In addition, 
encouraging leamers to "talk about language" integrates leaming about language with 
meaningful communication in the language (Fotos & Ellis�1991). "Talking about 
language" is, therefore, recognized not only as a valuable, but also as a necessary, step 
in the language classroom under the LA framework (Borg, 1994). Empirical research 
in this line，however, is limited, particularly so in the Chinese context. Little is known 
about how Chinese tertiary EFL leamers evaluate an LA process, what they think of a 
collaborative approach to grammar leaming, and whether awareness of language can 
be differentially enhanced through an interactive approach or through the 
conventional, individual approach. Certainly, studies along this line will have 
educational implications for the current tertiary TEFL curriculum and the teaching 
practices in the Chinese EFL classroom. 
1.1.2 The Contextual Background of the Studv 
The present study is carried out in a tertiary context in Mainland China. The 
participants of the study have all had, on average, approximately 8 years of English 
leaming experience, have acquired a "working level of grammatical competence", 
have developed certain intuitions about the target language, and can express some of 
their ideas in English. 
Whether grammar teaching is still necessary in the tertiary language program is a 
point of contention. Some people in China think that since the basic rules of English 
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are covered in the middle school language teaching, tertiary students can be left to 
take care of themselves in this area of development. Course materials used thus are 
mainly content texts ranging from academic articles to fiction or adapted short story 
extracts, and the teaching of such texts is mainly aimed at meaning-oriented 
comprehension: Complex sentence structures or unknown vocabulary are explained to 
the leamers for the main purpose ofmeaning decoding. 
Most tertiary students in China, however, believe that grammar learning benefits 
language development, that they need guidance to address the accuracy in their use of 
the English language and, more importantly, that they need a better understanding of 
the target language to help them manipulate structure and form to convey messages 
more effectively. 
The conventional English grammar teaching in the Chinese classroom is, to a 
great extent, teacher-dominated rule explanations, followed by leamers doing 
individual exercises as a form of practice. Teacher-fronted teaching is still the norm in 
many EFL classrooms, and language work normally stops at the knowledge-based 
level, with the leamer assuming a passive role as receptacle for new knowledge. 
Leamer discussion over grammar work is practically non-existent, nor is it a frequent 
practice in content courses. Leamers are generally discouraged from engaging 
themselves in interactive work as a substantial number ofteachers have the belief that 
Chinese leamers do not like collaborative work. 
-1 -2 The Rationale for the Present Study 
The primary purpose of the study is to investigate the validity of a Language 
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Awareness Process in grammar learning in the Chinese context, and to study 
empirically the relative effectiveness of an interactive approach vs. an individual 
approach to raising leamers' explicit awareness of one grammatical aspect, i.e. the 
adverbial positioning in English. 
A review of literature reveals that although the notion of language awareness has 
gained a growing frequency of use, much work is concerned with theoretical 
descriptions of different perspectives of LA. LA empirical studies related to specific 
context or to specific methodology are still limited. Few focal empirical studies have 
been done to single out directly the effectiveness of an interactive mode ofleaming on 
leamers' performance and their understanding about language. Concerning the use of 
leamer interaction over explicit language work, positive evidence has been found for 
leamer interaction in ES/FL contexts elsewhere (Long & Porter�1985; Pica & 
Doughty, 1985; Porter, 1986; Rulon & McCreary�1986; Swain,1995a, b), but there is 
little research done to validate its effects on the Chinese leamers of English. The 
current study is conceived in this light as an attempt to fill this gap. 
With regard to the selection of the linguistic area, there are basically two main 
reasons for focusing on the adverbial positioning in English: 
a) English adverbial is one of the most diverse yet pervasive structures in the 
English language. However, the secondary school courses in China mostly cover 
only the "formal" aspects of adverbials. Positioning of adverbials in relation to 
their meanings and functions in the sentence is largely neglected. 
b) Positioning of adverbials lacks immediate perceptual salience to the Chinese 
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tertiary leamers, who assume that adverbials enjoy freedom of mobility in a 
sentence. To address leamers' problem of grammatical accuracy, and to develop 
their better understanding ofthe linguistic phenomenon, it is considered necessary 
to enhance their awareness of the feature, the possible grammatical, semantic and 
information processing constraints on adverbial positioning, the possibility of 
meaning ambiguity, and the possible differences of constraint on oral and written 
forms. 
1.3 The Organization of the Thesis 
The thesis consists of six chapters. Chapter 1 includes a brief introduction of the 
theoretical and the contextual background of the study, and the rationale for 
conducting the present study. 
Chapter 2 offers a more detailed discussion of the psycholinguistic and the 
educational sense of language awareness. It goes on to introduce the relevant theories 
in second language leaming that underpin LA work in the classroom. LA empirical 
studies are then reviewed. Claims made in the theoretical and the empirical LA 
research are summarized and serve as the basis for the hypotheses formulated for the 
present study. The chapter ends with a short description of the linguistic area under 
study — adverbial positioning in English. 
Chapter 3 describes the design of the present study: the selection of participants, 
the design of research instruments, tests and the experiment. The LA process adopted 
in the study, the nature of the LA tasks and the different pedagogical treatments 
employed in the study are described. The time and procedures of the experiment as 
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well as the method of data analysis are also explained. 
Chapter 4 starts with a descriptive report of the test results of the control and the 
treatment groups, followed by a summary of learners，comments on the study in the 
weekly reports and the Final Questionnaire. The final section describes some 
intervening variables and constraints ofthe present study. 
Chapter 5 presents an interpretation and a discussion of the quantitative results 
gathered from the leamers' pre-test and post-test. The qualitative data from learners’ 
weekly reports and the Final Questionnaire are also interpreted and discussed against 
the claims made in the theoretical works and LA studies. 
Chapter 6 concludes the study by discussing the pedagogical implications for 
EFL teaching and learning in the Chinese context. Caveats in using the interactive LA 
raising approach in the Chinese tertiary EFL classroom are pointed out. 
Recommendations for future research are offered. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
This chapter starts with a discussion of the psycholinguistic and educational 
senses of language awareness (LA), followed by an introduction to the theories 
underpinning LA work in the classroom, mainly with reference to the learning of 
grammar in the second/foreign language classroom. 
Next, empirical studies on different approaches to language awareness are 
reviewed. This is followed by a description of the linguistic area under focus - the 
adverbial positioning in English. Research questions are asked & hypotheses for the 
present study are formulated. Claims made in theoretical works and LA empirical 
studies are summarized, to be verified against the findings from the current study. 
2.1 Understanding Language Awareness (LA) 
Language awareness (LA), which has become a recurring subject in the recent 
literature, has been broadly understood in two quite distinct senses. Little (1997) 
identifies the two broad senses of language awareness in terms of the Educational and 
the Psycholinguistic. In the former sense of the term, LA refers to “ a person's 
sensitivity to and conscious awareness of the nature of language and its role in human 
life" (Donmall,1985:7). This educational sense of language awareness underlies 
curricular initiatives designed to promote leamers' conscious reflection of language 
for the development of language proficiency, understanding of language use, etc. It 
represents an external version of language awareness, in a general educational sense, 
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as knowledge about language that is imparted to the learners through instruction. The 
latter, the psycholinguistic sense ofthe term refers to “an individual's psycholinguistic 
endowment, sometimes explicit and verbalizable and sometimes not" Q).93, also see 
Nicholas, 1991). It represents an internal version of language awareness, which can 
range from the implicit intuitions, feelings oflanguage to the explicit and verbalizable 
representations ofknowledge; this psycholinguistic dimension of language awareness 
is our capacity for acquiring and processing language. The relationship between the 
two kinds of LA, according to Little, is far from straightforward, and “we should not 
assume that one is easily convertible into the other" (Little, 1997:93). However, as 
both kinds oflanguage awareness can co-exist in our minds, both may, in principle, be 
implicated in language learning and language use. These two senses of language 
awareness will be further explored in sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 respectively. 
2.1.1 The Psvcholinguistic Sense ofLanguage Awareness 
The psycholinguistic sense of language awareness as little (1997) illustrates (cf. 
2.1) has been understood, in the LA literature, in two broad perspectives. One viewed 
as an individual's psycholinguistic endowment, either implicit or ranging in levels of 
explicitness, the other as an information processing capacity leamers exercise when 
brought into contact with language. An individual's awareness of language might 
range in levels of explicitness 一 from an intuitive awareness to a more conscious 
attention to, and noticing of, the linguistic forms, and to a higher level of 
metalinguistic awareness. The different levels of "the internal version of language 
awareness" will be discussed in greater detail in the sections to follow (from 2.1.1.1 to 
2.1.1.4). 
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2.1.1.1 Intuitive Awareness and Conscious Awareness of Lansuase 
Language, in Van Lier's (1995) view, can be compared to the air we breathe. In 
daily life, we are not aware of the existence ofthe air (unless there is a want of it), just 
as we are hardly aware of the formal aspects of language in normal communication. 
"It is as i fwe look through language directly to the meanings that it conveys, and the 
thoughts that it expresses" (p.2). This intuitive awareness of language, the "subsidiary 
awareness" of language in Van Lier's term, can serve a language user quite well in 
normal, everyday communication. 
However, a more conscious level of awareness of language, "focal awareness" as 
Van Lier (1995) calls it, is brought about when the language user encounters a 
problem of understanding, or when communication seems to go awry, or when what 
one reads or writes is in some way faulty. One has a "focal awareness" of language 
when he pauses to look at the forms of the language, the meaning carrier. In other 
words, he is devoting perceptual energy to paying attention to language use. This 
focal awareness of the system of language is thought to be necessary (or at least 
useful) for accomplishing some language-related or language-mediated goal, for 
dealing with problems that occur in the language-using process, for reaching higher 
levels of understanding and use, and for thinking more critically and independently 
about important issues (Van Lier, 1995). 
Schmidt (1992) views "language awareness" through mainly looking at 
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second/foreign language leamers' processing of the target language in their attempt 
to leam it. His definition of awareness at the level of attention and noticing 
corresponds to Van Lier's “focal awareness". Attention-paying is understood to 
be a causal factor in leaming; the allocating of cognitive resources that leads to 
noticing and subsequent encoding of a stimulus into long-term memory (Logan, 
1988; Robinson, 1995). 
Attention controls access to conscious awareness and serves as the gateway to 
noticing, which is, according to Schmidt (1990), a person's private experience, and is 
the basic sense in which we say that we are aware of something. Noticing in relation 
to language leaming is the process of attending consciously to linguistic features in 
the input. Noticing a feature in input is thought to be a critical first step towards 
mastering that feature. It is also regarded as a trigger for further cognitive processes 
that can lead to better leaming. 
The concept of "noticing" is relevant to "sensitivity" discussed in the LA 
literature. In James' (1999: 101) view, "the key to sensitivity is an ability to respond 
to language other than at the bare functional-communicative level", a notion similar to 
Widdowson's (1992:105) “feel，’ for language. “Feel... is the recognition oflinguistic 
forms as formulations of particular ways of conceiving of reality"一the intellectual 
"studial capacity" (Palmer, 1922) of a leamer. 
2.1.1.2 Awareness of Lan2ua2e as Understandins and Metacoenitinn 
A higher level of language awareness, according to Van Lier (1998)，is LA at a 
“meta，，level (metalinguistic awareness), but he makes a distinction between 
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metalinguistic awareness as "practical awareness" and as "academic/ technical 
awareness". Practical language awareness is manifested in language play, creative 
language use and in the willful manipulation of one's linguistic resources; it does not 
have to involve explicitness. The academic and technical language awareness 
involves explicit knowledge of linguistic structures and systems. However, both the 
practical and the academic type of language awareness are "meta" in nature, as they 
involve "thinking about language" and "language about language". 
Valtin's (1984:213) "conscious awareness" foreshadows Van Lier's second sense 
of metalinguistic awareness when he suggests that "conscious awareness requires not 
only objectivization of language (the ability to make language an object of thinking) 
but also explicitness". In order to identify linguistic units, the subject must have 
acquired the concept ofthis unit. 
Schmidt (1990:132) uses the notion of "understanding" to define a ‘‘higher level 
ofawareness than noticing". When we have noticed some aspects of the environment, 
we can analyze them and make comparisons with what we have noticed on other 
occasions. When we resort to conscious reflection on these noticed aspects and 
attempt to comprehend their significance, we experience insight and understanding. 
Awareness in this sense is linked to the mental activity of"thinking", that clearly goes 
on within consciousness. This level of awareness is closely related to problem solving 
and in Schmidt's term "metacognitions of all types—awareness ofawareness"(p. 132, 
also see Bickerton, 1995). In a paper addressing awareness and second language 
leaming, Schmidt (1992:213) gives a more specific definition of "understanding" as 
the deeper level of abstraction related to “the organization of material in long term 
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memory, to restructuring, and to system leaming". 
2.1.1.3 The Dvnamic Lan2ua2e Awareness 
Language awareness is considered dynamic in the sense that the lower, 
unconscious/subconscious level of language awareness can be raised to, or 
transformed into, a higher level of consciousness and be made explicit. Little (1997) 
recognizes varying degrees of explicitness in the psychological language awareness. 
An intuitive language awareness can underlie one's spontaneous use of language and 
manipulation of one's linguistic resources, but may not be accessible to consciousness 
and verbal report. They can, however, be made explicit and refined by leamer 
reflection, which leads to an important source of knowledge, gained through leamer 
transaction rather than teacher transmission. Little (1997:96)，citing Karmiloff-
Smith,s (1992) model of knowledge representation as "a process by which implicit 
information in the mind subsequently becomes explicit knowledge to the mind", 
suggests that the closer we come to verbalizable knowledge, the more likely it comes 
from external as well as internal sources. In other words, at a more explicit level, there 
is a possible interface of some kind between the psycholinguistic and the educational 
senses oflanguage awareness as defined by Little (cf.2.1). 
Van Lier (1998) also acknowledges the possibility of transformation from a 
lower level of language awareness to a more explicit one, admitting that such 
transformation is in some way a natural result of becoming a mature language user or 
at least someone who has become literate or educated. 
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2.1.1.4 A Brief Summary of Section 2.1.1 
A person's language awareness may range from the intuitive awareness that 
underlies his manipulation and use of language to an explicit kind of metalinguistic 
knowledge. Different levels of language awareness are, however, intricately and 
dynamically related. Language instruction can help enhance leamers' language 
awareness by providing chances for leamers to attend to and notice things about 
language, to tum what is implicitly known into an object of contemplation, in order 
for them to achieve a cognitive understanding of language. In other words, different 
sources of information, including leamers' own existing knowledge about language 
and the external sources of information can be exploited for better language learning. 
This is one of the considerations that underpin the recommendations of the 
educational Language Awareness, which is to be discussed in the sections below. 
2.1.2 The Educational Sense ofLanguage Awareness 
The educational sense of language is broad in scope itself, and the following 
review will focus on three aspects: the leaming of explicit knowledge, leamers' role 
in the leaming process, and the methodology through which leaming about language 
is thought to be better achieved. 
2.1.2.1 Lan2uase Awareness and Learnir12 About Lan^age 
One of the important dimensions of the educational (external) version of 
language awareness is on the leaming of explicit knowledge about language. 
Mattingley (1972) claims that this knowledge is necessary for the development of 
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leamers' reading and writing proficiency. Taking the case of one's mother tongue 
learning, even if some innate capacity for acquiring the spoken language is accepted, 
"there is not a scrap of evidence for any innate expectation regarding the written form 
of language. Mastering reading/writing is a leamed, not an innately programmed 
process". 
Ronald Carter (1996: 12) uses the general term "learning about language" to talk 
about language awareness. In his view, one aspect of a general language awareness 
involves a greater consciousness about the forms of the language we leam and use 
一 the linguistic means through which meanings are effectively conveyed or 
manipulated, e.g. the possibilities of double meanings, the creativity and playfulness 
in language use. He claims that learning a language involves learning to understand 
something of that language. "Such understanding is unlikely to be developed by 
naturalistic exposure. It has to be explicitly taught". 
Hawkins (1987) also considers "possessing a technical understanding of 
language effects" and "insights into patterns oflanguage" as an important dimension 
ofLA. He further suggests that such understanding and insights underpin appreciation 
ofhow a language is effectively used, and the development ofthem should be kept on 
a par with communicative use of the language. 
2.1.2.2 Lamuase Awareness and Reflection about Lan^aQP. 
Language Awareness has also been linked to concepts such as "linguistic 
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contemplation", "reflecting upon language" and "thinking about language" 
(Gnutzmann, 1997). Reflection upon language used to be applied mainly to the 
teaching and learning of grammar in the classroom. More recently, the term LA has 
been connected to the learning about language (metacognition) and language learning, 
the gaining of insights into language in use, and to the development of sensitivity 
towards the use of language. 
Little (1991:4，1997:93-104) points out that any kind of formal learning should 
have the final goal of developing leamer autonomy. Developing leamers' capacity for 
"critical reflection, decision making and independent action" in the second language 
classroom helps leamers to achieve this goal. The development of this capacity, 
however, presupposes and entails that the leamer develops a kind of "psychological 
relation to the process and content ofhis learning". 
Carter (1996) argues that increased leamer autonomy goes with increased 
language awareness. Consciousness-raising in the area of language forms and 
structures gives leamers greater control and responsibility over their own learning; 
greater consciousness helps to make leamers more "reflective, flexible and 
adaptable"; and a more reflective language leamer is a more effective language 
leamer. Reflective practice, he further suggests, can be encouraged by involving 
leamers in performing some sort of language analysis, which is often considered the 
exclusive preserve ofthe teacher. Carter's recommendation is that language teachers 
should be ready to share the power oflanguage analysis with leamers. 
Gnutzmann (1997) points out that in the communicative classroom, over-
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emphasis has been placed on the development of leamers' oral proficiency in the 
target language. "Thinking about language as an area of learning has been 
neglected"(p.69). Tarvin & Al-Arishi (1991) also point out that many of the 
communicative activities in the classroom discourage the use of reflection and 
encourage "an automatic apprehension and use of the target language—an intuitive 
grasp of the language''(p.l3). LA serves as a complementary attempt to address the 
need for cognitive depth in language learning. 
2.1.2.3 Lan2ua2e Awareness and The Learner 's Role 
The educational goal of developing learner sensitivity and attention to language 
through learner reflection, thinking, and understanding things about language 
clearly attaches importance to the indispensable role of individual leamers in the 
learning process, as suggested in the following process-oriented view of LA, which 
places emphasis on leamers' role in making discoveries about language: 
LA involves "...finding things out about language, becoming 
conscious about ones own and others ‘ use ofit in speech and in its 
writtenforms, developing a sensitive relationship to it, (and) being able to 
talk explicitly about ones insight into it... :(An editorial statement in the 
inaugural issue of thejoumal Language Awareness 1992). 
LA entails making explicit and conscious leamers' intuitive knowledge about 
language, bringing about perception and understanding ofthe nature and functions of 
language, both for its own right and for increasing effectiveness ofperformance in 
languages. LA also involves the development of leamers' sensitivity towards 
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language and their power ofobservation and purposeful analysis of language 
(Donmall, 1991: 116). 
2.1.2.4 Lansuase Awareness Work in the Classroom 
Borg's (1996:120) view ofLA is pedagogically grounded when he proposes that 
LA can be understood as a methodology -- a pedagogical tool "in the sense of a set of 
processes through which learning about language is promoted". LA as a methodology 
is "concerned above all with impacting upon the manner in which language is 
perceived, processed and utilized by learners”. His view of LA as a methodology 
mainly addresses how an explicit awareness oflanguage and language learning can be 
brought about in the classroom. Fundamental to this methodological view ofLA is the 
belief that "learning about language is not the internalization of a definable body of 
knowledge but the on-going investigation o fa dynamic phenomenon" (ibid). 
LA as a methodology addresses both the cognitive and affective dimensions of 
language learning and attempts to “make learning about language both motivating and 
cognitively challenging" (Borg, 1996:121). Language learning can be made more 
meaningful and interesting when learners go through the exploration process for a 
genuine understanding of the language. 
Borg (1996:121) suggests that learning about language and learning to 
communicate in the language should not be perceived as a dichotomous pair, for 
language is also ‘‘a social process through which leamers interact in order to develop 
relationships with one another". Acquiring a technical understanding of language 
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effects, i.e., obtaining and sustaining insight into patterns of language, is regarded as 
an equal partner with communicative use (Hawkins, 1987). A balance between the 
two can be reached through introducing the element of interaction into the process of 
doing explicit language work when leamers are encouraged to discuss language 
when doing language tasks analytically, to share their beliefs about language with 
each other (Bowers, 1987; Borg, 1994) . "Leaming a language does not only mean 
having leamers reflect on language and write down their conclusions, it should 
involve talking about the language" (Borg, 1994: 62) 
Borg (1994) also suggests that the focus ofleaming should not be on the leaming 
outcome alone, the leaming process through which a certain outcome is reached is 
equally important. Leaming about language is best achieved through making leamers 
think about language and through leamer exploration and discovery. Having leamers 
reflect upon their own leaming experience leads them to leam to become more 
effective leamers, and helps them for continued autonomous leaming. 
A perspective slightly different from Borg's (1994) is found in Bolitho 
(1980,1998:4). According to Bolitho, LA should not be understood as a new 
pedagogical approach or method; rather, it adds an extra dimension to the language 
classroom. Ifthe coursebooks or classroom practice allows little room for a conscious 
reflection on the working oflanguage, LA work should be introduced to "compensate 
what the coursebook offers, or even make up for some ofits shortcomings". 
According to Bolitho, leamers are usually offered knowledge-based courses 
when they come to the language classroom. This knowledge is, of course, essential, 
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but very often language work stops here. However, what really matters is to cultivate 
leamers' ability to look into the language. In terms of grammar learning, "the only 
grammar that really matters, in the end, is the grammar in the leamers' head". LA 
work can add an extra dimension to the knowledge-based approaches by making 
leamers explore language, think about their discoveries and previous knowledge, and 
by encouraging them to engage in the useful process of talking about language. In 
doing so, “learners can become more sensitive to what the linguistic knowledge base 
represents" and their sensitivity may extend over the boundaries laid down by 
linguists and grammarians. 
When elaborating on the cognitive and affective dimensions ofLA work, Wright 
& Bolitho (1993:294) observe that "LA work is educational/ developmental as well as 
functional/utilitarian". Cognitively, LA work can engage leamers in different types of 
thinking at different levels. LA involves logical thinking, reflection，and 
metacognition. LA work encourages leamers to ask questions and develop their 
analytical powers. It also helps leamers to change their learning attitude and behavior 
towards what is recognized as adopted by good language leamers, as learner 
involvement in such work enables them to become "autonomous and robust explorers 
oflanguage" and to maintain a spirit ofhonest and open inquiry into language. 
2.1.2.5 The Scope o fLan2ua2e Awareness 
The rich complexity of the notion of LANGUAGE AWARENESS may defy a 
simple，pleonastic definition. However, James and Garret's (1991) discussion of the 
five domains of LA appears to adequately capture the multidimensional scope of 
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Language Awareness. The five domains are presented in Table 1 below with minor 
modifications, three of which (the affective, the cognitive and the performance) will 
be further explored for the purpose of the present discussion: 
Table 1: Scope of Language Awareness' 
Domain Description 
Affective • Language awareness involves “ forming attitudes, awakening and developing attention, 
sensitivity, curiosity, interest and aesthetic response" towards language 
• Humanistic approach, learner-centeredness, learner involvement and motivation, 
leamer's personal experience with language 
• The relationship between knowledge and feeling, between knowing and feeling of 
knowing 
Social • Understanding and tolerance of language diversities, social harmony. 
• Awareness about language origins and characteristics 
• Challenging linguistic prejudice and parochialism 
Power • Awareness of language as the "loaded" weapon, instrument of manipulation in various 
social practices 
• Awareness oflanguage deceit, hidden meaning &rhetoric traps 
• Developing critical awareness 
Cognitive • Reflection on language and on language leaming 
• Metalinguistic awareness 
• Deep level processing and understanding oflanguage 
• Process-orientedness; language analysis 
• Linguistic as well as intellectual development 
Performance • Relations between awareness and leamer behavior (production outcomes) 
• r Honest self- evaluation and self-improvement 
Within the affective domain, LA aims to help forming attitudes, awakening and 
‘Table 1 is an adaptation based on Van Lier (1996)，Nayer (1993)，and James, and Garret's (1991) 
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developing attention, sensitivity, curiosity, interest and aesthetic response to language 
(Donmall, 1985:7). In addition, LA places importance on leamers' "knowledge of 
feeling and feeling of knowledge", and on having leamers make explicit what they 
know implicitly or their feelings and intuitions about language. Furthermore, the 
affective dimension of LA attaches importance to leamer motivation, leamer 
involvement and leamer-centeredness in the leaming oflanguage (Gray, 1994). 
The cognitive sphere is the primary focus of Language Awareness. LA work 
aims to develop "awareness of pattern, contrast, system units, categories, rules of 
language in use and the ability to reflect upon them" (Donmall, 1985: 7). In other 
words, language awareness work goes beyond addressing the purely instrumental 
need oforal communication (James, 1991). Leamers' analytical attention to，and their 
deep-level processing oflanguage are encouraged so that better understanding about 
language can be achieved. 
The performance domain of LA involves the link between knowledge about 
language and one's performance or mastery of the language, that is, whether 
analytical knowledge or heightened awareness of the formal aspects of language 
affects leamer behavior and production outcomes. Claims have been made that 
"heightened awareness may be expected to bring leamers to increase the language 
resources available to them and to foster their mastery of them" (Donmall, 
1985:7).Tinkel (1988) also points out that the value of becoming more aware of 
English sounds, grammar and usage is that one becomes more sensitive to how one 
handles the language and how others do as well; language development then comes as 
classification of the five domains ofLA. 
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a natural result of a better understanding of the language. "Careful study of how 
language works, the rule-govemed systems that it utilizes and realizes (and the 
seemingly inevitable exceptions to these rules) will repay the reader with insights into 
the systems of the language and its use by its speakers and writers" (Wright, 1994: 
introduction). 
2.1.2.6A Summary of Section 2.1.2 
The multi-facet dimensions of the educational sense of language awareness are 
best summarized by Gnutzman (1997) when he refers to LA as a holistic concept in 
language education that brings together the various focuses "simultaneously" rather 
than "consecutively". He observes that LA is an eclectic concept in the positive sense 
and it broadly addresses three dimensions in language learning. In terms ofthe role of 
the leamer, LA proposes a stronger leamer-centeredness in the language classroom, 
since greater attention is drawn to leamers' involvement and affect in learning. On the 
methodological side, LA involves shifting emphasis onto cognitive leaming and 
providing opportunities for leamers to engage in communication about language. 
With regard to the linguistic content, attention to linguistic forms and analysis of 
language have been justified in the light of LA, as a complement to the pure 
communicative practice in the language classroom. 
2.2 LA and Related Theorv in Second Language Teaching 
The LA recommendations in language education for developing explicit 
awareness of language through leamer involvement and participation in the leaming 
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process by consciously reflecting on and talking about language are underpinned 
basically by interactionist theories ofL2 leaming, which acknowledge the role ofboth 
external instructional mediation and internal language processing. Leaming is 
considered a complex interaction between the linguistic environment and the learner's 
internal mechanisms (Ellis, 1997). The following sections will offer a discussion of 
the relevant L2 leaming theories that address the role of input, output, interaction and 
the leamers，conscious processing oflanguage in L2 leaming. 
2.2.1 The Input Hypothesis 
Krashen's Input Hypothesis (1985) postulates that "humans acquire language in 
only one way—by understanding messages, or by receiving ‘‘comprehensible input". 
In other words, leamers improve in a target language by understanding language that 
contain target language forms which are a little beyond their current interlanguage and 
which are embedded in meaningful contexts that leamers can understand. 
"Understanding" in Krashen's term, however, means the acquirer is focused on the 
meaning and not the form of the utterance. And it is claimed that leamers leam faster 
and better if they receive and understand more comprehensible input. 
According to Sharwood-Smith (1993:165), the term input used in second 
language acquisition refers to language data in all its various manifestations that 
leamers get exposed to, the "language bath" that leamers take. That input is an 
important source for acquiring a language is uncontroversial. However, the view that 
input is the only way for successful language acquisition and that mere exposure to 
comprehensible input is a sufficient condition for language leaming is a point of 
dispute (VanPatten, 1990; White, 1987). There have been arguments against the input-
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only position, some ofwhich are listed below: 
(1) An entirely implicit approach to language learning ignores what part of the 
information bath may actually permeate the leamers' mind. Comprehension 
alone leads many important linguistic elements to pass by the leamer 
(Sharwood, 1993). 
(2) Research evidence has revealed some shortcomings of an input-only and 
meaning-based approach: e.g. problems of accuracy with leamers in 
Scarcella's (1996) study, the dissatisfying immersion results (Swain, 1991)， 
and "premature stabilization" (Schmidt, 1992) - the fossilization problems of 
adult leamers with prolonged exposure to comprehensible input. 
(3) An entirely implicit approach (even in the case of mother tongue) does not 
guarantee the development of written proficiency. Taking language learning 
as language development, comprehension of meaning alone does not qualify 
one as an educated person, which is the goal of all schooling (This is an 
important consideration in favour ofeducational LA). 
2.2.2 The Noticing Hypothesis 
What the input hypothesis suggests is that one can “pick up" aspects of a 
language by merely getting exposed to comprehensible input. Schmidt (1990,1995), 
however, puts forward a different view that "communicative, meaning-focused 
instruction is essential, but not all language features can be acquired when leamers' 
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attention is focused exclusively on meaning". A distinction is here made between 
input (language information that is provided to the leamer ) and intake (information 
that is noticed by the leamer ). His noticing hypothesis formulates that "the 
subjective experience of ‘noticing’ is the necessary and sufficient condition for the 
conversion of input to intake". Noticing the linguistic forms is, in his view, a critical 
first step to subsequent processing of the forms. Schmidt (1992: 129-158) further 
suggests that what must be attended to or "noticed", is not "just the input in a global 
sense", but has to be specific features of the input in the target system. In other words, 
in order to acquire syntactic structures, one must attend to such structures. 
Schmidt and Frota (1986) also find a close link between noticing and attention, 
saying that “those who notice most learn most, and it may be that those who notice 
most are those who pay attention most". This view is shared by Robinson (1995), 
whose theoretical work complements Schmidt's noticing hypothesis when he attempts 
to establish a link between the notion of noticing with two cognitive constructs of 
attention and memory. He suggests that noticing is detection with awareness and 
rehearsal in short term memory, which is necessary to learning and subsequent 
encoding of what is leamed in long term memory. When relating this process to the 
domain of learning grammatical knowledge, he points out that knowing ways of 
describing structural patterns may aid hypothesis testing by directing attention to 
relevant features of the input to be noticed. 
Gass (1988)，using the term apperception (of input) (also see Scovel, 1991) to 
mean "noticing", points out that “noticing，，is an internal cognitive act that relates the 
identification ofalinguistic form to one's prior knowledge. Apperception or noticing 
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is, in her view, a priming device that tells the leamer what to attend to in the second 
language data. 
Ellis (1990，1995) echoes this claim of a possible link between knowledge and 
noticing, when he argues for a positive role of explicit leaming in promoting 
"noticing". The two views that noticing leads to better leaming (Schmidt & Frota， 
1986) and that explicit leaming leads to more noticing (Ellis, 1995; Ellis & Fotos， 
1991; Gass, 1988; Robinson, 1995) suggest a possible loop between "noticing" and 
leaming; "noticing" can be the path as well as the goal that sets the leaming process 
into a benevolent circle. In Ellis' (1995) view, explicit knowledge about language can 
help leamers become aware of the particular features of the target language and help 
leamers obtain intake. Leamers may remain aware of the particular features and 
further notice them in subsequent input，a necessary step leading to the final 
acquisition of those features. In other words, noticing is seen to be playing an 
interfacing function between developing explicit knowledge and the development of 
implicit knowledge when a "noticed" feature becomes acquired finally. 
2.2.3 LA Raising & Consciousness-Raising 
Explicit knowledge of language, one of the extrinsic goals of the educational 
dimension of LA, may trigger "noticing", thus serving a "consciousness-raising" 
function, as was suggested in 2.2.2. 
Consciousness-raising (CR), defined by Rutherford (1988)，embraces a 
continuum ranging from intensive promotion of conscious awareness through 
pedagogical rule articulation on the one hand, to the mere exposure of the leamer to 
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specific grammatical phenomena on the other. Such a view entertains the use of 
external pedagogical devices. Sharwood-Smith (1991: 131) uses the alternative terms 
of "input-salience-creation" or “input enhancement" for "consciousness-raising" and 
points out that input salience can either be created externally such as by the teacher or 
internally created by the leamers' learning mechanisms when leamers automatically 
pay attention to certain features of language. He further suggests that "externally 
generated input enhancement does not automatically imply the internalization of that 
enhancement by the leamer". Internally created salience is more likely to be 
registered by the learning mechanisms or generally in learner's awareness. He, 
therefore, proposes that input enhancement be used as a self-initiated learning 
strategy. 
"Consciousness-Raising" (CR) is, according to James (1999)，one of the two 
versions ofLA: LA as “LA proper" and LA as CR. James identifies a meta-cognitive 
version ofLA as LA proper and a cognitive version ofLA as "consciousness raising". 
“LA proper" refers to the gaining of explicit knowledge about language and the 
capacity to reflect on / talk about one's own language(s). One works on the intuitive 
knowledge about language either through personal reflection or instructional 
mediation to arrive at an explicit understanding of the knowledge and skills he 
possesses without being aware of them. In doing so, he subjects his own knowledge 
and skills to critique and self-assessment. The insights he gains from such an 
informed understanding ofhis language knowledge and skills may lead to a revision 
and expansion ofhis language repertoires. 
Consciousness-raising, in James，(1999) view, is for leamers “who are not yet in 
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command of certain desirable knowledge, skills, and intuitions". CR also gives the 
leamer an important insight: the insight into what he does not know and needs to leam 
in order to achieve his objectives. One can start leaming by working with what one 
does not know; one can then go on to make comparisons and adjustments to 
personalize the objective knowledge gained. In sum, James regards LA as a meta-
cognitive version since it works on the "known" and CR as a cognitive version ofLA 
since it starts from the "unknown". In laymen's term, LA raising is to make one 
know what he knows but does not know that he knows; CR is to make one know 
what one does not know and wants to know. 
Though James makes a theoretical distinction between the two versions of LA, 
he also acknowledges the following two points. First, both LA and CR inevitably 
involve noticing something in a language that one has not noticed earlier. It is not 
uncommon that one can fail to notice certain features oflanguage even ifone has had 
the opportunity of exposure to direct positive evidence, practice or, in the case of 
one's mother tongue, daily use of the language (James, 1996). In the case of CR, 
when there is no "noticing", intake does not take place; consequently, no leaming 
takes place. In the case of LA, what is not noticed is not available for further 
understanding and can not become an object for circumspection and discriminating 
use (Clark, 1990; Fairclough, 1992). Second, it is hard to draw a clear-cut line 
between the two processes ofLA and CR. In foreign language leaming, for example, 
LA and CR work in complementary directions and are in constant interaction with 
each other, as one can do CR for one's deficiencies and at the same time take stock of 
what one knows. 
Faerch et al. (1984:203) make no such distinction between LA and CR when 
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they maintain that “the process of developing more consciousness about implicit 
knowledge is part of the general process of consciousness-raising". 
Rutherford's (1987) position about the consciousness-raising principles also 
obscures the distinction James makes between the two versions of LA. In 
Rutherford's view, “successful leaming takes place only when what is to be leamed 
can be meaningfully related to the known and what is known certainly includes what 
the leamers know unconsciously". He recommends, in the context of grammar 
leaming, that consciousness-raising (LA raising) activities should aim for the dynamic 
but principled development of grammatical capacity in the leamer. 
Candlin (1987) calls the process-oriented development of grammatical 
capacity "the grammaticalization or the syntacticization of the learner's 
interlanguage". Importance is attached to the cognitive processes and the 
activities that the leamers engage themselves in for their grammar growth. The 
focus is no longer on ‘‘the accumulation of target language forms; rather, it is on 
the language exploration processes in which the quality of input and leamers' 
interaction with the language all play a part in adapting the leamers' language to 
their leaming contexts" (ibid). Candlin's emphasis on learners' grammatical 
growth and the development oflearners' discriminating power of language use 
is revealed in his claims about the principles ofCR (LA raising): 
Its concern (CR or LA raising) is with developing the learner s powers of 
judgement and discrimination in respect of the semantic and discoursal demands 
ori the grammatical structures of the target language, emphasizing in this 
reflective mode how well the learner understands the relationships between form 
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and meaning. In productive mode its concern is with enabling learners to adjust 
their grammar to reflect the location of their utterances in discourse, to extend 
their grammatical means for expounding particular logical and semantic 
relationships, and gradually to convert their prefabricated routines into analyzed 
language. (Candlin, 1987 : preface) 
Candlin also points out that the main principles under the concept of language-
awareness-raising or consciousness-raising do not run counter to the communicatively 
oriented curriculum. Getting exposed to meaningful language input and getting 
involved in meaningful communication in the target language are encouraged; at the 
same time, importance is given to leamers' personal contribution in the leaming 
process and the raising of leamers' metacommunicative and meta-cognitive 
awareness. 
2.2.4 The Interaction Hypothesis 
Long (1983b) has put forth an interaction hypothesis about L2 leaming that 
connects the role of leamer interaction with the role of input in second language 
acquisition. He argues that comprehensible input is necessary for L2 leaming but it is 
most effective when modified through negotiation of meaning. The process of 
negotiating a communication problem helps make grammatical features salient and 
input comprehensible to an L2 leamer. Through negotiation, confusion is reduced, and 
input becomes meaningful to the leamers because oftheir personal involvement in the 
negotiation process, and this process facilitates language acquisition. 
Ellis (1997) also suggests two positive roles of interaction: one is that leamers 
often receive "negative evidence" in the process when their interlocutors indicate 
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failure ofcomprehension and may model the correct target-language forms. Leamers 
thus receive input relevant to aspects of grammar that they may not have ftilly 
mastered. Another way in which interaction may assist leaming is that when leamers 
have a chance to clarify what they have said, they go through further processing of 
input, which can help them in comprehension as well as the acquisition of new L2 
forms. 
2.2.5 The Output Hypothesis 
While the theoretical work mentioned in the previous sections ( 2.2.1 - 2.2.4 ) all 
focuses on input-based information processing, Swain's (1985,1993) "comprehensible 
output hypothesis" suggests that importance should also be given to leamers' 
production of the target language forms. Leamer production is intricately related to 
“noticing’，，which leads to subsequent processes that promote second language 
learning, as is indicated in the following figure: 
Figure 1 ： Output and Second Language Leaming analyze input 
f 
noticing no solution 
need to Outputl~<feedback) ~~(analvs i s ) 
Internal • , . ) 
c0mmunicate_^ External ^ s|mplemspect.on 
^ ^ • complex thinking S 0 l u t l 0 n ^ output 2 
(reproduced from Swain, 1993) 
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When producing the target language, an L2 leamer will notice or experience 
linguistic problems either through receiving external feedback in the form oflistener's 
requests for clarification, or through internal feedback, when a leamer "notices a gap" 
between what s/he intends to say and what her/his linguistic repertoire can afford. 
Output thus triggers noticing, and plays a consciousness-raising role ( cf. 2.2.3 ) by 
leading leamers to "recognize what they do not know or know only partially" (Swain, 
1993). Noticing a gap will push the leamer to go through further mental processes for 
solutions; and when successful, it leads to modified output. It may also lead the 
leamer to look for other resources or examine the input more carefully for a solution 
to fill the gap. 
Swain (1993，1995a)，in a more detailed exploration into the role of language 
production in the language learning process, identifies four major functions ofoutput. 
First，producing the target language is meaningful practice of one's linguistic 
resources that permits the development ofautomaticity in the use ofthat language. 
Secondly, producing language may force leamers to go beyond semantic 
processing to syntactic processing of the language. Swain refers to Gary and Gary's 
observation (1981:3) that “Comprehension", allows many linguistic signals to be 
ignored: redundant grammatical and semantic functions ...can very often be ignored 
without seriously distorting the message being comprehended". Producing language 
thus forces the leamers to recognize areas where they lack knowledge or have only 
partial knowledge. Leamers, at the recognition ofsuch insufficiencies, may search in 
their own linguistic resources information that serves to fill the gap. This process may 
involve the generating of new knowledge or the consolidating ofexisting knowledge. 
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Another way for a useful follow-up, as indicated in Figure 1, is to identify the gap 
and attend to relevant input for a solution. The latter approach creates a link between 
output and input when the recognition of the gap in output generates the need for a 
leamer to pay special attention to specific input for the purpose of learning to fill the 
gap. 
A third way in which producing the target language may benefit the learning 
process is through hypothesis testing: leamers, by producing language, can try out 
ways of expressions to see if and how they work. Feedback provided may serve as 
useful information for leamers to modify or reprocess their output. 
Fourth, output plays in the language learning process a metalinguistic or a 
reflective role. While output can serve to test hypotheses, Swain claims that output 
itselfis the hypothesis. In other words, the output leamers produce represent their best 
guesses about how something should be produced either in the written or spoken 
form. Under certain task conditions, leamers reveal their hypothesis through 
producing language; they may also consciously reflect on their own output. This 
process represents the metalinguistic function of output as “using language to reflect 
on language, allowing leamers to control and internalize it" (Swain, 1995a:132). 
In sum, the essence of the output hypothesis is, as suggested by Swain (1993， 
1995a)�that leamers need to be pushed to use their linguistic resources and stretch 
their linguistic abilities to the fullest. They also need to consciously reflect on their 
own output and decide on ways of modifying it to enhance comprehensibility, 
appropriateness and accuracy. Producing language forces leamers to make an effort in 
searching their own linguistic resources and external input for filling their own 
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linguistic gaps, to seek for feedback and to incorporate the feedback into future 
language use. All these processes lead to L2 leaming in two senses: one in the sense 
of the internalization of new forms, the other in the sense of gaining an increased 
control and ability to use their already internalized grammatical knowledge more 
accurately. 
2.2.6 Metalinguistic Awareness in Second Language Leaming 
As mentioned in 2.1.1.2，Schmidt (1990) defines one level of awareness as 
"understanding", which indicates two senses of metalinguistic awareness: one having 
a linguistic scope, the other related to “thinking，’，"meta-cognition of all types" and 
"awareness of awareness". 
In terms of its linguistic sense, Masny (1984,1987,1997) defines metalinguistic 
awareness as an individual's ability to match spoken or written utterances with his or 
her knowledge of language. And this awareness is considered part of language 
competence (Bialystok, 1982，1988，1990，1994; Canale & Swain，1980) . The 
benefits of developing metalinguistic awareness in assisting language development 
have been recognized in that its development facilitates second language leaming, as 
linguistic development and metalinguistic development can be mutually reinforcing 
(Alderson et al.,1997; Andrews, 1997; Hakes, 1982; Ricciardelli, 1993; Smith & 
Tager-Flusberg,1982; Yelland et al.,1993). 0'Malley & Chamot (1990)，in particular, 
argue for the positive role of developing metalinguistic awareness, suggesting that 
grammatical sensitivity to structural patterns is a component ofaptitude for leaming a 
language and that explicit training in areas of metalinguistic knowledge for the 
purpose of developing such sensitivity is certainly possible. Marshall and Morton 
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(1978) provide a theoretical rationale for the importance ofdeveloping metalinguistic 
awareness in a language leamer and user. They compare the producing and 
comprehending of natural language to a very complicated kind of machine. When 
running it, many different types of processes can go wrong. The moment this happens, 
it is helpful if the machine can signal both the occurrence of a malfunction and what 
kind of malfunction is involved. "One of the important functions of metalinguistic 
awareness is to assist in this fault finding and correcting process by monitoring when 
communication breakdowns occur and by analyzing what particular part of the 
utterance should be targeted for revision, correction, or improvement" ¢).228). 
One of the issues over the role of metalinguistic awareness in second language 
learning is the use of metalanguage (Carter, 1996; Roger, 1997). Metalanguage is 
regarded by some as an excess baggage placed on the already heavy load bome by the 
language leamers . Van Lier (1998) also uses the metaphor that a carpenter being able 
to name all his tools is no indication that he is a good carpenter. Supporters of LA 
work, however, suggest that possession ofadequate terminology is a person's resource 
and descriptive tool that help him in the language learning process, just as necessary 
as the knowing of maths terms like "theorem, sine or co-ordinate" in the secondary 
school (Bolitho, 1998 ). And furthermore, awareness-oriented instruction does not 
have to be couched in complicated metalinguistic terms, it can intervene to assist 
leamers' development of awareness oflanguage at different levels ofexplicitness. 
The other sense of metalinguistic awareness is connected to the process of 
thinking and reflection, which is the leading thought found in all LA related theories. 
Reflection leads one's attention to the form and structure of language and to the way 
the forms express or are related to, the message (Gombert, 1993). Reflective practice 
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also goes beyond a mere linguistic focus and is recommended by Widdowson when 
he writes: 
It seems on the face of it to be likely that with some learners a conscious 
awareness of how language works and the subjection of their experience to 
analysis would suit their cognitive style, increase motivation by giving added 
point to their activities, and so enhance learning. (Widdowson, 1990:97) 
2.2.7 A Summary of Section 2.2 
L2 leaming theories reviewed in sections 2.2.1 一 2.2.5 represent three 
perspectives on the role of input, output and meta-cognition in language leaming. The 
input hypothesis represents an extreme position that exposing language leamers to 
comprehensible input is a necessary and sufficient condition for language acquisition. 
The interaction hypothesis recognizes the role of input as well as the role of leamer 
interaction in helping to make the input comprehensible. The other theories on the 
role ofoutput, consciousness-raising / LA raising, and metalinguistic awareness in L2 
leaming are all based on the recognition that L2 leaming is determined by linguistic 
as well as cognitive factors ( Ellis, 1997 )，that leaming is the result of interaction 
between the linguistic environment and leamers' cognitive efforts invested in the 
leaming process, and that there is a role for leamers to develop metalinguistic 
awareness about language and the language leaming experience. 
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2.3 Tasks and Leamer Interaction: An Integrative Position 
Language Awareness embodies an integrative view of language leaming. On one 
hand, leaming about language (grammar as an important dimension of it) is justified 
in the LA educational framework. Allowance is made in the second language 
classroom for incorporating some "awareness-oriented instruction" (Doughty, 1991; 
Ellis, 1995; Harley, 1994) and "consciousness-raising" work. On the other hand, 
considerations have been given to the study of language in use, leamers' role in 
coming to understanding language and the development in the leamer of "a 
particular kind of psychological relation to the process and content of his leaming" 
(Little, 1997). 
Studies and research (under possibly different labels) have been carried out in 
answer to the integration LA recommends. On the broadest level, there are LA 
programs aiming to promote a process-oriented development of leamers' explicit 
awareness oflanguage and the leamers' conscious reflection of language (Gray, 1994; 
Jens-Uwe, 1994; MacAndrew, 1991; Raphael, 1994). There are also works 
recommending the use of authentic language data for leamers to be exposed to real 
language while paying attention to language (Devitt, 1997; Little & Singleton�1991). 
Computer-based programs have also been launched to encourage leamers' self _ 
access exploration into the language. LA work specific to grammar leaming follows 
two approaches: the first stems from the noticing hypothesis that "target language 
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forms will not be acquired unless they are noticed" (Schmidt, 1992, also see 2.2.2). 
To arouse this internal awareness at the level of "noticing", instruction work has 
emphasized "input enhancement" to increase the salience of target forms in input so 
that the subjective experience of"noticing" is more likely to be triggered. The other is 
a task-based approach to language leaming (Long & Crookes，1991; Nunan, 1999; 
Skehan, 1992), which will be the point for focal discussion below. 
LA raising work in SL/FL classrooms has to be specified in terms of "process, 
data, tasks and mode" (Bolitho, 1993 )• Tasks are defined as “ a goal-oriented activity 
in which leamers use language to achieve a real outcome" (Willis, 1998:3). LA tasks 
vary in types but, in essence�they should provide chances for leamers to negotiate 
meaning they try to express, with the content of negotiation being the language form. 
In other words, leamers should be provided with chances to reflect upon language and 
use language to negotiate about form. The advantage of using language tasks as a 
component of "awareness-oriented instruction", according to Robinson (1995:293), is 
that well-designed tasks can "facilitate noticing of aspects of L2 syntax, vocabulary, 
and phonology that may lack perceptual and psychological saliency in untutored 
conversational settings and so may go unnoticed and unlearned，，. 
Loschky and Bley-Vroman (1990 in Schmidt, 1993:217) recommend the use of 
“closed communicative tasks that cannot be completed successfully unless the 
relevant grammatical knowledge is attended to". Ellis (1995) suggests the use of 
interpretation tasks to help leamers identify the meanings realized by a specific 
grammatical feature to ensure grammar comprehension. These tasks are basically 
comprehension tasks that aim to facilitate noticing of grammatical features, and 
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enable leamers to go through some sort of "cognitive comparison". Leamers 
compare what they have noticed in the input and their own interlanguage, and they 
either notice a gap in their current knowledge or receive confirming evidence for their 
knowledge. Such processes may lead to the transformation or restructuring of a 
leamers' interlanguage (McLaughlin,1990). 
Swain (1995a) and Storch (1998) use production-based tasks informed by 
Swain's (1985) "output hypothesis", which suggests that leamers need to be pushed 
beyond their current competence to produce extended oral or written discourse and to 
consider the accuracy of that output (cf. 2.2.5). An important process that is found to 
be at work over output-based tasks is the "noticing of gaps" when leamers are unable 
to say what they want to say. This awareness of their own insufficiencies leads them 
to consider the input more closely or seek further resources to fill the gap and thus 
facilitates second language leaming. 
Dickens & Woods (1988:636) propose that "grammar does not function as an 
end in itself but rather as a means toward successful communication". They 
recommend the use of communicative grammar tasks that (1) promote interaction 
among leamers, (2) “facilitate the comprehension of how grammar works in the 
conveying and interpretation of meaning"0).636). Such tasks engage leamers' 
involvement, make them become aware of the form meaning relationship, and 
promote their processing of grammatical rules and develop their cognitive 
understanding. 
With regard to the effectiveness of different types oftasks in terms ofthe amount 
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of negotiation that can be involved, Long (1989) proposes the following general 
points, as summarized by Fotos and Ellis (1991): 
(1) Two way tasks, in which leamers' exchange of meaning is obligatory, 
produce more leamer negotiation than one-way tasks, in which exchange of 
meaning is not a must. 
(2) Planned tasks, in which leamers have time to reflect before they speak, 
encourage more negotiation than unplanned tasks. 
(3) Closed tasks, which require a definite solution or ending, promote more 
negotiation than open tasks, where no clear solutions can be reached. 
(4) Convergent tasks, in which leamers must reach an agreed-upon solution, 
trigger more negotiation than divergent tasks, where different views are 
allowed. 
Many LA tasks in the SLfFL classroom require leamer interaction, in which 
leamers talk explicitly about language to solve language problems together, to share 
their own insights about language, and to negotiate form and meaning relationship in 
the target features. 
The benefits of integrating leamer interaction with explicit language work have 
been viewed from affective, psycho-linguistic, and cognitive as well as pedagogical 
perspectives. 
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On the affective role of leamer interaction, Long & Porter (1985:211) claim that 
it creates a positive affective climate in the classroom and enhances students' 
motivation. The group/pair work setting can be a more intimate and non-threatening 
environment in which leamers engage in "exploratory talk" (Bames, 1973:19) to take 
the first groping steps towards sorting out their thoughts and feelings by putting them 
into words. In a whole class setting, the "audience effect" with all the students 
present, the teacher as a judge, and the urge for a quick and good answer in a limited 
period of time might all serve as inhibiting factors for leamers to engage themselves 
in exploratory talk. In addition, group/pair work also introduces variety into the 
language classroom where teachers normally dominate the talking part. Students 
enjoy the variety, and when they are involved at a more personal level, learning 
motivation can be greatly enhanced . 
Viewed from a psycholinguistic perspective, leamers' talking about language to 
each other serves several roles. Talking about language is a kind of input in itself. As 
Long (1983) suggests in his interaction hypothesis (cf. 2.2.4), interaction produces 
comprehensible input that is necessary for language acquisition. Furthermore, input 
modified through negotiation of meaning makes input more meaningful and better 
attended to by the leamers. 
Talking about language is output as well. Let us recapitulate the four important 
functions Swain (1993,1995a) proposes about "output" (cf.2.2.5): 1) producing 
language increases the chance of language practice 2) output triggers ‘‘noticing’，3) 
output leads to hypothesis testing and 4) output has a metalinguistic function, or a 
"reflective" role. 
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Viewed from a cognitive perspective, peer interaction over language tasks leads 
to the provision of mutual feedback by verification, clarification or disagreeing. 
Mutual feedback serves to "disequilibrate a leamer's egocentric conceptualizing" 
(Slavin, 1989) by leading one another to abandon misconceptions and search for 
better solutions. More importantly, leamer feedback given during peer talk over 
language tasks is feedback at the "precious moment，，( Gaies, 1985)，i.e. when it is 
given immediately. Even debates and arguments can assist leaming as "reflection is 
spawned from argument" (Brooks & Donato, 1994; Vygotsky, 1978). 
On a closer look into the cognitive dimension, talking to explain, paraphrase, 
asking and answering questions in interactive language tasks are elaboration 
strategies that help the leamer store information in long term memory through 
establishing internal connections between new and prior knowledge (Pintrich, 1989). 
As Slavin (1989: 161-178) points out, in order for material to be retained in memory 
and related to existing knowledge, it is necessary for the leamer to engage in 
cognitive restructuring or elaboration of the material. And “one of the most effective 
means of elaboration is explaining the material to someone else". Allwright 
(1984:158) also points out that, in the process, leamers can leam “from the very act of 
attempting to articulate their own understanding". 
Moreover, ideas that can sound irrelevant when presented in a lecture may 
become revealing and alive when leamers have to explore them through speech. 
Abstract arguments in a reading text may grab their attention when presented by their 
peer. Interpretations, which may otherwise be skipped over, are more likely to be 
"noticed" and may possibly lead to new revelations, when proposed by their peer 
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(Brookfield & Preskill, 1999). The effect of "talking about..." thus extends to the 
development of insights and vision, as is made clear by the philosopher Henri 
Bergson (1911) when he writes: 
Nothing is clear until we have put it into words, for words are the only 
means of translating impressions to the intellect Hence the immense help 
expression gives to vision, in clarifying it. The growth of the power of 
language is not merely a technical development, it implies a growth of 
vision. 
As regards the pedagogical perspective on leamer interaction, it is worth quoting 
Van Lier (1998:128-145): "in all aspects of language learning/language development 
(to take a broad perspective), it is important that consciousness (in all its variety of 
manifestions) and interaction be promoted to their fullest and richest extent". He 
believes that language learning/development can not be equated with teachers' 
transmission of knowledge or rules into leamers' brains, but rather is a result of 
"participation in processes that lead to higher or better processes". Interaction in the 
L2 classroom between leamers ensures this participation when leamers are aware of 
their own use of the language and that of the others' and "purposefully engage in 
clarification of language through language and construct meaning with a goal in 
mind" (ibid). 
Long & Porter (1985:207-227) summarize some other pedagogical arguments for 
the use ofleamer interaction through group (pair) work in the SL/FL classroom. They 
include considerations for increasing quantity and quality of leamer talk and for 
individualizing instruction. First, they suggest that in a whole classroom setting, the 
teacher usually sets the same pace and content for every student (Fanselow 1977； 
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Hoetker and Ahlbrand 1969) and dominates most of the talk in the classroom. Group 
(pair) work clearly helps to increase leamer talk time when they have to exchange 
information to get language problems solved. "Additional practice that whole class 
teaching cannot provide economically can often be derived much more efficiently 
from pair and small group work"(Gaies, 1985:26). Second, the quality of leamer talk 
is improved through engaging leamers in "talking about language，，. "Face to face 
communication is a natural setting for communication"(Long & Porter,1985). In this 
setting, students do not produce discrete and isolated sentences as are often found in 
the answers given in the whole class setting. By working together, they produce 
utterances that follow certain coherent sequences, thus developing their discourse 
competence rather than mere "sentence grammar". 
Long and Porter (1985) also suggest that group (pair) work can be the first step 
to individualize instruction in that when big leamer variation exists in the same class, 
teachers can address this problem by assigning leamers to "work on different sets of 
materials suited to their needs"(Long & Porter, 1985:210). Kowal & Swain (1994) 
point out another dimension of individualization of instruction: that leamer talk in 
group (pair) work is a window through which leamers' understanding and 
misconceptions about language are revealed. This provides a basis for language 
teachers to start addressing individual leamers' problems . 
Leamers' talking about language, in Fotos and Ellis' (1995) view, integrates the 
leaming ofexplicit knowledge about language with meaningful communication in the 
language. Leaming about language in this way combines both leamers' internal 
source of knowledge (by making explicit one's existing implicit knowledge) and the 
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external source of knowledge. The meaningful communication leamers being 
engaged in through solving language problems together may also help them develop 
automaticity in spontaneous use of the language. 
Brookfield and Preskill (1999) view the benefit of leamer interaction from the 
perspective of nurturing leamer collaboration, a domain not confined to language 
leaming alone. They claim that collaboration is addictive. The success achieved 
through collaboration leads leamers to look out for more opportunities to do it. 
Therefore, engaging leamers in solving language problems interactively, and 
successfully, can develop leamers' positive attitude towards collaborative work. 
2.4 Empirical Studies: Noticing. Interaction and Language Awareness 
Considerable research has been done in verifying the validity of various 
approaches to language awareness raising. Review of empirical studies in this section 
will look into the relationship between "noticing" and leaming and between explicit 
knowledge and "noticing". Focus will be placed on the studies that involve the use of 
collaborative tasks and talking about language. The role of leamer interaction is 
examined through looking at the effect of cognitive involvement ofthe leamers in the 
leaming process and the use of collaborative tasks in raising leamers，awareness of 
form-meaning-functionrelationships. 
Some studies point to the positive role of consciousness-raising grammar 
treatments in leamer performance and the interfacing flinction of"noticing" between 
leamers' development of explicit knowledge and implicit knowledge. Fotos' (1993) 
study compares the effect of grammar treatment vs. non-grammar treatment on 
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leamers' subsequent noticing of the linguistic features under focus. Grammar 
treatment is given in either teacher-fronted explanation or interactive grammar 
problem-solving tasks. The result indicates that both types of grammar treatment lead 
to subsequent significant amount of noticing of the structures learned. Task 
performance is found to promote amounts of noticing comparable to formal 
instruction, while noticing is not promoted with a control group that receives no 
consciousness-raising treatment. The study suggests the positive role of the 
development of explicit knowledge in raising leamers' consciousness and developing 
leamers，sensitivity towards the linguistic features learned. 
In an earlier study conducted by Fotos and Ellis (1991), attempts are made to 
integrate grammar instruction with meaningful communication through making 
leamers work on grammar tasks interactively. The results indicate that grammar tasks 
and teacher-fronted instruction are both successful in helping leamers gain knowledge 
of a difficult target language rule. A similar quantity of conversational modifications 
is found in the completion of grammar tasks as when leamers are engaged in other 
two-way information-gap tasks. The authors conclude that grammar tasks that aim at 
consciousness-raising are effective activities in the language classroom. Talking about 
language is a serious topic when compared with the trivial content in some 
information-gap tasks. The use of such tasks also encourages leamers' involvement 
and cognitive understanding in an active discovery-oriented approach. Leamers have 
the opportunity to leam about grammar while engaging in communication centered on 
an exchange of information. However, it is also found from the study that the 
grammar task group fails to maintain significant proficiency gains over a two-week 
period. Yet, a follow-up study conducted on the same group of leamers leads to 
findings of an improved durability of instruction with the task performance group. 
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The difference between the result of the two studies is found to be due to the 
inclusion of a production section on the proficiency tests and the use of noticing 
exercises after the consciousness-raising treatment. Such findings indicate that 
exposing leamers to further input after explicit instruction serves to make the effects 
of the consciousness-raising treatments more durable. The inclusion of the noticing 
exercise and the production item plays the role of consolidating acquisition. 
Schmidt and Frota (1986) report a study based on the introspective evidence of 
Schmidt's own acquisition of Brazilian Portuguese, which supports the constitutive 
role played by conscious awareness, or noticing, of target language features during L2 
leaming. Comparing Schmidt's diary data on the various L2 features he notices in the 
input with the data from his tape-recorded conversations with a native-speaker 
interlocutor, they find a remarkable correspondence between what Schmidt reports he 
has noticed and the linguistic forms he uses himself. The study suggests a strong 
connection between noticing and emergence in production. On the basis of the study, 
the researchers make the claim that those who notice most leam most, and it may be 
that those who notice most are those who pay attention most. 
Some other studies investigate the effect of different task requirements and 
leamers' task participation on leamers' cognitive processing or their leaming 
outcome. Brown (1991) compares the effect of different task types on the resulting 
leamer interaction. Three types of tasks are compared. The first type is interpretative 
in nature in that leamers have to interpret data according to their understanding and 
experience. The second type is of a procedural nature, in which leamers have to 
discuss to reach decisions. The third is of a practice nature: leamers use and practice 
the language and expressions they have mastered. The first two tasks require a degree 
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of reflection and interpretation while the third one does not. The result of the study 
indicates that the first two types of tasks, both cognitively and linguistically 
challenging when leamers are pushed to express thoughts and interpretations, 
generate more hypothesizing and instructional input (defined as group members 
giving instructional information to the other members by way of explanation). The 
study suggests that the level of challenge of a task is an important variable in 
“pushing leamers into framing their ideas in more novel language and thus providing 
them with opportunities to 'leam' and not merely to ‘practice，” (p.l). 
Webb (1985) compares the leaming outcome of leamers in dyads with one 
leamer assigned the role of explainer and the other the “receiver，’. The results indicate 
that those who play the part of the explainer achieve better understanding ofwhat they 
leam and have significantly better performance in post study tests. Dansereau (1985) 
compares the leaming outcome between students who work collaboratively and who 
work individually and finds that students who receive elaborate explanations leam 
better than those who work individually, and those who serve as explainers leam more 
than the listeners. 
Studies have also been conducted to investigate the role of collaborate tasks in 
raising leamers' awareness of language forms, rules and the form meaning 
relationship. 
Kowal and Swain's (1994) study provides empirical support for the role of 
learner interaction over production-based language tasks in enhancing leamers' 
awareness of language forms, rules as well as the form—meaning relationship. An 
analysis of the recorded data of leamer talk over the tasks indicates that 70% of the 
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critical language-related episodes ( episodes "in which language is the focus of the 
discussion" [Samuda & Rounds，1993; Swain & Lapkin，1995]) focus on accuracy 
and precision. Collaborative tasks also lead the leamers to "notice the gap" and to 
work together searching for a solution to the linguistic difficulties that they encounter. 
"Verbalisation of the problem allows them the opportunity to reflect on it and better 
understand it" (Kowal & Swain，1994:87). Students in the study manage to solve most 
of the accuracy problems through discussions and at the same time succeed in 
conveying the original meaning of the sentences read out to them through the text 
reconstruction task. 
Kowal and Swain (1994) find that participators in dialogic interaction over 
language focused tasks, through producing language and then reflect upon their own 
output can arrive at some insights about the target language. Leamers make explicit 
the basis of their insight, not through the use of metalanguage but through relating 
explanation to the syntax of the sentence. Conscious reflection on language, i.e. 
through being engaged in talking about language, leads to "context-sensitive 
knowledge of a grammatical rule". 
LaPierre (1994) tests the students on the language episodes that they negotiate 
about during peer interaction over tasks requiring leamers' reflection on language 
form and function. The findings show that the correct responses made in the posttest 
correspond positively to the correct solutions reached during leamer negotiation over 
the tasks, pointing to the positive role of output through talking about form in 
promoting second language learning. 
Storch (1997) attempts to verify claims that using interactive problem solving 
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tasks provides an optimal opportunity for leamers to sort out the form-meaning 
relations and to test their own hypotheses about language. Findings from his study 
indicate that leamers use a variety of knowledge sources in combination to solve 
language problems, and when they do so, the success rate in correctly solving 
problems is higher (73%) than when they only resort to intuition for the solution of 
problems (59%). The editing task used in the study is found to be successful in 1) 
focusing leamers' attention on a variety of grammatical items. 2) promoting leamers' 
discussion and reflection on language use and the form and meaning relationships of 
language 3) providing chances for hypothesis testing through receiving "confirming 
or disconfirming" peer feedback. However, the researcher also expresses his concem 
over the possible problem of leamer variation. 
Hales (1997) introduces a data-driven approach to language awareness by 
leading the language leamers' (here teacher trainees) through language analysis of 
their own oral production. In this study, leamers' oral production episodes were taped 
and played back to them. They are to fall back on their own linguistic resources to 
identify and analyze the errors in their own production. This process is found to be 
effective in making the leamers more aware of how they actually choose the forms to 
represent the meaning they want to express. Leamers also become more aware of the 
linguistic resources they already have at their disposal. The study suggests that using 
leamers' own conversation data as the basis for language analysis activities is 
interesting and motivating as it brings in personal relevance to the leaming 
experience. In addition, the leamers' own analysis and reflection can provide them 
with valuable insights into the use .oflanguage. 
Devitt (1997) argues for the potential of using authentic texts for promoting 
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language awareness. He devises a process-oriented chain of activities, trying to focus 
leamers' attention each time on one sub-process of reading the authentic text. 
Collaborative work, however, is also at the center of his design. In the first task, 
leamers are given a jumble set of around three dozen words and phrases from an 
authentic text, and they are to sort out thejumbled words and phrases into intersecting 
sets of TIME，EVENT, PEOPLE and PLACE. This task is to activate processes of 
reflection that enable the leamers to go on to the second task of creating a story 
outline by following an appropriate linear order and adding the other necessary 
elements. In this second task of co-creating a text, the sub-processes of constructing 
propositions and activating schemata are involved. Then, leamers go through 
syntactic processing by putting a jumbled simplified version into order. They then go 
on to read the original text when all the sub-processes are brought into interaction. 
Finally, leamers reconstruct the original text, and they “reverse the process of 
simplification by recomplexifying the simplified text, using text grammar" (P.131)~ 
paying specific attention to the cohesive devices. 
The study suggests that the process-oriented chain of tasks lead leamers through 
steps that promote both comprehension of the text and language acquisition. When the 
critical sub-processes of reading are broken down into activities so that leamers can 
work on one sub-process at a time, attention can be focused on both the sub-process 
and on the language data. Language awareness is greatly enhanced when leamers 
apply the processes back onto the text reconstruction tasks. 
2.5 Summary of the LA Claims 
In the theoretical works and empirical studies reviewed above (2.1-2.4) in this 
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chapter, the following major findings and claims about LA have been made: 
(1) Awareness-oriented instruction promotes leamers' subsequent "noticing" of 
the linguistic features under focus (Ellis, 1995:87-105; Fotos & Ellis, 1991: 
605-628; Robinson, 1995: 283-331; Schmidt, 1992:206-226; Schmidt & 
Frota, 1986:237-322). 
(2) Collaborative work in which leamers have to talk about language raises 
leamers' awareness of language forms, rules and the form-meaning 
relationship and helps understanding (Kowal & Swain，1994:73-93; Swain, 
1995a:125-144). 
(3) LA tasks that involve leamer interaction provide leamers with chances to 
receive and give feedback and to test their own hypotheses about language 
(Gaies, 1985:50; Swain, 1995a:125-144). 
(4) Grammar awareness tasks can be integrated with meaningful communication 
iftask requirements encourage leamer interaction (Borg, 1994:61-71; Fotos 
&Ellis, 1991:605-628). 
(5) Peer interaction encourages language analysis on the leamers' part (Carter, 
1996:13). 
(6) LA work through leamer interaction engages leamers in the leaming process, 
and is thus interesting and motivating (Bolitho, 1998:3-6; Borg:61-71). It also 
helps establish leamers' positive attitude towards collaborative leaming 
(Brookfield & Preskill，1999: 34). 
2.6 Description ofLinguistic Area: Adverbial Positionine in English 
Grammar leaming in the area of adverbs and adverbials in the Chinese secondary 
schools is mainly focused on the truly formal aspects: the suffix ~ly on a large number 
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of adverbs, the adverb comparisons and some forms of realizations of adverbials. 
The semantic types of adverbs are also briefly covered. The tertiary leamers are, 
indeed, able to use some forms of adverbs and adverbials; they are, however, largely 
unaware of the positioning of adverbials that may affect grammaticality, and the 
relationship between positioning, meaning and function. 
Adverbial in English takes up a wider range of roles in clause structures 
(Greenbaum & Quirk 1990; Hoye, 1997). This is evident from the fact that it has 
various meaning types, a diversity of structures, different positioning and grammatical 
functions, as well as the possibility of multiple occurrences in a single sentence (For a 
more detailed discussion, see Appendix Bl,B2,B3). With adverbial positioning alone, 
the adverbial element may enjoy relative freedom in a few positions in a sentence as 
indicated below: 
By then<I> the book <iM> should <M>have <mM>been <eM>retumed <iE>to 
the library <E>. (Greenbaum & Quirk, 1990) 
The three main positions adverbials occur in are the sentence initial position 
(<I>), medial position <M>, subject to variants between initial <iM>, medial <mM> 
and end medial <eM>, and the end position (<iE> & <E� ) . 
Greenbaum and Quirk (1990) point out that adverbial positioning in English is 
determined both by semantic and grammatical factors. Other factors such as 
information processing demands, stylistic and rhetoric considerations as well as 
information structuring can also affect the choice of the positioning ofadverbials. 
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2.6.1 Obligatory & Optional Adverbials 
Semantic typology of adverbials such as adverbials oftime, place, manner etc. is 
a useful category to refer to when we talk about adverbial positioning. For example, 
when we describe the order of multiple adverbials that occur in the sentence initial or 
final position, we can use the labels of semantic type to indicate that their most 
frequently occurring order is manner-place-time, as is shown in the following 
example: 
(1) The car stopped suddenly in front of the building, (manner-place) 
(2) The plane landed safely at the airport half an hour later, (manner -place-
time) 
However, when we say adverbials of place can often occur at either the initial or 
fmal position of the sentence, then the semantic classification may be an unreliable 
guide as in: 
(3) a. The cat was eating its dinner on the mat. ^>lace) 
b. On the mat，the cat was eating its dinner. ( I position possible) 
BUT 
(4) a. The cat sat on the mat. ^>lace) 
b. ？? On the mat the cat sat. (awkward) 
(Examples taken from Buysschaert 1987) 
or in: 
(5) a. John acted as my guide for two weeks. 
b. For two weeks’ John acted as my guide. 
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BUT 
(6) a. The flood lasted for two weeks, (time/duration) 
b. ？ For two weeks the flood lasted, (awkward) 
For adverbials such as those occurring in examples 4 & 6，a usefUl classification 
of obligatory and optional adverbials (Quirk et al, 1985 ) (Essential complements and 
free modifiers by Buysschaert, 1987) might offer a better guidance for the positioning 
of adverbials. Some adverbials are more immediately "required" by the verbs such as 
"sat" and "last" in 4 & 6 above; adverbials that are obligatory elements for the 
sentences to be grammatical enjoy a more central relationship to the verb, and are 
more likely to occur immediately after the verbs that require them. Free modifiers are 
most often subclassified as Sentential, VP, or focussing modifiers (adverbials) when 
relating to their scope of modification. 
2.6.2 Adverbial Positioning and Scope ofModification 
Wright (1994) describes that some adverbials seem to say something about the 
sentence as a whole, some are more "tied" directly to the verb, some focus on the 
specific elements with which they co-occur. In more technical terms, grammarians 
have used labels like sentential adverbials, VP adverbials and focussing adverbials to 
describe their scope of modification. 
Sentence adverbials have the whole clause as their “modification scope" or 
"scope ofmodification", as can be seen from the following examples: 
(7) a. John bought a new car last week. 
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b. In this town, men wear skirts. 
c. Fortunately, the fire did not cause much damage. 
In (7) a, it is the whole event, not just the action expressed by the verb "buying" 
that is set in the context of "last week". Similarly in b, it is the entire situation, not 
just the verb "wear" that is within the modification scope of "in this town” and in c, 
the fact that the fire did not cause much damage is called fortunate. Buysschaert 
(1987) makes the generalization that "sentential adverbials might specify time，place, 
causality (reason-cause-purpose), modality and "attitude" or “opinion，，(7c). 
Some sentential adverbials comment on the sentence rather than view the 
sentence as an event, situation, act or fact, for example: 
(8) Frankly, I do not trust you. 
(9) Honestly speaking, John is not trustworthy. 
Sentential adverbials tend to appear in the initial position [I]. In written English, 
a single word adverbial of the first type may also occur at the End position, separated 
from the other part of the sentence with a comma. Some sentence adverbials may 
occur in the medial position [M] immediately after the subject without a change of 
meaning, as with the sentence : 
(10) a. Rightly, the students helped the old man. 
b. The students rightly helped the old man. 
Some other sentence adverbials may also occur in the medial position without a 
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change ofmeaning, as a parenthesis with a pair of commas, such as : "John, honestly, 
wrote the report". However, when there are no commas, the adverbial will be seen to 
modify the verb "wrote" -- “ wrote the report honestly". 
VP adverbial is a label referring to those that modify the verb phrase. In other 
words, they have the verb (phrase) as the scope ofmodification. 
(11) Let's study this carefully^ (manner) 
(12) She hit him with a stone, (instrument) 
Semantically, they are more immediately related to the VP, many of them 
describe manner, instrument or degree. A VP adverbial is normally seen in the 
position immediately after the verb or sentence finally. It may also occur in mid-
position as in: 
(13) She opened the door quietly. = She quietly opened the door. 
As some sentence adverbial and VP adverbial can both occur at the M position, 
ambiguities sometimes arise when we say: 
(14) John foolishly opened the bottle. 
The adverbial/oo/wA/>； is in the medial position, which causes ambiguity. The 
adverbial may comment on John"John was foolish" or "John opened the bottle in a 
foolish manner." 
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To avoid ambiguity of this kind, it is advisable to say : 
(14) a. Foolishly, John opened the bottle. (John was foolish to open the bottle.) 
b. John opened the bottle foolishly. (John opened the bottle in a foolish 
way.) 
In (14) a, the adverbial serves as a comment on the whole sentence, thus is 
categorized as a sentential adverbial, while in b，the adverbial indicate the manner of 
the verb, it is then classified as a VP adverbial. The two meanings are clearly distinct, 
as is further illustrated in the examples below: 
(15) a. He wisely refused to spend his money. (An alternative structure can be: 
Wisely, he refused to spend his money.) 
b. He refused to spend his money wisely. (There is no alternative structure.) 
When a sentence comprises two co-ordinated clauses, the position of an 
adverbial affects the scope of modification, eg: 
(16) a. In China, he travelled a lot and eventually settled down, 
b. He travelled a lot and eventually settled down in China. 
In (16a) “ in China" relates to the whole sentence that contains two coordinate 
clauses, whereas in (b), the scope of modification is more likely to cover only the 
second clause of the whole sentence. In other words, the adverbials that occur at the I 
position of the sentences normally relate to the sentence as a whole rather than 
predominately to the VP, while the E position is more readily occupied by an 
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adverbial that modifies the nearby VP. 
The other type of adverbial under discussion is the focussing adverbials, which 
can focus on a part of the sentence — the whole VP, for example, or a single element 
in a sentence such as an adjective in a noun phrase or an auxiliary in a verb phrase. 
They are normally realized in the forms of adverbs, sometimes, prepositional phrases 
as well. 
(17) John particularly dislikes Mary. 
(18) Only George would do anything like this. 
(19) John, in particular, dislikes Mary. 
Focussing adverbials often occur immediately before or after the element under 
focus. Generally speaking, the item under focus is “new information" (Quirk et al, 
1985). Quite frequently they occur in M, ( before verb or after first auxiliary), unless 
the item focused is the subject, part of the subject or the auxiliary. Even when the 
focussing adverbial is placed at the M position, the focus can be the main verb, part of 
the VP, or the V + post-verbal elements: 
(20) John can only <<hear> <his s o n � f r o m <<inside> <the kitchen>>>. 
In writing, the sentence without angled brackets may be ambiguous in meaning, 
“only，，can focus on the whole event expressed by the VP “hear his son from inside 
the kitchen", or on "hear", meaning “only hear, but not see...", or on “his son", 
meaning “only his son but not anyone else", or on “inside the kitchen", meaning not 
from anywhere else, or on "inside", meaning “inside but not outside", or on “the 
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kitchen", meaning "inside the kitchen but not inside the bedroom etc." In spoken 
English, the focus is normally made clear by intonation and stress. 
There is one interesting point about the positioning of the focussing adverbials in 
speech: Ifthe focussing adverbial comes before the focused element, as in 
(21) The girls especially disliked <the system>. 
the stress falls on the focused element. If the focussing adverbial comes after the 
focused element, as in 
(22) <The girls> especially disliked the system, 
the stress falls on the adverbial itself. 
2.6.3 Other Considerations Affecting Adverbial Positioning 
As Buysschaert (1987) points out, "the internal composition ofthe adverbial may 
affect its positional potential". Heavy or long adverbials normally do not occur in the 
M position, 
(23) I will�*w"ew/>yee him ^tell him the truth. 
< V 
*/« a week's time � ^ 
Some non � l y single word adverbials such as "yesterday, today, tomorrow" are 
not normally found in M position. It is unlikely to say: 
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(24) ？? She yesterday realized the problem. 
(25) ？? They are tomorrow coming here. 
However, in news reportage, they might be seen in the M position: 
(26) The President yesterday announced that... 
Or in speech, with intonation breaks, it might be possible to take a sizable adverbial 
constituent, as in: 
(27) The US President, in his long telephone call to the Chinese President, said 
that... 
Sometimes, an adverbial that can be placed at both I and E positions is placed at 
I for discoursal, stylistic and rhetoric considerations, as is illustrated in the sentences 
below. 
(28) a. In a dark cave of the Wuyi Mountain, a tiger gave birth to five cubs, 
b. A tiger gave birth to five cubs in a dark cave of the Wuyi Mountain. 
In (28 a), the topic focus is on a dark cave of the Wuyi Mountain, which provides 
a wilderness setting for the birth event to take place. In (28b), the topic focus is on the 
birth of five tiger-cubs. 
(29) a. He lived in London and died in London. 
b. In London he lived and in London he died. 
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In (29a)，the emphasis is the course of life and death; in (29b)，the topic focus is 
London, not elsewhere, that he experienced his full life; besides, the repeated 
adverbial creates a sense of stylistic symmetry and parallelism. 
(30) a. My chance ofwinning goes away. 
b. Away goes my chance of winning. 
In (30a)，the strong sense of loss ("Away") of opportunity is expressed and 
emphasized when it is placed sentence initially. 
In summary, it is not easy to make generalizations about adverbial positioning. 
However, the following broad trends (not without exceptions) as summarized by 
Buysschaert (1987) can be pointed out: 
(1) Some adverbials are essential complements of the verb, they normally appear 
immediately after the verb. 
(2) The free modifiers that modify the sentence as a whole can generally appear in I， 
M，and E (marked off by a comma with some single word adverbials). The VP 
adverbials normally occur in M and E. Focusing adverbials normally occur before 
the element it focuses on’ or immediately after it. They can also occur in M to 
focus on any of the element in the VP, when so, ambiguities in meaning might 
arise with the written version. 
(3) M is not suitable for a long adverbial constituent. 
(4) Sometimes stylistic and rhetoric considerations may affect the choice of 
positioning of adverbials. 
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2.7 Research Questions and Hypotheses 
Let us recapitulate the claims in section 2.5, summarized from LA literature, 
about the benefits ofLA work: 
(1) LA work promotes "noticing", develops leamers' "sensitivity" towards, and 
"insights" about language. 
(2) LA work through leamer interaction helps understanding and enhances 
leamers' language awareness of form-function-meaning relationship. 
(3) LA tasks that involve leamer interaction provide leamers with chances for 
receiving and giving feedback and for testing their own hypotheses about 
language. 
(4) LA tasks that encourage leamer interaction can be integrated with 
meaningful communication. 
(5) Peer interaction encourages learners' analysis oflanguage. 
(6) LA work that involves leamer interaction is motivating. It also helps to 
establish leamers' positive attitude towards collaborative leaming. 
Some of the above claims made are based on researches done in ES/FL contexts; 
some remain theoretical claims that are to be empirically verified. The present study 
seeks to obtain empirical evidence to verify the LA claims listed above in the context 
of tertiary EFL in China. The study looks into the validity of an LA process in 
grammar leaming and is an attempt to find out whether awareness of language is 
differentially enhanced through different pedagogical treatments in the form of an 
interactive approach vs. an individual approach to language task completion. In other 
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words, we set out to test whether leamers' leaming ofagmmmatical area at the level 
of "making explicit" may lead them to perform better in that area, and whether 
leamers who leam grammar interactively have a more highly enhanced awareness of 
language than those who leam them in an individual, "silent" manner. Relative 
success with the different treatments in raising leamers' awareness of adverbial 
positioning is evaluated using both quantitative measures and qualitative analysis. 
Most ofthe previous LA studies offer a narrative account ofthe LA process and 
the researchers' observations on the leamers' participation in the study. The present 
study looks into three of the five dimensions of LA work, as suggested by James & 
Garrett (1991, cf. 2.1.2.5 )，namely: the affective dimension, the cognitive dimension 
and the performance dimension. They are studied through the more objective leaming 
outcome, the leamers' subjective evaluation ofboth the LA Process and the different 
pedagogical treatments. The following research questions are asked: 
(1) Are the students who experience the LA Process better aware ofthe linguistic 
feature than those who follow the normal non-LA course on the curriculum? 
(2)Is an interactive task completion mode, in which leamers interactively 
explain and talk about language a more effective approach to raise leamers, 
awareness of language than the "silent" mode ofworking on language tasks 
individually? 
P ) How do leamers evaluate the different treatments ofthe "awareness-oriented 
instruction" they receive? 
(4) What is the nature of the LA Process as perceived by leamers? 
(5) Does the LA Process impinge on the after-course language behavior (James 
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&Garrett, 1991:17)? 
Four specific testable null hypotheses reflecting the research questions are 
formulated in order to obtain more specific information about the effect of the LA 
Process on the learning outcome. 
Hypothesis 1 (H。)： The LA treatments have no effect on the two experimental 
groups. 
Hypothesis 2 (¾) : The non-treatment group makes no improvement on its 
grammar performance. 
Hypothesis 3 (H。)： The two LA-experimental groups do not perform better than 
the non-treatment group. 
Hypothesis 4 (H�) : Group 1 leamers, who are engaged in the "interactive" LA 
tasks, do not perform better than Group 2 members, who 
engage themselves in doing the LA tasks individually. 
2.8 Summary of Chapter Two 
This chapter first reviews literature on "language awareness" by looking broadly 
at two different senses ofLA. First, the psycholinguistic sense oflanguage awareness 
is explained. Next, the review moves on to the educational sense of language 
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awareness, which embodies a call for an explicit awareness of the working of 
language. This is followed by an introduction to the nature and characteristics of LA 
work, which claims to address the cognitive and affective dimensions through 
recognizing the importance of individual leamers' participation in the leaming 
process and the merit of “talking about language". The broad scope of language 
awareness is introduced and theories relevant to the LA recommendations are then 
reviewed. 
The linguistic area under study, adverbial positioning in English, is then briefly 
described. Finally, based on the literature review, research questions are asked and 
hypotheses are formulated, claims made in the theoretical works and empirical 
research are listed, which are to be verified in the present study. 
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CHAPTER THRER 
DESIGN OF THR STTTTW 
Introduction 
As indicated in section 2.7, the present study aims to examine the validity of an 
LA Process applied to the Chinese Tertiary EFL context. It sets out to investigate, in 
particular, the effect of an "interactive" vs. "individual" task approach on raising 
leamers' awareness of the linguistic feature under focus. The construct learners' 
language awareness is operationalized as leamers' scores on the pre-test and the 
posttest, and on what they reportedly have become aware of. How the dependable 
variables (the test scores reflecting leamers' language awareness) are affected by the 
independent variables — in this case, leamers' explanation and discussion about 
language (the explicit verbalization of the leamers' understanding of the grammar 
points taught) vs. leamers' individual work is the focus ofthe study. The selection of 
subjects, the tests administration and data collection instrumentation, the development 
o f L A course material and the exercise tasks, the procedures of the experiment, the 
LA process, and the methods of data analysis are all described in detail in the 
following sections. 
3.1 Selection of Subjects 
The subjects for this study were 90 first-year non-English major students from 
the South China University ofTechnology, almost entirely male, who volunteered to 
participate. These subjects had, on entering the experimental program, all had 
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approximately 8 years of English language leaming experience in the primary and 
secondary schools. They also had similar performance on the English placement test 
upon entering the university and were thus streamed into the so-called "Normal Band" 
English d a s s e s . 2 All ofthem were taught by the same course teacher on their normal 
English leaming program and the same textbooks were used. This group of students 
was chosen to ensure the population validity. The participants from various science 
and technology faculties such as applied mathematics, applied chemistry, architecture 
and civil engineering, are representative of the large group of year 1 students on 
whom the result of the study could be generalized. 
The 90 subjects were randomly assigned to three groups consisting of 30 
members each. Group 1 and Group 2 went through the LA Process while Group 3 
followed the normal comprehension-based English course. 
3.2 Construction of Instruments 
Before the LA study, a pretest was conducted in order to investigate whether the 
leamers on the two groups exhibited significant differences in their knowledge and 
understanding of adverbial positioning. During the study, subjects from Group 1 and 
Group 2 filled in a weekly report sheet called “Teaching & Leaming: Self-
Reflection". Ten days after the study ended, a posttest was administered to all the 
three groups to determine their gains (losses) over the study period. Two months after 
the LA course ended, the End-of-Study Questionnaire (hereafter “Final 
2 Out ofthe three bands: advanced, normal and the preparatory bands that students were streamed into 
upon entering the university, the normal band takes in the majority ofthe students, who get a score 
between 60 to 80 on the placement test. 
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Questionnaire") was administered to both Group 1 and Group 2. 
3.2.1 Development of the Pretest and the Posttest 
One major research aim is to examine whether different follow-up task 
treatments lead to significant difference in leamers' awareness ofthe linguistic feature 
under study. Leamers' awareness at different levels is measured by their performance 
on the tests. 
Test item types on both the pre-test and post-test range from testing ofconceptual 
knowledge [Item 1] to the controlled use and production of the linguistic feature 
under study ([Item 3 & 4] on both tests). Other items are also included requiring 
metalinguistic judgement at different levels: at one level is grammaticality judgement, 
as in Item 2 on both tests, and recognition of meaning difference ( [Item 5] on both 
tests and ambiguity [Item 6] on the posttest); at a higher level, items requiring 
paraphrasing sentences and explaining ambiguities [Item 5 and 6] test a more explicit 
level of metalinguistic awareness. Samples from the pre-posttest item types are 
included in Table 2 below (see appendix A1 and A2 for full copy): 
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Table 2: Pre-test Post-test Types and Samples of Items 
Pretest Types and Item Samples Posttest I^pes and Item Samples 
1. Define concepts l.Define concepts 
Name at least five most common meaning-types of What is a Verb Phrase (VP) adverbial? Make two 
Adverbial. sentences containing two different VP adverbials. 
2. Grammaticality judgement 2.Grammaticality judgement 
In restaurants, many people eat in the university. Rarely we can eat outside in the garden. 
Acceptable ( ) Not acceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) Acceptable ( ) Not acceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
3. Exemplification: 3. Exemplification:“一 
Sentence-initial noun phrase as adverbial of time Sentence final Adverbial phrase ofdegree 
4. Placing Adverbials into sentences 4.Read the given text and place the given 
The nurse measured his blood pressure daily. Adverbial into sentences^ 
(each hour) Peter went to the Johnson's for help. How stupid he 
is! The Johnson's will only laugh at him. (stupidly) 
Peter went to the Johnson's for help. The 
Johnson's will only laugh at him. 
5. Identify~~Difference if any,~~SiiH~~Paraphrase S.Identify Difference if any, and Paraphrase 
sentences sentences 
Foolishly, Jane talked to the gossipy woman. The secretary correctly has separately last year's 
Jane talked foolishly to that woman. file from this year's. 
Different ( ) Not different ( ) The secretary has separated last year's file 
Paraphrase: from this year's correctly. 
Different ( ) Not different ( ) 
Paraphrase: 
6. Detect Ambiguity and Explain 
He is only thinking of playing computer games. 
Ambiguous ( ) 
1. 
2. 
Not ambiguous ( ) 
Items in Part 4 on the pre-test required the subjects to fill in a given adverb(ial) 
in all the possible places in a given sentence. Items in Part 4 on the post-test were 
slightly modified to have the subjects read a given context and fill in the appropriate 
3 Item 4 on the posttest is slightly different in format from the one on the pretest. 
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place in a given sentence with a suitable adverbial. A new item was also added 
requiring the subjects to recognize and explain meaning ambiguities in the given 
pairs/sets of sentences. The modification and the inclusion of the new item were 
meant to reduce the possible practice effect of the pre-test. 
Measurement of leamers' performance before and after the study was made 
through looking at the conceptual knowledge they had on adverbs and adverbials, and 
their awareness or understanding of the linguistic feature at different levels: at mere 
recognition level, at the level of controlled production or at a higher level of explicit 
explanation. 
3.2.2 Three Weeklv Reports 
Complementing the objective measurement through the tests, three weekly report 
sheets (see Appendix Dl(A), D2(A), D3(A)) were also administered to the subjects, 
in order to understand leamers' subjective “in progress" evaluation ofthe lecture, the 
tasks, the mode of task completion as well as their own leaming. 
Each report includes four identical parts: the first part lists the content outline of 
the lecture for leamers to report the extent to which the content is new to them. The 
second part is a list ofquestions asking leamers to evaluate the lecture and the follow-
up work on a 5- point scale on levels of difficulty, interest and usefulness. The third 
part is leamers' report on what they think they have learned. The fourth part is for the 
subjects to write down other comments they had on the teaching and leaming process. 
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3.2.3 The Final Questionnaire 
Eight weeks after the end of the study, a questionnaire (see Appendix El(A) & 
El (B), which consists of 28 statements for leamers to evaluate by using a 5-point 
scale, was administered to the subjects. Information was obtained in the following 
areas: 
(1) Subjects' attitude towards grammar leaming 
(2) Subjects' attitude towards the use of metalanguage in the study 
(3) Subjects' ‘noticing，and leaming behaviour before study 
(4) Subjects' interest and motivation in the LA Process 
(5) Subjects' evaluation on the usefulness of the "interactive" vs. "individually-
done" tasks 
(6) Subjects' possible behavior and attitudinal change brought about by the 
study. 
What the leamers were asked to do here was to rate on a scale ranging from 
Strongly disagree (1 point), Disagree (2 points), Moderately agree (3 points), Agree (4 
points) to Strongly agree (5 points) on the 28 statements set up to obtain information 
in the above mentioned areas. Focus was mainly on the leamers' view of the LA 
process in general, as well as on the effect of the different mode oftreatments on the 
development of their sensitivity towards adverbial positioning and use. Information 
was also obtained concerning the extent to which this study affected their leaming 
behavior during the 2 month interval after the study, and whether the leamers in the 
two groups would retrospectively view their own leaming experiences differently. 
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3.3 The Experimental Procedure 
3.3.1 An Overview of the Procedure 
The whole experimental procedure is summarized as follows: 
1) 90 subjects were selected and randomly assigned to three groups; 
2) A pre-test was administered to all members ofthe three groups; 
3) The study programme started. It consisted of three sessions spanning 
three weeks, in the form of teacher lecture + student explanation & discussion 
for Group 1，and teacher lecture + individually-done tasks for G2; no 
treatment was given to Group 3. 
4) Group 1 & Group 2 leamers' weekly reports were collected after each session 
of study 
5) The administering of the posttest to all three groups 
6) An end-of-study questionnaire administered to Group 1 and Group 2 two 
months after the study. 
3.3.2 The Administering of the Pretest 
The pretest was administered to all the 90 subjects. Special seating arrangement 
was made for the students so that there was enough space between one another. The 
pretest was titled " Getting to know you" to keep the subjects from getting nervous 
over it. The whole test took one hour. 
3.3.3 The Lecture 
The two experimental groups--Gl (30 students ) and G2 (30 students ) attended 
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together three 45 minute to one hour long lecture sessions spanning over three 
consecutive weeks. The three short lectures focused on 1) a general introduction on 
adverbs and adverbials and their positioning in sentences; 2) the sentential adverbials 
and the VP adverbials; 3) the "focussing" adverbials and some time frequency 
adverbials. In addition, stylistic considerations and demands on information 
processing that affect adverbial positioning were also briefly introduced. Different 
constraints on adverbial positioning in oral English and written versions were 
compared. No excessive metalanguage was used ( See lecture notes in appendix B1, 
B2 & B3). 
The focal awareness course aims to develop in the leamers a thresh-hold 
awareness of the linguistic feature in language use and to give them the basic tool to 
tackle the follow-up tasks. Sufficient samples of language data (mainly in sentence 
forms) were presented to the leamers with teacher explanation aiming to point out the 
broad trends ofadverbial positioning in English. The external information provided in 
the lecture served as a starting point (rather than the final word) for further 
exploration of the linguistic area. 
3.3.4 The Nature of the Follow-up Tasks 
The LA Tasks as follow-up work of the lecture include broadly three types: 
1) Tasks requiring interpretation of data involving recognizing and explaining 
meaning ambiguities caused by different positioning of adverbials, and sentence 
paraphrasing to find possible meaning differences. 
2) Tasks requiring production and manipulation of adverbials in use, such as 
exemplification tasks and the placing of adverbials into suitable places, following 
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contextual information given. 
3) Tasks that require explanation throughjustifying grammatical judgement, and 
the explaining ofbasic concepts. 
Most tasks required leamers' recognition and the explanation ofthe "positioning 
and meaning" relationship in the focused data provided (mainly in sentence forms). In 
other words, an emphasis was placed on cognitive understanding. (See appendix C1 
(A1), C1 (B1), C2 (A1), C2 (B1), C3 (A1), C3 (B1) fortask sheets). 
3.3.5 Treatments on the Three Groups 
Treatment on Group 1: 
Subjects in Group 1 had their peer discussion in dyads, and were required to 
briefly reflect on each of the questions and then engage in reciprocal explanation & 
interactive discussion for the solution of the problems in the tasks. The tasks were 
basically "closed" and "convergent" ones in which leamers had to reach an agreed 
solution (Long, 1989 cf. 2.3) through leamer negotiation. The focus is on 
"accountability", that is，explicit verbalization and explanation ofone's understanding 
ofthe language under focus is required. The teacher (here the researcher) was there as 
an interested observer and as an aid that students tumed to when they had difficulties. 
Each discussion session lasted for about 45 minutes, the length ofone class period. 
Treatment on Group 2: 
Subjects ofGroup 2 were given the same set oftasks as those given to Group 1. 
They were required to finish the tasks in the form ofsilent individual work under the 
supervision of another teacher, no explicit talk about language was necessary for the 
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completion ofthe tasks. The time taken was also approximately 45 minutes. 
In general, both groups received comparable input by attending the same lectures 
and completed the same follow-up tasks. The only difference in the treatment between 
the groups was the mode of the completion of the language-focused tasks as follow-
up work: pair explanation and discussion vs. individual work. The explanation & 
discussion mode was different from the individual work in that discussion involved 
pair work and “explicit talk about language" was a must. 
The following is a flow chart on the procedures of the LA Process the Group 1 
and the Group 2 subjects went through in the study. 
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Figure 2: The Procedure ofthe LA Process 
The experimental group 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ j The experimental group 2 
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Non-treatment on Group 3: 
The non-treatment group -- Group 3 (30 subjects) in the study followed the 
normal university curriculum in their English language study. Under this curriculum, 
grammar leaming is not a separate course component but is integrated into the 
intensive reading course that is largely comprehension and content-based. In this 
course，incidental awareness of language can take place when teachers take 
opportunities to draw leamers' attention to language (Carter, 1996). In other words, 
there might be occasional focus on forms, but no curriculum space is specifically 
allotted to focusing the students on specific features of grammar. Talking about 
language is normally dominated by the teacher. 
3.3.6 The Weeklv Reports 
Group 1 and Group 2 were required to fill in the weekly report sheets each time 
they finished the follow-up work. The report is both a research instrument & a 
component in the LA Process for leamers to reflect on their own leaming to develop 
in them “a psychological relation about the leaming process and content" (Little, 
1997). 
3.3.7 The Administering of the Posttest 
The posttest was administered to all the three groups ten days after the last 
lecture finished. The length of test time was one hour—the same amount of time 
given to the completion of the pretest. The same seating arrangement was made. 
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3.3.8 The Summary Session 
A brief sum-up session (lasting half an hour) was held with the two treatment 
groups (Group 1 and Group 2) together. Leamers were encouraged to find instances of 
adverbial positioning in their intensive reading texts, reflect on and analyze their use, 
to make a link between the study and their normal course work, to initiate further 
leamer exploration into, and discovery of the linguistic area leamed. This part is 
included to encourage leamers to “view items together with other items rather than in 
isolation” (Hyland, 1996:104) and push leamers to compare the general advice of 
pedagogical grammar with actual use oflanguage in contexts. This session was part of 
the LA process. It did not affect the posttest result as it was held after the posttest. 
3.3.9 Administering the Questionnaire 
Two months after the study ended, a questionnaire was administered to Group 1 
and Group 2 members in the study. With a longer interval in between, it was hoped 
that students would be able to give a more objective evaluation of their gains (or 
losses，ifany) in the study. It was also possible to leam whether the LA Process had 
any reported effect on their sensitivity towards the use of adverbials when they were 
later exposed to other English language data. This questionnaire served as a 
supplement to the qualitative data from the weekly reports. 
3.4 On the T.A Process ofthe Sltiidy 
The main part of the present study is "awareness-oriented instruction" in the 
form of teacher instruction + follow-up tasks through either the individual or 
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interactive mode of completion. A general term “LA Process" is used rather than 
"grammar leaming" as the process involves encouraging leamers' reflection on the 
content as well as the leaming process. And it differs from the conventional grammar 
teaching practice in that the aim of the LA process is not for deductive rule 
abstraction but to sensitize (developing attention and noticing) the leamers towards 
the linguistic feature under focus, as well as raise their conscious awareness at 
different levels ofexplicitness (identification, explanation & conceptual knowledge) 
of the positioning, meaning and function relationship in the use of adverbs and 
adverbials and the possible grammaticality problems that might be caused by the 
improper positioning of adverb(ial)s. The follow-up tasks are designed to "move 
beyond general teacher pronouncements" (Hyland, 1996:105) to leamers' own vs. 
collaborative investigation of the linguistic phenomenon. 
The interactive mode of task completion is an attempted integration of explicit 
language work with meaningful communication ofthe language. Pedagogically, it's a 
means of carrying out a classroom activity. Psycholinguistically, it is a process of 
raising leamers' awareness of language to an explicit level when they “talk about 
language" and externalize their implicit and newly leamed knowledge. 
The summary session is teacher-led discussion aiming to guide leamers to make 
links between classroom instruction and their after-class self-exploration of the 
linguistic feature in real contextual use. This was an attempt to encourage leamers to 
slowly take control over their own leaming when they continue to pay an analytical 
attention to the linguistic feature in real language use. 
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3.5 Methods ofData Analysis 
Seven students from Group 2 dropped out at different times and for various 
reasons: being unable to follow the lectures, losing interest in a pedagogical 
approach that was not quite different from what they had been exposed to all the 
time’ and so on. No students dropped out from Group 1，but five subjects were 
either quite late to attend lectures, or missed one of the lecture/discussion 
sessions. All data from these twelve subjects were removed from analysis. With 
Group 3，ten of the subjects were removed from analysis because they missed 
either the pretest or the posttest. The remaining valid cases for the study were 
twenty-five in experimental Group 1，twenty-three in experimental Group 2 and 
twenty in the non-treatment Group 3. 
All the pretest and posttest papers were graded by both the researcher and 
another teacher in the South China University of Technology, who is a trained test 
rater for the National College English Test in China. When discrepancies in grading 
arose, a discussion was held to reach an agreement. 
Both the pretest and the posttest scores for the two experimental group (Group 1 
and Group 2) and the control group (Group 3) were fed into the SPSS 9.0 program. 
The one way anova was used to make a comparison of the three groups' pretest 
performance to decide their baseline knowledge at the onset of the study and the 
difference they might have before the study. Three Independent samples T-Tests were 
also performed to compare the pretest performance between Group 1 and Group 2, 
Group 1 and Group 3 and between Group 2 and Group 3. The significance value was 
set at 0.05. 
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Three paired samples T-tests were conducted on each group's pretest and 
posttest scores to look at each group's possible gains and losses during the period of 
the study. A more detailed examination was done on the three groups' posttest 
performance. Both the total scores and the scores on different types oftest items (cf. 
3.2.1) were compared between the groups so that the effect oftreatment in general as 
well as in specific areas could be discussed. 
Both quantitative and qualitative analysis was performed on the two LA groups' 
weekly reports and the final questionnaire. For the scale rating on the weekly report 
and final questionnaire, both the student percentage in giving the positive or negative 
rating and the average group score on the 5-point scale were calculated. Leamers' 
reports and their comments on the grammar lecture + the follow-up work were 
summarized. 
3.6 Summary of Chapter 3 
This chapter describes, in detail, the design, the instrumentation and the 
procedures of the present study. 
First，the selection criteria for the members of the three groups and the 
background information about the subjects are described. 
Next，the construction of the instruments, i.e.: the pre-test and post-test, the three 
weekly reports and the Final Questionnaire, is described in detail. What the tests were 
aimed to measure and the area of information to be obtained from the reports and the 
questionnaire are also described. Then, the time allotment for the experimental 
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procedure, the test administration, each of the steps in the LA Process, and different 
treatments given to the three groups are described. 
Finally, methods of ensuring test rating validity as well as the means for data 
analysis are explained. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
REPORTnSTG THE RESEARCH FESfD^GS 
This chapter approaches the research findings by 
(1) comparing the pretest performance of the three groups: the two LA 
groups (Group 1 and Group 2) and the non-treatment group (Group 3) 
(2) comparing each of the three individual group's posttest performance 
with its pretest scores to look into the gains (or loss) over the period 
of the study. 
(3) studying the significance of difference on the posttest performance 
between the three groups. 
(4) testing hypotheses set in 2.7 Chapter 2 
(5) verifying LA claims summarized in 2.7 against data from weekly 
reports and questionnaire. 
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4.1 The Test Performance: A General Picture 
The three groups' mean scores on the pre-test and post-test are 
summarized in the following figure: 
Figure 3： Summary of the 3 Groups' Pre and Posttest Mean Scores 
n'' ^ P 5 
變气；‘二 l l 
pretest posttest 
• groupl 40.57 56.48 
_group2 39.49 4 ^ 
• group3 4 3 ^ ^ 
In the pretest before the study, Group 3 got the highest mean score, Group 
1 ranked second, and Group 2's mean score was but 1.08 point lower than 
Group l's. On the posttest after the LA study, however, Group 3 got by far the 
lowest mean score when compared with the other two groups that went through 
the LA Process. Group 1—the discussion group's performance was significantly 
better than that of the other two groups. 
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4.1.1 Comparing G1. G2 and G3 on the Pretest 
Table 3 below summarizes the three groups' pretest scores: 
Table 3: One Way Anova-Comparing the Three Groups' Pretest Performance 
“^  r^ 
Group N Mean Derivation Error Minimum 
Group 1 Ts 40!S7 S ^ T ^ ^ 4 3 
Group 2 23 39.45 8.2218 1.7144 20.99 
Group 3 |20 43.82 9.1162 2.0385 28.03 
Group Maximum ^ F Sig. 
Group 1 5 ^ 2 
Group 2 54.14 65 
Group 3 60.92 67 1.523 0.226 
Table 3 above shows that the mean score for the three groups on the pretest 
are very close. Group 1 got a mean score of 40.57, slightly higher than Group 2 
(39.45). The non-treatment Group 3 started off as having the highest mean score 
of 43.82. The P value =0.226>0.05 serves to show that there is no significant 
difference between the three groups' performance on the pretest. 
Table 4 below compares the before study pretest performance of Group 1 
vs. Group 2 (cf. appendix F1 for details). 
Table 4: Comparing Group 1 and Group2 on the Pretest 
~ ^ 
Group N Mean df t Deviation Sig 2 tailed 
PRETESTGroupl E ^ ^ ~ " ^ 0 ^ 
Group 2 23 39.45 8.2218 0.638 
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As is shown in table 4，the significance value between Groupl and Group 2's 
pretest scores is .638>0.05, which points to a non-significant difference between 
the two groups at the onset ofthe study. The total average score ofGl is but 1.1 
point higher than that of G2. 
Table 5 lists a comparison of the pretest scores between Group 1 -- the 
discussion group and Group 3 -_ the non-treatment group (cf. appendix F2). 
Table 5: Comparing Group 1 and Group 3 on the Pretest 
~ " " ^ 
Group N Mean df t Deviation Sig 2 tailed 
PRETESTGroupl 25 ^ “ W ^ U ^ ^ 9 ^ 
Group 3 20 43.82 9.1162 0.219 
As is indicated in Table 5, no significance difference was found (P=0.219>0.05) 
between Group 1 and Group 3，s pretest scores. Group 3 had a slightly higher group 
mean score (3.25 points higher) before the study. 
Table 6 shows the pretest scores of Group 2 -- the individual exercise group and 
Group 3 - the non-treatment group (cf. appendix F3) 
Table 6： Comparing Group 2 and Group 3 on the Pretest 
~ " " ^ 
Group N Mean df t Deviation Sig 2 tailed 
PRETESTGroup2 23 W T s “ T s T ? -1.640 T n ^ 
Group 3 20 43.82 9.1162 0.109 
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Figures in Table 6 indicate no statistically significant difference between Group 
2 and Group 3's pretest performance (P= 0.109)，with Group 3's mean score 
4.37 points higher than Group 2's. 
Conclusion 1: The three groups started off with a similar baseline 
knowledge before the study. 
4.1.2 Individual Group Gains fLosses^ 
Table 7 below is a summary of the comparison between Group l 's pretest 
and posttest performance (cf. appendix F4). 
Table 7: Comparing Group 1，s Pre-test Post-test Performance 
“ ^ 
Group 1 N Mean df t Deviation sig. 2 tailed 
PRETEST “ T s w^“ ir~ T ^ ~ " m T s 
POSTTEST 25 56.48 | 11.9925 0.000 
Table 7 indicates that Group 1 made statistically significant improvements over a 
3-week period, as evidenced in the posttest performance. The total score of Group 1 
on the posttest is significantly higher than that on the pretest (P value=0.000). 
Table 8 below lists the difference between Group 2's pretest and posttest 
performance (cf. appendix F5). 
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Table 8: Comparing Group 2's Pre-test Post-test Performance 
~ ~ ^ 
彻 叩 2 N Mean df t Deviation Sig 2 tailed 
PRETEST 23 WTS 2 2 ~ " T m • “ 0 ^ 8 
POSTTEST 23 46.87 10.6047 0.001 
The paired samples T Test result in Table 8 reveals that Group 2 also made 
significant improvement on the posttest (P=0.001). Compared with the pretest, 
leamers performed significantly better especially on the items testing conceptual 
knowledge, and another two involving explanation of ambiguities and 
paraphrasing ofmeaning differences caused by different adverbial positioning. 
Table 9 below summarizes the non-treatment group—Group 3's pretest and 
posttest performance (cf. appendix F6). 
Table 9: Comparing Group 3's Pre-test Post-test Performance 
n “^ 
Group 3 N Mean df t Deviation Sig 2 tailed 
PRETEST “ 2 0 ^ ~ T 0 3 4 9 l I ^ 
POSTTEST 20 39.60 8.3178 0.056 
Group 3 had a drop of 4 points in the group mean score, the difference in 
the overall performance on both the pretest and posttest is not found to be 
statistically significant though (P value=0.056). 
Conclusion 2: The two LA groups made significant improvements after 
the study, while the non-treatment Group—Group 3 showed no significant 
difference between the pretest and posttest performance. 
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4.1.3 Comparing G1. G2 and G3 on the Post-test 
A comparison of the three groups' posttest performance is made in the 
table below. 
Table 10: One Way Anova—Comparing the Three Groups' Posttest Performance 
“ ^ 
Group _N Mean Derivation Minimum Maximum 
Group 1 25 5M8 TT^ JH9 7 ^ 
Group 2 23 46.87 10.6047 24.88 64.65 
Group 3 |20 39.60 8.3178 22.43 54.39 
Group £ F ^ 
Group 1 2 ""^""^""" " " " " " " " ^ " " 
Group 2 65 
Group 3 67 14.505 0.000 
When the overall posttest performance of the three groups are compared, 
it is found from the result of the anova test that there is significant difference 
between the three groups，posttest performance. 
Group 1 and Group 2's difference in posttest performance is shown in 
Table 11 below (cf. appendix F1). 
Table 11: Comparing Group 1 and Group 2 on the Posttest 
r std 
Group N Mean df t Derivation Sig. 2 tailed 
Posttest Groupl 25 56.48 ~ ^ T ® 11.9925 
Group2 23 46.87 10.6047 0.005 
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Within the two experimental groups, the mean score difference is that of9.61 
points higher with G1 over G2. The p value (=0.005) shows the effect oftreatment on 
G1 is highly significant. A careful look into the two groups' performance reveals that 
Group 1 performed better than Group 2 on almost all the posttest items, especially on 
the item testing conceptual knowledge and the ones requiring language analysis 
through explanation and paraphrasing. 
Table 12 below makes a comparison between the posttest performance of 
Group 1 and the non-treatment Group 3 (cf. appendix F2). 
Table 12: Comparing Group 1 and Group 3 on the Posttest 
^ 
Group N Mean df t Derivation Sig. 2 tailed 
Posttest Groupl 25 56.48 42.246 T ^ 11.9925 
Group3 20 39.60 8.3178 0.000 
LA Group 1 was found to perform significantly better on the posttest than Group 
3 that received no LA treatment. 
Table 13 lists a summary of the difference of posttest performance between 
Group 2 and the non-treatment Group 3 (cf. appendix F3). 
Table 13: Comparing Group 2 and Group 3 on the Posttest 
^ 
Group • N Mean df t Derivation Sig. 2 tailed 
Posttest Group 2 23 46.87 40.607 T5T6 I o ^ 
Group3 20 39.60 8.3178 0.018 
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The result of an independent t-test between Group 2 and Group 3 shows that 
difference between the two groups on the posttest scores is highly significant (P 
value=0.018), suggesting that the "individual" LA task was also successful in 
generating better leaming outcome. Group 3 members, who did not undergo the 
LA Process failed to improve their performance. 
Conclusion 3: The two groups that went through the LA study both 
improved on their posttest performance, and each did significantly better than 
Group 3，who received no LA treatment. Between the two experimental groups, 
Group 1，who were engaged in "interactive tasks", performed significantly 
better than Group 2，who did the LA tasks individually. 
4.2 The Research Hypothesis Tested 
Let us recapitulate the null hypotheses set up in 2.7: 
Hypothesis 1 (Ho)： The LA treatments have no effect on the two experimental 
groups. 
As is shown in table 7 & 8 ( cf. Appendix F5 & F6 ), the two LA groups 
both improved significantly on the posttest performance. Null hypothesis 1 is 
rejected. Both the "interactive" and the "individual" treatments were effective. 
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Hypothesis 2 (HQ): The non-treatment group makes no improvement on its 
grammar performance. 
With Group 3，the statistics indicated in table 9 (cf. appendix F6) show that 
the null hypothesis has to be accepted, which means the non-treatment did not 
make improvement on its performance. 
Hypothesis 3 (HQ): The two experimental groups do not perform better than the 
non-treatment group. 
As is shown in Tables 10，11，12 and 13 ( cf. appendix F1, F2, F3 )，the two 
LA groups each performed significantly better than Group 3 - the control group. 
Therefore, null Hypothesis 3 can also be rejected. The two groups did perform 
better than the non-treatment group. 
Hypothesis 4 (H� ) : Group 1 leamers who are engaged in the ‘interactive’ LA 
tasks, do not perform better than group 2 members, who 
engage in doing the LA tasks individually. 
As indicated in Table 11 above (also see appendix F1), null Hypothesis 
4 can also be rejected. LA Group 1 attained significantly higher scores on 
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the posttest than LA Group 2 did. LA Group 1 had better performance over LA 
Group 2 on most items in the posttest with an especially greater 
improvement on the command of conceptual knowledge about adverbial 
positioning as well as on the parts that require explicit explanation of 
ambiguities and differences. 
4.3 A Brief Summarv of the Effect ofTreatment 
While both experimental groups improved on their posttest scores, G1 
was found to have significantly increased their conceptual knowledge on 
adverbs and adverbials. It also performed much better than Group 2 on items 
that require some sort of language analysis, for example: paraphrasing the 
sentences to explain the difference in meaning and explaining the sentence 
ambiguities. In other words, the LA approach at the level of making explicit 
what the students have leamed helps them clarify and build up their conceptual 
knowledge as well as increase their understanding of the meaning of language 
through an analytical attention to language. While the individual exercise task is 
also valid to some extent in drawing the leamers' attention to the linguistic 
feature under study, evidence from the present experiment has proved that it is a 
less effective means than the one that involves leamers interactively in solving a 
problem together. The control group-Group 3 showed no improvement during 
the 3 week period when no pedagogical treatment is used to draw their attention 
to the linguistic area of adverbial positioning. 
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4.4 Responses from Weeklv Reports and Questionnaire & the LA Claims 
4.4.1 Data Approach and LA Claims 
Data gathered from the two LA groups' weekly reports and the Final 
Questionnaire are summarized below, focusing on the following 6 areas: 
1) Leamer Attitude Towards Grammar Leaming 
2) Leamer Attitude Towards the Use ofMetalanguage 
3) Leamer Motivation 
4) The Promoting of"Noticing" 
5) Self-evaluation on Understanding 
6) Attitudinal and Behavioral Change 
Data from the six areas are exploited to verify the six claims summarized in 
2.7. They include: 
(a) Interactive LA work is more interesting and motivating. 
(b) LA work promotes "noticing" and develops leamers' sensitivity towards, and 
insights about language. 
(c) LA work through “making explicit” helps understanding. 
(d) LA work helps leamers test their own hypotheses about language through giving 
and receiving feedback. 
(e) Peer interaction over grammar awareness tasks helps integrate explicit language 
work with meaningful communication. LA work that integrates leamer interaction 
helps establish leamers' positive attitude towards collaborative leaming. 
4.4.2 Attitude Towards Grammar Leaming 
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From the leamer reports and the questionnaire, it was found that the subjects in 
the study generally held a positive attitude towards the leaming of grammar. 
When asked about their belief in the necessity of grammar leaming, all the 
students (100%<student percentage> average score <4.2> in Group 1 vs. (87% 
<student percentage> average score <3.7>) in Group 2 agreed that leaming 
grammar is a necessary means to promote efficiency in foreign language 
leaming and in building up leamers' language competence (average score 4.16 
(G1) vs. 3.68 (G2) on a 1-5 point scale). 
With regard to the linguistic area of adverbial positioning, the result from 
the weekly report shows that an average of 84% ofall those in Group 1 vs. 74% 
in Group 2 found the content to be new. On the questionnaire, 84% of Group 1 
vs. 100% of Group 2 claimed that they liked the lecture part, and 76% 
(Gl<3.1>) vs. 91.3% (G2<3.4>) found the topic of adverbial positioning 
interesting. 
Students were quite reserved when they commented on whether they 
thought leaming grammar is immediately helpful to language use. Only 28% 
(G1) vs. 34.8% (G2) gave positive responses. 
In general, students in both groups were quite positive to the LA Process 
adopted in the study. The following is a summary of the general remarks they 
made about the lecture and the study of the selected area (cf. appendix D5 for 
all comments made): 
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Table 14: Leamers' Comments on the LA Process 
Group 1 |Group 2 ^ 
The lecture is meaningful and useful. Leamed something new about positioning 
Leamed knowledge. (and functions) of adverbials. 
Leamed how to use adverbs and adverbials. Multiple adverbials at sentence fmal is new 
I am very interested in the lecture. and useful. 
The content is new. The order of adverbial is very interesting, 
Good for exact expressions.* useful and important. 
Leamed how to analyze the difference The examples are good, 
between sentential and VP adverbials. The grammar is useful. 
I hope this kind of study can continue in the Leamed sth about the meaning types and 
future. forms of realizations that I did not know 
The lecture period is too short. before. 
Want more on some other grammar Leamed the knowledge before but how to 
structures. use in this study. 
More useful for my reading, especially Knowing helps use. 
writing in English. ... 
Most leamers agreed on the usefulness of the content; one recurring 
comment (*marked in the table above) is that the study ofthis area helped them 
in exact meaning expression. Some wanted the lecture to be longer so that they 
could leam more. Some others felt that the teacher lecturing part was a bit 
boring, they wanted an active class. A few leamers also admitted having 
occasional difficulty in following the lectures. 
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4.4.3 Attitude Towards the Use ofMetalanguage 
Some skeptics ofLA have raised the issue of using metalanguage 
(cf. 2. 2. 6 )，considering it an excess baggage in the language leaming 
process. Data from the present study reveal that 56% (Gl<average score 2 .8� ) 
vs. 69.56% ( G2<average score 3 .3� ) admitted having some difficulties in 
understanding the metalanguage used in the lectures. As can be seen from the 
above figure, fewer students from Group 1 thought the metalanguage used in the 
lecture was a barrier to the comprehension of the lecture content. An average of 
92% (G1) students vs. 73.9% (G2) agreed that the terminologies used in the 
present study actually helped them to understand adverbials and their scope of 
modification (Average Score 3.8 (G1) vs. 3.3 (G2). 
4.4.4 Reports on Leamer Motivation 
The following is a representative sample of comments leamers made on 
the weekly reports concerning the lecture and the two different modes of task 
approach. 
Table 15: Leamers' Comments on Their Interest and Motivation 
Group 1 Group 2 “ 
The lecture is meaningful and useful. The lecture is interesting but the exercise is boring. 
I like the discussion very much. The lecture is very interesting and very good. 
I find I can talk about grammar in English. Maybe the discussion is more necessary. 
I'm interested in discussing with my partner. The lecture sounds excellent. 
I hope this kind of study can continue in the future. The most interesting thing is the focussing 
I find ‘it，easier after discussion. adverbial and the difference in speech and writing. 
The discussion is helpful. |We want some discussion too. 
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It is interesting to find that most of the comments made by Group 1 students 
were their positive view on the discussion, while the favorable comments Group 
2 made were mostly on the lecture and the lecture content. 
Three items (7，9，11) on the Final Questionnaire (cf. Appendix E2) are 
also related to students' interest in the tasks. On average, over 81% of Group 1 
members show interest and motivation in leaming, whereas an average of only 
40.60% show interest and motivation in leaming. It can, therefore, be concluded 
that LA work integrated with leamer interaction is more interesting & 
motivating. 
Data from the present study support the LA claim [a] that LA work that 
integrates leamer interaction is more motivating. 
4.4.5 The Development of‘‘Sensitivitv，， 
Data from the weekly reports indicate that 92% of the Group 1 members 
reported noticing of adverbial positioning in their after-class reading as 
compared to 73.9% of the Group 2 members. Data from the questionnaire 
administered two months after the LA programme again indicate that 96% of 
the Group 1 members reported more noticing about the use of adverbial 
positioning in their own reading and writing, as compared to 82.6% of the 
Group 2 members. G1 members were more on the agreeing side (3.08 on the 5-
point scale) that discussion helped them to notice their “gaps，，�things that had 
not occurred to them or they were not able to understand before, whereas Group 
2 members only show 2.69 agreement on the 5-point scale. 
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Leamers also made some interesting remarks in their weekly reports about 
the development of "attention and noticing"，which correspond in many ways 
to some claims made in the LA literature. The following table summarizes the 
comments made in this respect: 
Table 16: Comments on Weekly Reports on ‘Sensitivity， 
Group 1 Group 2 “ 
Got a new perspective of adverbial use. (The study) helps me to pay attention to 
I am more aware of sentence structures. adverbials. 
ril pay attention to adverbial use in writing. Leamed something about the meaning types 
Becoming more aware of the focussing that I didn't know before, 
adverbials. I'll pay attention to adverbials when I read 
Clear about an adverbial when I see one. and write. 
I never knew that adverbial positioning 
causes a meaning difference. 
The comments listed in Table 16 above indicate that leamers who went 
through the focal LA course started to pay attention and became more aware of 
the "positioning and meaning" relationship that they may not have realized 
before. Insights and new perspectives may have been developed as a result of 
participating in the LA study. 
It can be concluded that data from the present study supports LA claim [b] that 
LA work promotes "noticing" and develops insights into language. 
4.4.6 Self-evaluation on Understanding 
With regard to "understanding", the weekly reports show that discussion 
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work greatly reduced the difficulty of the follow-up tasks. The following table shows 
the percentage of students in the two groups who found the follow-up tasks after 
each lecture session "difficult" or "very difficult”. 
Table 17: Leamers' Evaluation ofTask Difficulty 
~Follow-up Work Difficult Very 
Difficult 
Groups 一 G1 G2 
Session 1 — 1 6 % 34.8% 
Session 2 10% 43.5% 
Session 3 16% 52.2% 
Average 14.7% 43.5% 
As clearly shown in Table 17，a much lower average percentage (14.7%) 
of Group 1 members considered the follow-up language tasks difficult or very 
difficult, as compared with Group 2 (43.5%), although both groups of students 
had a similar baseline ofknowledge about English adverbials at the onset ofthe 
study. 
Students also made favorable comments in their weekly reports on the 
part played by discussion in helping understanding. Group 1 members 
commented that they liked the discussion part and mentioned the "checking" 
effect of the discussion. Some also reported "finding it easier after the 
discussion" and some directly acknowledged that "discussion helps 
understanding". 
While leamers in both groups gave very positive feedback on the role of 
follow-up tasks in helping them understand grammar, subjects from Group 1 
were more positive, acknowledging the benefits of interactive grammar work in 
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the following aspects: 
1) All agreed that interactive discussion helped them to explain what they 
learned. 
2) All agreed that discussion provided them with the opportunity to reflect 
on the grammatical points and better understand them. 
3) A large majority (92%) agreed that interactive discussion raised their 
awareness of the form-meaning relationship. 
4) 92% of Group 1 subjects agreed that discussion encourages language 
analysis. 
The above data conclusively support LA claim [c] that LA work through 
"making explicit" helps understanding and LA claim [d] that interactive LA 
work helps leamers to test their own hypotheses about language through giving 
and receiving feedback (the checking effect). 
4.4.7 Attitudinal and Behavioral Change 
Leamers reported non-use of interactive discussion in doing grammar 
homework before the study. After the study, leamers from both groups 
expressed fairly strong agreement that they would use the strategy ofinteractive 
discussion for a better understanding of lectures and for solving problems in 
their homework in the future. When asked whether they would like to leam 
other grammar topics in the same way as they did this time, 96% of Group 1 
members were very keen on adopting the same interactive approach. 
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The present study provides supporting data for the role ofinteractive LA work 
in establishing more positive attitude towards collaborative leaming ( cf. 2. 7. Claim 
[e]). 
(See Appendix E2 for a full summary of the responses gathered from the 
Final Questionnaire). 
4.5 Some Possible Intervening Variables and the Constraints ofthe Studv 
The present study was carried out at a time when the subjects were soon to have 
their term-final examination, and some students were quite worried about having to 
spend time on the study. They might, especially during the posttest, want to finish 
things a bit earlier. This attitude may have, to some extent, affected their performance 
on the posttest. This, of course, applied to all three groups. 
Although leamer talk in the discussion under the present study proved to be 
effective in improving leamer performance in general, some individuals did not show 
significant improvement. Some subjects (in both Group 1 and Group 2) complained 
about the lecture part being a bit too difficult. Within Group 1，some also felt that it 
was sometimes hard for them to express what they thought they understood. The 
inherent variation in the leamers' proficiency may have directly affected the leaming 
outcome and resulted in greater leaming variability. 
Since peer discussion is not yet a common practice in the language classroom in 
the Chinese context, subjects might have found it difficult to adapt themselves to this 
new mode in a short period of three weeks with a randomly assigned partner whom 
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they might not know. By the time they had grown comfortable with the discussion 
mode, the study was at its end. This might have slightly affected Group 1 leamers' 
participation in the discussion. 
EFL leamers in China are used to a receptive mode of leaming and they are 
keen on receiving new knowledge. A minority of the subjects felt they would prefer to 
attending more lectures; discussion on the lecture content appears a bit of a waste of 
time. 
The measurement of the effectiveness of LA work was limited to group 
performance in the present study. However, the effect of LA work may not be 
readily measured through testing. "A troublesome aspect in this field is the 
tremendous difficulty one finds when trying to ‘measure, product(s) coming 
from the exploitation of awareness raising. The leamer may not be able to 
verbalize, answer questions or react in an explicit way that demonstrate change 
in his leaming, but he may do all this or part of this in a different way... not 
made available to him in a classroom or through research instruments" 
(Figueiredo,1994:24). In the present study, the individual leamers' 
improvement resulting from LA raising work was not examined in detail. And 
what the individual leamer actually did in the interactional process and how that 
could be related to his/her leaming outcome was not accounted for by the 
adopted methodology. 
4.6 Summarv of the Chapter 
Chapter 4 starts with a report of the three groups' performance in both the pretest 
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and posttest ofthe study. The findings suggest the following: 1) The focal awareness 
treatment in the leaming of adverbial positioning did lead to significant improvement 
in the participating groups' leaming and performance. 2) "Interactive" LA tasks are 
more effective than the non-interactive, individually done tasks in generating better 
leaming outcome. 
An analysis of the data from leamers' Weekly Reports and Final Questionnaire 
also reveals that 1) “ Interactive" LA tasks (in the form ofexplanation and discussion) 
enhance better understanding and higher leaming motivation. 2) Leamers who went 
through the LA focal treatment continued to notice, in their later leaming, the 
linguistic feature under study. 3) Interactive LA work also helped to establish a more 
positive attitude towards collaborative leaming. 
The final section of the chapter describes some possible intervening variables 
and the constraints of the present study. 
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CHAPTERFIVE 
DISCUSSIONS OF RESEARCH FYNDJNGS 
In this chapter, the major findings from the present study will be 
discussed against some current LA issues and against claims made in the 
literature. The six points summarized in section 2.5 and 2.7 are integrated 
into four major topics for ease of discussion and for emphasis: 
(1) LA work promotes "noticing", develops leamers' "sensitivity" towards, 
and "insights" about language. 
(2) LA work benefits the leamers through requiring their "cognitive 
investment" in the leaming process. 
A. LA work through "making explicit" helps understanding. 
B. Interactive LA work helps leamers in hypothesis testing through 
mutual feedback. 
C. LA work promotes language analysis on the leamers' part. 
(3) LA raising through leamer discussion combines leaming about 
language and meaningful communication. 
(4) LA work that integrates leamer interaction motivates the leamers and 
helps establish their positive attitude towards collaborative leaming. 
5.1 Between LA & Non-LA Groups 
The difference in posttest performance among the three groups indicates that LA 
raising，in the conventional way or in the form of leamer discussion (Group 1) is 
effective in developing leamers' awareness of the positioning ofadverbials, but with 
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different degree ofsuccess. When "awareness-oriented instruction" is not given 
(Group 3 )，there is no guarantee ofleamers' noticing the linguistic feature. What is 
not noticed, arguably, is not available for further cognitive processing, and leamers 
are not likely to acquire an "unnoticed" feature or improve their performance in the 
area. This leads to the conclusion that explicit language work is necessary in 
generating better understanding of a certain linguistic feature. In a way, it also 
supports the pedagogical grammar hypothesis (Terrell, 1991: 54) that instructional 
mediation, which draws leamers' attention to specific structural regularities of the 
language might help increase the rate of learning over the rate expected from 
leamers who predominately focus on message content oflanguage. 
5.2 The Impact ofInteractive LA Work 
If we loosely define all explicit language awareness instruction as LA 
work, then the two experimental groups in the study both received some LA 
treatment. However, between the two different pedagogical approaches, the use 
of leamer discussion and leamer interaction as LA raising is found to be more 
effective than the conventional mode of leamers' doing language tasks 
independently. The former is found to have advantages over the latter in a 
variety of ways, and the results from the present study support the following 
claims made in other LA researches: 
1) LA workpromotes "noticing", develops learners ‘ "sensitivity" towards, and 
"insights “ about language. 
As reported in Chapter 4 (cf. 4.4.5 ), "noticing" in the sense of both "noticing" 
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the linguistic feature and "noticing the existing gap" worked better with Group 1 
than with Group 2. After a time lapse of two months, Group 1 leamers still reported 
significantly much more "noticing" of the linguistic feature in their reading and 
writing. 
The positive role of"noticing" in promoting intake has been recognized by 
many researchers (Ellis, 1995; Fotos & Ellis, 1991 [cf. 2.5]; Harley, 1994; 
Schmidt & Fotos，1986 ) that it has acquired the status of "common wisdom" 
(Schmidt, 1992). One of the most important, if indirect, function of"awareness-
raising work" is to increase the salience oflanguage features that may originally 
lack immediate perceptuality. "Noticing" triggered is the first step leading to 
the turning ofinput into intake (Schmidt & Fotos，1986). When LA work helps 
the language leamer to establish a “mind set" towards certain linguistic 
phenomenon, it actually sets up a link between classroom instruction and the 
leamer's more "noticing" and "intake" outside the classroom when he/she is 
further confronted with language data from other sources. More leaming 
opportunities are, therefore, being created. 
The notion of "noticing" can be extended beyond noticing the frequency 
of a particular linguistic feature in language exposure. A process called 
"noticing the gap" is also recognized by some linguists (Ellis, 1993; Schmidt & 
Frota, 1986, Swain & Lapkin，1995) that a comparison between leamers' own 
output and that of the others, and the detecting of discrepancies between the two 
is a prelude to further leaming. In pair discussion, leamers are constantly 
"noticing" gaps: “peer gaps" between one leamer's knowledge or 
understanding and that of the other; "internal gaps" when one is unable to 
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express what he intends to say; "ultimate gaps" when the final solution on a closed 
task is different from what is provided in the teacher feedback. 
The responses from the Weekly Reports and the Final Questionnaire show 
that some leamers' “noticing the gaps" led them to search for answers and 
solutions in other resources to "fill the gap" (as noted in 2.2.5). More subjects in 
Group 1 reported noticing grammar points which had not occurred to them 
before or which they did not have a full understanding of. More also reported 
use of after-class media such as reading books and discussing with classmates 
for solution of problems they encountered in the discussion. Some reported that 
they had looked in newspapers and intensive reading texts and paid more 
attention to adverbial positioning, others remarked that they would "pay more 
attention to adverbial positioning and the exact expression ofmeaning" in their 
own reading and writing. LA raising approaches in the classroom that promote 
"noticing" in both senses of noticing a certain feature in language input and 
noticing the gap can thus be treated as a bridge for leamers to move from 
instructed leaming to autonomous leaming. (Borg, 1994) 
(2)LA work benefits the learners through requiring their "cognitive investment" in 
the learning process. 
Data from the present study indicate that LA work engaging leamers in solving 
language problems requires leamers to invest cognitive efforts in the leaming process. 
The different cognitive load placed on the leamers through involving them in 
completing tasks interactively or individually leads to differences in the leaming 
outcome. Generally speaking, the cognitively demanding LA work here is considered 
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to be beneficial to leaming in three aspects: in promoting leamer understanding, in 
providing chances for leamers to test their own hypothesis about language and in 
pushing learners to perform language analysis. 
A. LA work through "making explicit" helps understanding. 
The findings from the present study suggest that awareness-raising work 
through both "individual" and "interactive" tasks improved leamers' 
understanding of the linguistic area under study. Group 1 members recognized 
the benefit of "leamer interaction" in generating better understanding about 
language. Group 1 leamers also reported less difficulty in understanding 
lectures and completing language tasks (cf. 4.4.6 Table 17). Leamers made 
favorable comments on the role of discussion work in "making things easier", 
(cf. Table 15). 
On the teaching side, discussion is a pedagogical tool that teachers use in 
encouraging leamer involvement and leamer interaction. On the leaming side, 
leamers' talking about language is the process of making explicit their own 
interpretations of language to achieve better understanding; it is a highly 
conscious endeavor on the leamers' part to go through deep-level mental 
processing. On one hand, explaining "forces the individuals involved to go 
through all the steps checking for thorough knowledge, thus reinforcing the 
knowledge gained" (Wood et al, 1995). On the other hand, the process of 
explaining and discussing "provides a form of cognitive elaboration, which 
enables students who have just passed the stage of understanding the grammar 
points themselves to explain them to peers" (Slavin, 1983)，and this process 
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makes understanding easier. A third dimension is that the explanation and 
discussion process involves information sharing and information gap-filling, in 
which one student's knowledge can mend another's gap. Leamers draw on their 
own linguistic resources as well as those from their peers when they make a 
closer analysis of the language data collaboratively. Interactive LA work thus 
makes leamers co-creators ofknowledge, explanations and solutions. 
In contrast, leamers working independently on exercises might simply 
produce an incomplete answer to a question or intuitively give an off-hand 
solution to a problem in a task without being challenged. The leamer in the 
discussion group, however, had to voice his/her own justifications when 
explaining a certain solution. Sometimes, by hearing one's own production and 
through trying to voice one's own justifications, one's own thoughts got 
organized, new ideas and better understanding might dawn on the speaker as 
well as the hearer. The process of "making explicit" or “ declarativising" thus 
triggered leaming since “the more easily a target form is declarativised, the 
greater the leamers' skill in declarativisation, the better the leaming will be" 
(James, 1999). 
B. Interactive LA work helps learners in hypothesis testing through 
mutual feedback. 
Some subjects in Group 1 mentioned that discussion had a "checking" 
effect (cf. 4.4.6). This indicates that the process of hypothesis testing was at 
work during pair discussion when leamers constantly provided and received 
feedback to and from each other when one agreed or disagreed with the other. 
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The value of feedback has been pointed out by many researchers (Gaies, 
1985; Loschky & Bley-Vroman，1990). Gaies (1985:50) suggests that in order 
for feedback to be effective, it must be given at the "precious moment"一"the 
first available opportunity for students to find out what they have done 
successfully and what they have not done successfiilly". The constant peer 
interactive feedback provided during leamer discussion is something of value 
that the teacher cannot provide for many students simultaneously. 
During the process ofleamer discussion，leamers, through making explicit 
their own explanation and solution to the problems in the task, have their own 
hypothesis tested (the “checking effect")-- a valuable process as one student's 
hypothesizing question may direct another student to reflect over something 
which s/he has not yet considered. Each student can reflect on the "other 
student" hypothesis and put it in the intrapersonal pattem that her/his mind is 
developing (Tarvin & AL-Arishi，1991:19). Contemporary cognitive 
psychology emphasizes knowing and the mental organization ofknowledge, and 
the constant intrapersonal and interpersonal negotiation can help leamers to 
either confirm or modify their own hypothesis through interaction and engage 
the individual as an "active, constructive and planful’，leamer (McLaughlin, 
1990). Although there has not been evidence showing what is modified and 
reprocessed is actually retained in a learner's interlanguage system, assumptions 
have been made that the reprocessing and modification process found in leamer 
negotiation helps second language acquisition. (Swain & Lapkin, 1995). 
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C. LA work promotes language analysis on the learners 'part. 
Responses from both the weekly reports and the Final Questionnaire 
suggest that LA raising in both the conventional and the discussion mode 
promoted grammatical analysis (cf. 4.4.6). The discussion group voiced a 
significantly stronger agreement that LA raising approach through leamer 
explanation and discussion pushed the learners to take up the responsibility for 
language analysis, which was originally the exclusive preserve of the teacher 
(Carter, 1996). LA raising approach in the form of leamer discussion seems to 
be a very effective means to encouraging them to develop an analytical attention 
to language. Analysis of language raises leamers' consciousness of the form-
function-meaning relationship in the language; it also develops leamers' 
metalinguistic awareness that they can fall upon now and then for making 
comparisons with other language phenomena, or for further problem solving. 
When teachers' knowledge-imparting (the external factor) does not lead to as 
much leaming as the teacher hopes for, leaming starting from the learners' side 
and engaging learners in explicit language work may be more likely to have an 
impact on the internal factor~their "awareness" oflanguage. 
� LA raising through learner discussion combines learning about language 
and meaningful communication. 
Talking about language integrates explicit language work with meaningful 
communication in the language. Such integration increases the amount of 
language input as well as language practice opportunities. Leamer discussion, 
according to Long's interaction hypothesis (1989), is a two-way channel 
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involving an obligatory exchange of information. Although doing exercises 
as individual work is also a kind of language practice, it may not provide an 
"all-around" practice opportunity as leamer discussion does. Leamers in the 
present study commented that discussion helped to "improve our listening and 
oral English at the same time" besides helping them leam the focal grammar 
points more effectively. Data from the Final Questionnaire point to leamers' 
realization and recognition of the benefit of the interactional mode in 
developing their capacity for the clear communication of ideas and meaning. 
Talking in the target language addresses leamers' communicative needs of 
language leaming, talking about the language also suits their analytical style of 
looking into a language for explanations and for better understanding. 
(4) LA work that integrates learner interaction is more motivating, and it helps 
learners establish positive attitude towards collaborative learning. 
As is shown in the findings from the present study (cf. 4.4.4 )，leamers on 
LA Group 1 reported keen interest in using interactive discussion as a means of 
grammar leaming. Even Group 2, which was engaged in individual tasks, 
reported a strong preference for interactive work. 
Why was there such a strong preference for interactive work? One reason 
may be that leamers liked the variety that interactive discussion work brought 
into the classroom (cf. 2.3). Talking in a language about the language is all too 
infrequent in the Chinese tertiary EFL classrooms. Grammar leaming has long 
been connected with teacher explanation and written practice exercises (similar 
to the work experienced by Group 2). Students lost interest in this "boring" 
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method. Some students wrote in the Weekly Reports that they had already got too 
much homework exercises in English as well as in other courses. Some students 
questioned the effectiveness of the individual exercise mode; they believed that 
an "active" approach could be more effective in language learning. Some Group 
2 members commented that “discussion is necessary and more interesting"(see 
Appendix D5). As learning is considered “meaningful (and hence effective) 
only when leamers are ready to invest in their own learning process，，( Borg, 
1996), the more motivated leamers can achieve more effective learning when 
leamer involvement is greater and their interest in learning is better catered for. 
Another reason why the discussion process was more motivating may be 
that it helped leamers to discover their own potentials and what they knew 
implicitly about the linguistic feature under study. Some Group 1 members 
expressed, in the weekly reports, their excitement over the discovery that they 
actually could "talk" about English in English, which they had never been 
required to do and which they did not know they had the ability to do. Through 
discussion, leamers might, at a broad stroke, become aware of their own 
potential in talking about language. A lack of such awareness could inhibit them 
from making this effort. More specifically, when leamers were engaged in the 
discussion process, they might also develop awareness, through verbalizing 
their own understanding, of what they actually knew implicitly. As Sorace 
(1985) has pointed out, leamers' feeling^elief that they know correlates very 
positively with their actual knowing. Knowing that he knows can build up 
leamers' confidence and bring them into the positive cycle offurther learning. 
Responses from the participants in the study also suggest that LA raising 
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through leamer discussion has the potential of changing leamers' attitudes towards, 
and developing habits of, collaborative leaming. Most leamers in this study 
reported that they had never used interactive discussion in the completion of 
language leaming exercises or homework assignment tasks before the study. 
However, leamers seemed to crave the peer sharing. Comments like "Please let 
us do some discussion too." "We want some activities too.，，appeared quite 
frequently on the Weekly Report sheets filled by Group 2 leamers (cf. 4.4.4 
Table 15). In the Final Questionnaire, both Groupl and Group 2 leamers 
generally indicated (cf. 4.4.7) that they would like to use discussion to 
understand lecture content and to complete homework assignment in the future. 
It seems that when leamers experience the benefits of collaborative work, they 
may seek more chances to do so when they realize by "collaborating with 
others, we can solve problems and realize purposes that would be out of reach 
on our own" ( Brookfield & Preskill, 1999:35 ). 
5.3 Summary ofthe Chapter 
This chapter started offby discussing the differences in performance of the three 
groups in the study, caused by different treatments or non-treatment. The main focus 
of the discussion is on the possible advantages of LA raising approaches through 
leamer interaction over the conventional mode of doing individual work. Claims 
made in previous studies about the effectiveness of LA approaches on leaming were 
examined in relation to the findings from both the quantitative and qualitative data 
collected from this study.‘ 
The findings from the present study support the claims that LA raising through 
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leamer discussion caters for leamers' cognitive development in the language leaming 
process as leamers go about testing their own hypotheses about language, develop 
skills of synthesis and integration through language analysis, and come up with a 
better understanding of the working of the target language. Such an approach 
promotes leamers' noticing of the linguistic feature under focus and the noticing of 
their own "gaps", which may help to link classroom instruction with leamers' 
autonomous leaming when they deliberately search for resources outside the 
classroom for gap-filling. LA raising through leamer interaction also addresses 
leamers' affective needs and enhances their motivation in leaming, when they have 
positive attitudes about this mode ofleaming and are ready to "invest" in this process. 
The successful collaborative work may also impinge on leamer behavior when they 




This chapter starts by examining whether the research objectives set down in 
Chapter 1 have been achieved and the research questions answered. We then relate the 
findings from the present study to the current tertiary EFL curriculum and classroom 
practices in the PRC context. Caveats in the use of LA work are pointed out and 
recommendations for further research in the area are offered. 
In general, this study has been able to give informed answers to the research 
questions set at the beginning of the study (cf.2.7). The study has provided empirical 
support for each ofthe following observations: 
1) The inclusion of a focal awareness treatment in the leaming of adverbial 
positioning did lead to leamers' significant improvement in their leaming and 
performance in the area. 
2) “ Interactive" LA tasks (in the form of explanation and discussion) enhance 
better understanding and higher leaming motivation. 
3) "Interactive" LA tasks are more effective than the non-interactive, individually 
done tasks in generating better leaming outcome. 
4) Leamers who went through the LA Process are, on the whole, positive about 
the gains of the study, with the group that engaged in "explanation and 
discussion “ giving more favorable comments about the "interactive LA work". 
5) Leamers who went through the LA focal treatment continued to notice, in their 
later leaming, the linguistic feature under study. They also took positive 
attitude about the use ofleamer discussion to "talk about language，，in their 
future work. 
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The above findings from the study have lent support to the major LA claims 
made in other theoretical and empirical studies, and point us to thinking about the 
implications they might have for the current Tertiary EFL curriculum and the 
classroom practices in Mainland China. 
6.1 Pedagogical Implications 
One set of the data in the present study indicates that students who participated in 
the LA Process improved their own knowledge of the linguistic phenomenon under 
focus and performed significantly better than the non-treatment group. This finding 
points to the importance of making leamers become consciously “aware’，of certain 
linguistic features, especially those areas of the language that may lack immediate 
perceptibility to the leamers, in order to leam and understand them better. “Noticing’， 
and "awareness" are not guaranteed through merely exposing leamers to meaning-
oriented, comprehension-based content texts alone (as in the case ofthe leamers in the 
control group in this study). This finding echoes Carter's (1991:12) assertion that 
leaming a language involves understanding something about the language, and such 
understanding is not likely to be achieved through simply getting leamers exposed to 
language data. 
Most Chinese students, by the time they enter university, have studied English 
for around 8 years, and the basic grammatical structures have all been covered in the 
primary and secondary schools. However, most of the grammar leaming in their 
previous years focus much on the truly formal and structural aspects. In the case of 
the present study, the relationship between adverbial positioning, meaning and 
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function was found to be “new” to a large majority of the leamers. Therefore, there is 
a need at the tertiary level to go beyond a purely structural dimension to alert leamers 
to the form, meaning and function relationship of language use. Grammar leaming 
can thus be made to address both accuracy in use and tertiary leamers' weakness in 
performing the form-meaning-function mapping (Ellis, 1995)，in order for leamers to 
manipulate structures and forms to convey messages more effectively. 
A second set ofdata suggests that different approaches to leaming grammar may 
generate different leaming outcome. It is true that the follow-up tasks in the present 
study gave an extra dimension to an entirely knowledge-based approach. A 
comparison between the two groups, however, revealed that the interactive LA tasks 
were significantly more successful in engaging leamers both cognitively and 
affectively in the leaming process, and also led to better leaming outcome. This 
finding points us to the following considerations about the promotion of interactive 
LA work in the Chinese Tertiary classrooms: 
Borg (1996:121) rightly points out that leaming grammar and communicative 
practice, especially for intermediate and advanced leamers, do not have to be 
"exclusive, nor even distinct activities". Explicit grammar work has traditionally been 
perceived in a manner that conflicts with notions ofcommunicative language teaching 
and has to struggle hard to find its place in the CLT framework. LA work in the 
classroom can address this problem through integrating grammar leaming with an 
interactive process in which leamers "investigate language and share, compare and 
discuss their findings with each other". Such integration should be recommended for 
practice in the Chinese EFL classroom on the following grounds: Integrating grammar 
leaming and interactive leamer discussion gives leamers serious content to talk about 
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(Fotos & Ellis, 1991; cf. 2.4). Some information gap tasks as communicative 
practice only may be regarded as having "trivial content" and engage leamers in 
"talking for the sake of talking" (Yang, 1995). Discussing language is a suitable topic 
for tertiary EFL leamers in the Chinese context as most of them attach great 
importance to grammar leaming (cf. 4.4.2) and leaming “new knowledge". 
Introducing such an integration into the Chinese EFL classroom can also help to 
move leamers out of a purely receptive mode of leaming. Relying on teachers' 
explicit instruction alone might not have real effect on leaming as teacher's “telling，， 
may "come in through the right ear but go out from the left”. It is conceivable that 
teaching may take place but leaming does not occur. The purpose of LA work is to 
raise in the leamer a "heightened awareness" of language. This awareness is leamers' 
subjective experience and is an internal factor. Grammar teaching, in any form, is an 
external factor. For grammar teaching to have a stronger impact on the internal factor, 
it is advisable that leamers be actively involved in the leaming process. "Interactive" 
LA tasks get learners involved injointly solving language problems. When doing so, 
leamers have to invest cognitive efforts in the tasks by bringing together a variety of 
sources of knowledge that can range from feelings about language to explicit rules. 
By explaining and discussing with each other to solve language problems, leamers go 
through a deep-level processing to reach "self-understanding" and make "other-
understanding" (Hung and Yang, 2000) possible in an interactive environment. 
Effective leaming in this sense goes beyond the mere consolidation of knowledge 
when leamers jointly "make connections between knowledge about the system of 
English and knowledge ofhow English is used to reaffirm or uncover the truths and 
unknowns in the language use" (Wright, 1994). 
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Besides this cognitive dimension, interactive LA work also addresses leamers' 
affective needs. Peer discussion can create a relatively intimate setting and a more 
supportive classroom environment for leamers to try out "exploratory" talk (Bames, 
1973:19). Compared to a conventional teacher-fronted classroom in which leamers 
are expected to provide correct and quick answers in the face of a large class as 
audience and the teacher as a judge, peer interactive discussion allows leamers time 
to ponder and to grope their ways ahead (Long & Porter，1985). According to Long 
and Porter, leamers may pause, hesitate, change direction in the middle of a sentence, 
be incoherent or self contradictory in the process, yet they are taking a valuable 
groping step towards sorting out their thoughts and putting them into words in a non-
threatening peer setting. Such processes can help them to slowly establish confidence 
and engage them in "talking to learn" (Bames, 1973:20)，a step that is missing in the 
conventional grammar exercises that only require individual work. Of course, a 
perceptive teacher is also able to detect an individual's problem by observing her/^im 
in the process of the discussion through the "talk" s/he produces. Compared with 
teacher-fronted lecturing, leamer discussion promotes the idea of leamer-centredness 
and helps to individualize instruction. 
“Interactive” LA work also encourages leamers to value their own voices, 
their perceptions, insights and understanding of language. Leamers are more 
motivated and hence better leamers when the process of making explicit what 
they know leads them to be aware of their own potentials. They will also be 
more willing to contribute when they understand that their participation is really 
valued and their voice respected. 
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The benefits of introducing "interactive" LA work may transcend beyond 
the arena of the language classroom in three broad ways. The first one is 
directly associated with language leaming. As found out from the present study, 
leamers going through the language awareness treatment continued to notice the 
linguistic feature a long time after the study. This “noticing，’ or developed 
“sensitivity，，towards language is the beginning of another positive cycle of 
language leaming, and "opportunities for leaming will increase when leamers 
are in charge of creating them"(Van Lier, 1998). Secondly, the positive effect on 
leaming and performance brought about by an interactive mode of grammar 
leaming may make leamers reflect on their familiar individual approach to 
leaming and may, given time, develop their co-operative leaming habits. A third 
dimension is that cultivating leamers' reflection and understanding of language 
gives them the power to slowly take over some responsibility for their own 
leaming and make them become the "perceiving, thinking, acting, and 
interacting persons that they have the right to be，，(Van Lier,1998). 
6.2 Caveats in the Use ofLeamer Interaction as an LA Raising Approach 
In a typical Chinese language classroom, teacher-fronted explanation is still the 
norm, and it would be naive to hope for a dramatic change overnight. Old habits die 
hard and "attitudes and beliefs change slowly" (Wright & Bolitho，1993:298). 
Therefore, a learner-centered, interactive LA component should be an "evolution" 
rather than a "revolution" in the Chinese context, and this should start with teacher 
awareness. Rather than handing over the responsibility of leaming entirely to the 
leamers themselves, it is still the teacher who controls the classroom and facilitates 
how best interactive LA activities can be carried out. A balance has to be struck 
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between the work of the teacher and the involvement of the leamer. Therefore, 
interactive LA work may pose a greater challenge to teachers in various aspects. 
Talking about language is a higher level ability; therefore, leamers' proficiency 
has to be carefully considered when metacommunication tasks are designed. Leamers 
should also be allowed "reflection" time, during which they can plan ahead to get 
themselves prepared and organized, so that the less eloquent students will not be 
inhibited from participating in interactive work. In the present study, the tasks set in 
the follow-up work require cognitive efforts through leamer reflection and language 
analysis. With the discussion group, the briefpersonal reflection period on each item 
in the follow-up tasks before pair discussion is useful since "introspection before 
interaction will enhance a student's self-image" (Tarvin & Al-Arishi，1991:17). 
Instead ofhurrying them to give first, impromptu responses, leamers can go through 
the intrapersonal testing to achieve a private fruitation (Tarvin & Al-Arishi，1991) 
before they get engaged, with greater confidence, in the valuable pair negotiation that 
follows. 
LA work is not to be placed in a dichotomous position to implicit learning 
through naturalistic exposure to the target language. A highly analytical approach to 
language neglecting the primacy of the use of language for communication is 
counterproductive as well. Language awareness through language analysis has to be 
treated as one necessary but insufficient component in the foreign language 
classroom. LA is not a reaction against the CLT approach; rather it should be seen as a 
complement to CLT and can be integrated with CLT when leamers attend to language 
forms through engaging themselves in meaningful communication. An over-emphasis 
on either side is as bad as the abandonment of either. What supporters for LA work 
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should recommend is not a bottom up process in which leamers analyze everything 
to understand it before using it; rather recognition should be given to the benefit of 
understanding things about a language. Understanding things about language can also 
move leamers beyond teacher pronouncement to pay analytical attention to, and 
engage in self-discovery of language in use. 
6.3 Recommendations for Further Research 
The present study is mainly focused on the linguistic area ofthe use of adverbial 
positioning in the leaming of English under the LA framework. The scope of the 
study is still very small and limited. It might be interesting to replicate the study on a 
few other grammar areas to see if the same patterns of result may be achieved, or to 
replicate the same grammar area in different leaming contexts. 
The main part of this study is an experimental design that focuses on group 
performance. It might be possible, at the same time, to carry out an in-depth, 
qualitative research on what individual leamers actually do during the discussion. We 
may have a better understanding ofleamer variation by looking at whether a leamer's 
quantity and quality ofparticipation and negotiation in the discussion correlates with 
leaming outcome. 
A similar study can also be carried out on another group ofleamers at a different 
level oflanguage proficiency to investigate the effect ofthe use ofinteractive work on 
their leaming outcome. Such studies can offer valuable information especially for 
teachers having to face language classes with leamers ofheterogeneous proficiency. 
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Another study engaging subjects in leaming the same grammar points through 
leamer discussion on reading texts, in which the linguistic feature under focus is made 
the topic of discussion, can also be made. The leaming outcome reached can be 
compared to see whether the teacher instruction part is really necessary for the 
Chinese students at the tertiary level. 
A contrastive study may be conducted between the Mainland Chinese students 
who have been through quite explicit language teaching and leaming and students in 
another context (say HK), who leam English with less focus on language forms. 
Effects on leaming can be compared and discussed and the validity of the LA 
component may be viewed from different perspectives. 
As LA work may take effect slowly, it may be advisable to use Bronfenbrenner's 
(1979) "PPCT" (Person-Process-Context-Time) model for studying the effects o fLA 
raising in relation to leamer language development. That is: factors such as Person, 
Process, Context and Time have to be taken into consideration. The PPCT model 
recommends "systematically and longitudinally linking action to environment using 
both qualitative and quantitative methods'XRjid). At the moment, such research is still 
relatively rare in the field of second language leaming (though see Peirce, 1995; 
Rampton, 1995)，but "it allows us to avoid limiting ourselves to studying the strange 
behavior of leamers with strange researchers in strange settings for the briefest 
possible periods of time" (Bronfenbrenner, 1979:19; also see Brown, 1994 and Van 
Lier, 1998). 
The scope ofthe present study is confined to a very limited area ofLA work, but 
LA work, in the broad sense, goes beyond the leaming of grammar and attention to 
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forms. It also has a socio-cultural dimension, a contrastive meta-cognitive dimension, 
and an educational dimension that integrates LA work in the classroom with 
developing leamers into reflective, thinking and exploring individuals through 
exploration into language. All these are beyond the modest scope ofthe present study 
and remain the target for further investigation in future research. 
6.4. Summarv of the Chapter 
The present study has succeeded in answering the research questions, and 
fulfilled the research objectives laid down at the beginning of the study. Some 
implications for the EFL curriculum and classroom practices in the PRC context have 
been drawn, addressing mainly the following three points: 
First，raising leamers' awareness of the workings o fa language, especially those 
features that may lack perceptibility, and alerting leamers to the form-meaning-
function relationship oflanguage use have a beneficial role to play in tertiary EFL 
grammar teaching in the Chinese context. 
Next，leaming should not be taken as a receptive process at the leamers' end. 
Opportunities should be provided in the language classroom to get leamers both 
cognitively and affectively involved to promote effective leaming. 
Finally, leaming grammar and communicative practice do not have to be put in a 
position of dichotomy. The impact of an integration may transcend the language 
classroom when leamers continue to pay analytical attention to language, and may 
gradually develop collaborative leaming habits both inside and outside the classroom. 
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Recommendations for future research on LA raising work are made in the final 
part. On top ofall possible suggestions for a replica or extension ofthe present study, 
a recommendation for further study adopting the PPCT model that "systematically 
and longitudinally" relates action to environment is made for a better understanding of 
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Appendix A1: Prestest 
Getting to Know You 
Your name or code: Class 
I . Provide an answer to each of the following questions: 
1 . What is an adverb? 
2. What is an adverbial? 
3. What does an adverbial do in a sentence? 
4. Name at lcast five most common meaning-typcs of adverbial. 
5. What is a sentcncc adverbial? Provide an example ifpossibIe. 
6. What is a Verb Phrase (VP) adverbial? Provide an example if possible. 
7. What is a focal adverbial? Provide an example if possible. 
n . Read the following sentences，and decide whether they are acceptable: 
E g : M a r y is always late to class. Acceptable ( ) Unacceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
a. He won't come for the dimicr certamly. Acceptable ( ) Unacceptable( ) Not sure ( ) 
b. In restaurants, many people eat in the Acceptable( ) Unacccptablc ( ) Not sure ( ) 
university. 
c. Ahead sat an old man. Acceptable ( ) Unacceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
d. My son has forgotten often to make Acceptable ( ) Unacceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
his bed. 
e. Seldom we have seen such a terrible Acceptable( ) Unacceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
scene. 
f. The little girl Ustened in shock to his Acceptable( ) Unacceptable ( ) N o t s u r e ( ) 
complaints. 
g. He stayed at his own home hardly for Acceptable ( ) Unacceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
a month. 
h. Have you ever been to Rome? 
Yes，I sometimes go there. Acceptable ( ) Unacceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
i. She worked long hours every day Acceptable ( ) Unacceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
last year 
j . Is the boy noisy? 
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He often is. Acceptable( ) Unacceptable( ) N o t s u r c ( ) 
k. He ran to the mountaintop up the Acceptable ( ) Unacceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
steps. 
1. You never are here on time, Acceptable ( ) Unacceptable( ) Not surc ( ) 
m. He accepted happily the book. Acceptable( ) Unacccptablc ( ) N o t s u r e ( ) 
n. Li bed, he wants his breakfast Acceptable ( ) Unacceptable ( ) N o t s u r c ( ) 
0. He put the basket Acceptable( ) Unacceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
p. What I said hurt him evidently. Acceptable ( ) Unacccptablc ( ) Not sure ( ) 
q. The old man passed in bed away. Acceptable ( ) Unacceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
r. On earth he was bom; to heaven Acceptable ( ) Unacccptablc ( ) Not sure ( ) 
hc wcnt 
s. To Beijing, Jane wcnt from Shanghai. Acccptable ( ) Unacccptablc ( ) Not sure ( ) 
t- Loudly, they began arguing. Acceptable ( ) Unacccptablc ( ) Not sure ( ) 
H L Provide a sentence to illustrate each of the following sets of terms/ niles. 
Underline the pertinent word(s) in your illustrations. 
a. Scntcncc-initial noun phrasc as adverbial of time 
b. Sentence-initial adverbial clause of reason 
c. Sentence-final adverbial phrase of degree 
d. Sentence-final prepositional phrase as direction adverbial 
e. Preverbal adverbial of time frequency 
f. Participial as sentence initial adverbial 
rV. Put the mark “八” in all the places within the sentences where the given 
adverbials can occur. Insert a punctuation where necessary. Eg : % ) T o m 八 
likes his job. (actually) 
a. The staffs dislike the new identity card, (especially) 
b. The nurse measured his blood pressure daily, (each hour) 
c. Joe left the office. That's why no one noticed it.(quietly) 
d They threw him in prison, (for life) 
e. Although we explained to him many times, he didn't belicve us. (really) 
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f. The father promised his girl a party, (every Saturday night) 
g. Mary bowed to the professor, (thankfully) 
h. You mean he did this to you? He is your best friend. (even) 
i. Mary was sad because her pet dog died. She buried it. (sadly) 
j . The professor came in with a red hat on his head, (amusingly) 
V. Paraphrase the following sentences to bring out the differences，if any, in the 
following pairs ofsentences: 
a. 1) Joe particularly hated the formalities hc had to go through. 
2) Joe hated particularly the formalities he had to go through. 
b. 1 ) Mary is naturaUy singing in thc garden. 
2) Mary is singing in the garden naturaUy with his friends. 
c. 1) I saw my uncle in the garden. 
2) In the garden, I saw my uncle. 
丄 1) They predicted an earthquake in April. 
2) Li April, they predicted an earthquake. 
e. 1) Tactfully, he took leave ofthe team. 
2) He took leave ofthe team tactfully. 
f. 1) Foolishly, Jane taUced to thc gossipy woman. 
2) Jane taUced foolishly to that woman. 
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Appendix A2: Posttest 
Showing What You Have Learned 
Your name: Group: 
I. Provide an answer to each of the following questions: 
1 . What is an adverb? 
2. What is an adverbial? 
3. What does an adverbial do in a sentence? 
4. Name at lcast five most common mcaning-typcs of adverbial. 
5. What is a scntcnce adverbial? Make two.sentenccs containing two different sentential advcrbiak. 
6. What is a Verb Phrase QfP) adverbial? Make two sentences containing two different VP 
advcrbiak. 
7. What is a focal adverbial? Make two sentences containing two different focal adverbiak. 
n . Provide a sentence to illustrate each ofthe following sets of terms/rules. 
Underline the pertinent word(s) in your illustrations; 
Eg : Sentence-initial adverbial of time frequency. 
Sometimes they shop here. 
a. Noun phrase as a sentence initial adverbial oftime 
b. Sentence final adverbial clause ofreason 
c. Sentence final Adverbial phrase of degree 
d. Adverbial of time frequency in the middle position 
e. Participial as sentence initial adverbial 
f. Prepositional phrase as direction adverbial 
m . Read the following sentences, and decide whether they are acceptable: 
Eg : Mary is always late to class. Acceptable (* ) Non-acceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
a. .We can leave our luggage 
with him hardly for a week. Acceptable ( ) Non-acceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
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b. This is what he wants us to do 
obviously. Acceptable ( ) Non-acceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
c. Rarely we can eat outside in 
the garden. Acceptable ( ) Non-acceptable( ) Not sure ( ) 
d. Jose can play sometimes handball 
after work. Acceptable ( ) Non-acceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
e. Away has gone my chance of winning. 
Acceptable( ) Non-acceptable ( ) N o t s u r e ( ) 
f. Awkwardly, the man was taUdng 
to thc class. Acceptable( ) Non-acccptable( ) Not sure ( ) 
g. - H o w often do you work in the lab? 
-Very often. Acccptablc ( ) Non-acccptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
h. On the cheek, Mary kissed her 
mother at the aiiport Acceptable ( ) Non-acccptable( ) N o t s u r e ( ) 
i. Always Mary went to school on 
her bike. Acceptable ( ) Non-acccptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
j . 一 1 want to be the chairman of the 
English society! 
- Y o u never will be. Acceptable ( ) Non-acccptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
k. The little boy looked in wonder at the 
beautiful firecrackers in the sky. Acceptable ( ) Non-acceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
1. To Shenzhen, Lee went from HK. Acceptable ( ) Non-acceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
m. In China I was bom, in China 
I will die. Acceptable ( ) Non-acceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
n. I didn't regrettably have the courage 
to taDc to him then. Acceptable ( ) Non-acceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
0. In the biggest restaurant 
he wants his dinner. Acceptable ( ) Non-acceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
p. He took thankfully the food Acceptable ( ) Non-acceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
q. He went through a hole in the fence 
into the garden. . Acceptable ( ) Non-acceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
r. Jimmy never did talk to Paul. Acceptable ( ) Non-acceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
s. He left the keys. Acceptable ( ) Non-acceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
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t. The old man tumed an offer of 
kindness down. Acceptable ( ) Non-acceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
rV； Read the given context, fill in the right place in the sentence with a suitable 
adverbial : 
Eg : The car accident didn't cause any death. How fortunate! 
Fortunately, the car accident did not cause any death. 
a. People in this town are prudent, they believe i fs too risky to buy stocks, they all 
deposit their money in the bank. 
The people in this town all deposit their money in the bank. 
b. Tom was rcckIess, he kicked at a chair and broke one ofits legs. 
Tom kicked at a chair and broke one of its legs. 
c. Peter wcnt to the Johnson's for help. How stupid he is! The Johnson's wiU only 
laugh at him. 
Peter went to the Johnson's for help. The Johnson's will only laugh at him. 
d. He packed his statue with great care, using cotton pads to protect it. 
He packed his statue, using cotton pads to protect it. 
e. He kept the window open, it was clever for him to do so because he could get out 
when there is danger, (cleverly) 
He kept the window open so that he could get out when there is danger. 
f. He opened the rusty window in a clever way, by using some cooking oil and a knife. 
He opened the rusty window 一 by using some cooking oil and a knife. 
g. He never praises Jane, he never lets Jane do any important work. It is obvious that 
he doesn't think much ofJane's ability. 
He doesn't think much o f Jane ' s ability. 
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V. Indicate whether the foIIo>ving pairs of sentences differ in meaning with the 
different positioning of adverbials. If yes, paraphrase the sentences to bring 
out the differences: 
Eg : a. Only George went to London. 
b. George went to London only. Different ( * ) Not different ( ) 
(a) means George was the only person who went to London. 
(b) means London was the only place that George went to. 
a. 1) The secretary corrcctly has separately 
last year's file from this year's. 
2) The secretaty has separated last year's Different( ) Not different ( ) 
filc from this year's corrcctly. 
b. 1) On thc phiyground, I saw my Uttlc boy. 
2) I saw my little boy on the playground. Different ( ) Not different ( ) 
c. 1) The taUc primarily was on school rules. 
2) Thc taUc was primarily on school niles. Different( ) Not Different ( ) 
d. 1) Cleverly, Jane avoided him. 
2) Jane avoided him cleverly. Different ( ) Not Different ( ) 
e. 1) Li December, they foresaw a disaster. 
2) They foresaw a disaster in December. Different ( ) Not Different ( ) 
f. 1) Quickly John fmished the work. 
2) John quickly fmished the work. 
3) John fmished the work quickly. Different ( ) Not Different ( ) 
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V L Decide which of the following sentences contain ambiguity in adverbial 
modification. Explain the possible interpretations of sentences with meaning 
ambiguity: 
a. The girls happily went away with some candies. 
Ambiguous ( ) 
1._ 
2._ 
Not ambiguous ( ) 
b. He is only thinking of playing conqjutcr games. 
Ambiguous ( ) 
1 . . 
2. 
Not ambiguous ( ) 
c. The students espccially liked this kind of activity. 
Ambiguous ( ) 
1. 
2. 
Not ambiguous ( ) 
d. He strangely looked at us up and down. 
Ambiguous ( ) 
1. 
2. 
Not ambiguous ( ) 
e. Fortunately, the flre didn't cause much damage. 
Ambiguous ( ) 
1. ^ 
2. 
Not ambiguous ( ) 
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Appendix B1: Lecture Notes 1 
Lecture One: A general introduction to English adverbial 
1. English Adverbs and adverbials (forms and function): 
The English language has many words, and they are classified into different classes: some are caUed 
nouns, and some are called verbs. Some of the words arc called adverbs, e.g. 'quickly', 'locaUy', 
•clockwise'. Generally, adverbs try to answer the questions 'when', 'where', 'why', ancVor *how'. Let's 
look at some examples: 
- Jane came <quickly>. (how/the way) 
-Many people shop <locaUy>, (where) 
- John wiU return <soon>. (whcn) 
Thc 3 adverbs Quickly, Locally, and Sooa aU modify/say something 
about the verbs Came, Shop, and Retum respectively. 
Some adverbs, however, modify/say something about the whole sentcnce; e.g. 
-Fortunately, we aU passed the f!nal Examination. 
•Fortunately" refers to the whole cvent: "wc aU passed the exam", and that is fortunate. 
Some adverbs modify individual words of some other classes: 
- I feel very angry/sony. (Very' modifies the adjective 'angry*) 
- John left too early, ('too' modifies the adverb 'early') 
Whereas 'adverbs' is a label for a class ofwords, the term 'adverbial' refers to one ofthe 5 sentence 
constituents/functions: the 5 sentcnce constituents are: 
« Subject, Verb, Lidirect Object, Object and Adverb ia l» . 
I gave John some money yesterday 
“ •• H |( • 1 
m a hurry 
“ “ " ” in the park 
when I saw him 
'Yesterday' answers the question "WHEN did I give John money?", 
•in a hurry, answers the question "HOW did I give John money?" 
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'in the park' answers the question "WHERE did I give John money?" 
•when I saw him’ answers the question "WHEN did I give John money?" 
'in a hurry' is a prepositional phrase, not an adverb, doing the job ofthe adverb ^umedly', so we call 'in 
a hurry, an adverbial. An advcrb is a single-word adverbial. 
An 'adverbial* can appear in different structural forms: 
- I will taUc to John later [single adverb] 
in a minute. [phrase] 
when I see him. [clause] 
Adverbial (forms of reaHzation) 





Eg: I bought thc book earlv. (single) 
Jane wcnt to school inahunv. (Prepositional phrasc) 
Last year. Jane came to visit me. fNoun phrase) 
The students worked verv hard (Adverbial phrase) 
Not knowing what was going on. John went in and had a look. 
(Participial phrase) 
The kid left because his mother wanted him to. (Adverbial clause) 
#Although prepositional phrases can be advcrbials, not all prepositional phrases arc adverbiak, we 
have to look at the syntactic rolc the above mentioned forms realize in sentences, contrast: 
The bicycle in my garage is broken, (in my garage here modifies the NP the 
bicycle and serves a similar function to an adj.) 
I left the bicycle in my garage, (adverbial of location) 
Besides their forms and functions, adverbials are also studied in terms of their meaning-types 
(semantic types) 
The most common meaning-types of adverbials are adverbials of direction, location, manner, time, 
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frequency, reason, purpose, degree, etc. 
Eg: Jane came alone.(single adverb) (manner) 
All the housewives in this district shop locally, (single adverb) (location) 
Soon hc will return, (single adverb) (time) 
John often visits his uncle, (single adverb )(frequcncy) 
Jane went to school. (Prepositional phrase) (direction) 
Last year. Jane came to visit me. (Noun phrasc) (time) 
The students worked verv hard. (Adverbial phrase) (manner) 
Not knowing what was going on，John went in and had a look. 
(Participial phrasc)(rcason) 
The kid left because his mother wanted him to. (Adverbial clause) (reason) 
2. The obligatory and the optional: 
With some verbs, adverbials are obligatory elements in order for a sentencc to be grannnaticaL 
»Hc lived. 
He Uved in Beijing. 
*He put the basket. 
He put the basket on the tabic. 
Li most cases, adverbials are optional elements in a sentence, for example: 
Eg: Mary arrived (in a white gown). 
The semantic weight ofthe sentencc is different though, in "Mary arrived", it is the arrival that is 
all important while in "Mary arrived in a white gown.”, it is the way she dresses on arrival that is 
focal information (the more important information). 
3.Positions of adverbials: 
Sometimes, the meaning of a sentence is affected with the different positioning ofadverbials. I f w e 
look at what elements adverbials tend to modify, we can roughly divide English adverbials into three 
broad types: the sentential adverbial, the VP adverbial and the focal adverbial. The sentential adverbial 
modifies a whole sentence: 
Eg: Luckily, we all passed the exam. 
Fortunately, we all passed the exam. 
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The VP adverbial modifies the verb phrase: 
Eg: Let's study this carefiillv. 
She waUcs slowly into the classroom. 
The focal adverbials tend to focus on specific elements in the sentence: 
Eg: John particularly dislikes Mary. 
Only George would do anything like this. 
Adverbials appear to enjoy considerable mobility in a sentence, but in fact, there are some 
grammatical constraints on the positions they can occur in. More often, 
sentences may have (subtle) meaning differences when an adverbial appears in different positions. 
A: The I Position: 
With regard to the positions they can occur in, adverbials in English enjoy considerable mobiUty 
within a sentence, for example: 
Finally, we all got our job done. I 
He told me that sometimes he went to China. I 
The initial position ( I ) is the one that immediately precedes a sentence or a clause in a sentence. 
Temporal expressions are more often seen in the I position to provide a temporal (time) setting. 
In 1979, an earthquake destroyed the whole city. 
B: The M position: 
The medial position is the one that is between the subject and the main lexical verb, 
Eg: The woman careflillv placed the eggs in the basket. M 
The woman has carefully placed the eggs in the basket. M 
The M position is normally taken by a short adverb phrase or more often a single word adverb. Position 
adverbials may appear at M, but direction & goal adverbials cannot usually be in M: 
*They are into the new apartment moving their fumiture. 
Many adverbials of time frequency occur in M: 
I often go there on foot 
We sometimes fmd it hard to understand him. 
The longer phrases are not usually seen in this position, if they ever occur here, they are normally 
marked o f f b y a comma, eg: 
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Appendix B1: Lecture Notes 1 
Lecture 2: Sentential adverbials and VP adverbials 
First，let me repeat the 3 adverbial labels I introduced last week: ‘sentential adverbial’, 'verb-
phrase adverbial', and ‘ focal adverbial，. Look at these examples: 
1. Fortunately, we all passed the test. 
2. Let's do the work at once/immediately. 
3. She waUced slowly into the room. 
4. Only George could do this job. 
5. George could do only this job. 
In (1), the adverbial ‘fortunately，modifies the event expressed by the whole clause “ we all passed the 
test". And the event is considered fortunate. Li other words, the adverbial ‘fortunately’ has the whole 
clause as its 'modification scope，or ‘scope of modification'. 
Li (2), the adverbial ‘immediately，or 'at once，teUs us the time/ when to do the work; in (3), the 
adverbial ‘slowly’ teUs us the way/ manner or 'how' she waUcs. Both adverbials modify the verbs or 
verb phrases, hi other words, they have the verb phrases as their 'modification scope’. 
In (4) and (5), the focal adverbial ‘only’ modifies individual, specific elements: in (4), only modifies 
‘George’ specifically (‘Only George’); in (5), only modifies 'thisjob' specifically (i.e. ‘only thisjob', 
not any otherjobs). Here, the adverbial has specific elements as its scope ofmodification. 
On surface, adverbials, as a whole syntactic class, seem to enjoy the freedom to occur in different 
positions of the sentence. But, in fact, there are factors determining or affecting their positioning. 
A]More on sentence adverbials (S-A) 
Let's look at the examples: 
•6. Honestly (speaking), John wrote the report. ( I am speaking honestly that...) 
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7. Undoubtedly John write the report. (It is beyond doubt that...) 
8. Rightly, the students helped the old man. ( I think it was right that...) 
9. Foolishly, John sold the car. 
10. Naturally, the students spoke their mind. (It is natural that...) 
Many sentence adverbials (S-A) modify the whole clausey'sentence, and they tend to appear in the 
initial position [I]. It is interesting to point out the following: 
- Some sentence adverbials may occur in the medial position pvI] immediately after the subject 
without a change ofmeaning, as with [8]: ‘ The students rightly helped the old man，； 
• Some sentence adverbiaU may occur in the medial position, without a change ofmeaning, as a 
parenthesis with a pair ofcommas, as with (6): 'John, honestly, write the report'. When there are 
no commas, the adverbial will be seen to modify the verb 'wrote'-" wrote the report honestly". 
B]More on Verb-phrase Adverbials O^P-A) 
Let's look at some examples: 
10. John accepted the book happily. 
1 1 . John happily accepted the book. 
12. John waUced across the park slowly. 
13. John slowly waUced across the park. 
14. * John slowly was waUcing across the park. 
15. John was slowly walking across the park. 
16. *John accepted the book bought bv Marv when visiting Macau happily. 
17. John happily accepted the book bought by Mary when visiting Macau. 
Generally, VP-adverbials tend to occur at the medial (immediately before the lexical verb) or at the 
sentence-final position [E], as exemplified in [ 1 1 - 14 ] . However, two important points should be noted. 
a) VP-adverbials do not normally occur before a complex VP such as 'was waUcing' in [15]. 
b) VP-adverbials do not occur at the sentence-fmal position after a ‘lengthy Object' for stylistic 
consideration, as in [17]; instead, the only position, in this case, is the medial one. 
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#Ambiguity in meaning between sentence adverbial and VP adverbial at the M 
position: 
In the sentence: 
John foolishly sold the car. 
The adverbial foolishly is in the medial position, a position that can sometimes be taken by both 
sentential adverbials and VP adverbials, the sentence has an ambiguity in meaning. The adverbial may 
comment on John "John was foolish" or "John sold the car in a foolish manner." 
To avoid ambiguity ofthis kind, it is advisable to say : 
Foolishly, John sold the car. (John was foolish to seU the car.) 
John sold the car foolishly. (John sold the car in a fooUsh manner.) 
C]Contrasting VP adverbials and sentential adverbials: 
Let's look at the following examples: 
19.He wisely refused to spend his money. (Wisely, he reflised to 
spend his money.) 
20.He refused to spend his money wisely. O^o alternative construction) 
21 .He naturally stated his opinion. (Naturally, he stated his opinion.) 
22.He stated his opinion naturally. O^o alternative construction) 
In the above examples, there is a large difference in meaning between adverbials in mid position and 
end position. The sentences can be paraphrased as: 
19. He refused to spend his money, and that was wise. 
20. He refused to spend his money in a wise (sensible) way. 
2 1 . He had stated his opinion, and that was natural. 
22. He had stated his opinion in a natural way. 
In 19 and 21，the adverbials served as a comment on the whole sentence, thus are sometimes 
categorized as sentential adverbials, while in 20 and 22, adverbials indicate the manners ofthe verbs, 
often classified as VP adverbials. In cases like the above, caution should be taken in the positioning of 
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adverbials. 
D�Su^wt-related & ObjecWVP-related Positioning ofAdverbials 
Look at the (following) set of examples: 
23. In the garden Mary saw her uncle. [Adv probably related to the whole event & to Mary] 
24. Mary saw her uncle in the garden. [Adv probably related to the VP & to her uncle as well.] 
25. In the hall, they are planning a meeting, [Adv indicating the planning location] 
26. They are planning a meeting in the haII. [Adv indicating the meeting location] 
As mentioned earlier, different positioning of adverbials may give rise to difference in the scope of 
modification. Li [ 2 3 � 2 6 ] ’ the adverbiab 'in the garden’ and ‘in the haU' appear to provide, on the one 
hand, a physical setting for the event to take place and to be related to the Subject NP ‘MaryV ‘They’； 
and on the other, a physical setting for the action to take place and to be related to the Object NP ‘her 
uncle7 ‘ a meeting' 
E] Subject-NP orientation & VP-related Positioning 
Look at the following examples: 
27. Rudely, John left the meeting. 
28. John left the meeting rudely. 
29. Wisely, Mary pretended that she couldn't hear. 
30. Mary pretended wisely that she couldn't hear. 
[27] and [29] tend to be interpreted as "John being rude to leave the meeting" and “ Mary being wise 
to pretend...": the paraphrases suggest that the adverbials are related to the Subject-NP 'John' and 
‘Mary’. [28] and [30] tend to be interpreted as “ leaving the meeting in a rude manner" and 
"pretending in a wise manner": the paraphrases suggest the adverbials are VP-related. 
End of Lecture Two 
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Appendix B1: Lecture Notes 1 
Part One: Adverbials of time frequency and positions 
Adverbials of time frequency are adverbials that tell us how many times or how often something is 
done: Ln the following sentences: 
1. Mary cleans her room daily, (frequency of period/ how often) 
2. John called her twice today, (frequency of occasion;' how many times) 
The two adverb(ial)s both indicate a definite time frequency (clearly indicate the times by which the 
frequency is measured), ki (1)，the adverb(ial) "daily" answers the question “how often?" and in (2) the 
adverbial "twice" explains "how many times" John called. 
When they co-occur in a sentence as in : 
3. a. She takes her medicine THREE TDvffiS DAEY. 
b. *She takes her medicine DAILY THREE THvffiS. 
4. a. DAILY she took his temperature EACH HOUR, 
b. * EACH HOUR she took his temperature DAD-Y. 
- When two frequency adverbials co-occur, the adverbiak expressing the specific number of 
times (three times-VP adverbials) normally come before adverbials that express time frequency 
in a time period (daily-sentential adverbials). 
- Adverbials of longer time period can occur in I as in (4a)，but not those expressing shorter time 
period, as in (4b). Ln other words, the one expressing specific, shorter time duration ('each 
hour*) comes before the one expressing longer duration ('daily'). The more specific, shorter 
duration is included in the longer duration. This explains why [4a] is acceptable while [4b] is 
not. When the time adverbial 'daily' is positioned initially, it has the whole sentence within its 
scope, including 'each hour' within the sentence. When 'each hour* is positioned initially, it is 
supposed to include 'daily' within its scope. But meaning-wise, it is odd to have a shorter 
duration to include a longer duration; hence [4b] is unacceptable, 
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Below is a pair of sentences with adverbials ofindefmite frequency: 
5. He has been drunk manv times. 
6. On most davs. I work late into the night 
- Most time frequency adverbials are positioned at sentence final positions (E), having a focus on 
the activity. (1，2’ 3a,5 ) 
- Those in the form ofprepositional phrases (on most occasions, for the most part) and expressing 
usual occurrence (normally, commonly,...) often occur at I (6 )’ having a focus on the frequency. 
- Adverbs of time frequency such as ‘never, seldom, often. •. ‘ and those expressing indefinite 
frequency normally occur at M as in the following sentences: 
7. a. Jane never calk her parents, 
-b. *Jane calls her parents never. 
8. a. Mary usually gets up late. 
b. Usually. Mary gets up late. 
c. ?Mary gets up late usually. 
9. a. Sometimes Mary comes to visit us. 
b. Mary sometimes comes to visit us. 
c. Mary comes to visit us sometimes. 
10. a. We seldom see our son. 
*b. We see our son seldom. 
- Sometimes, occasionally, frequently, usually, generally, regularly can be put in the sentence 
initial positions, those that can also occur at sentence fmal are: sometimes, occasionally, often 
and frequently. 
- Others are more likely to be at M (usually, rarely, seldom, never, always) will be awkward or 
ungrammatical in final position. 
B � T h e be verb and the auxiliary under stress 
While the normal positioning of some time frequency adverbs can be at M (between the subject and 
the lexical verb or after the first auxiliary, some can precede a stressed auxiliary or the verb “be”. 
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1 1 .You seldom <are> here on time. 
12. Jane never <did> taUc to me about it. 
1 3 . 1 never <have> seen the book. 
This is also the case with shortened sentences like the following: 
14.A: k the professor strict? 
B: Yes, he often is. (Cf. Yes, he is often strict.) 
- When the auxiliary and the be verb are not stressed, the normal position for the adverbial of 
frequency is still immediately after the be verb or the first auxiliary. 
C] Fronting ofNegative Adverbials ofFrequency & Its Grammatical 
Consequences 
When NEGATT/E frequency adverbials are moved to the initial position for emphasis, the subject and 
the first auxiliary of the verb phrase are inverted. If there is no auxiliary verb in the verb phrase, then a 
dummy 'do/did' is introduced to fulf!U the SUBject and the AUXiliary inversion. 
15. a. I have OFTEN gone out with John alone. 
b. OFTEN have I gone out with John alone. 
c. *OFTEN I have gone out with John alone. 
16. a. I have N E V E R gone out with John alone. 
b. N E V E R have I gone out with John alone. 
c. *NEVER I have gone out with John alone. 
d. I NEVER HAVE gone out with John alone.) 
Part Two: Focal adverbial 
A. The scope ofmodification and position 
A ,focal adverbial' is a kind of'focalizer*, which helps to focus on/particularize specific element in the 
clause/sentence, for example: 
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1 . 1 was simply <taking her out for a waUO. 
2. The boy is nice only to the <good-looking> girls. 
3. John, in particular, dislikes the system here. 
In (1) the focal adverbial "simply" modifies the whole VP (taking her out for a waUc). 
In (2), "only" focuses on the NP adjective "good-looking" 
In (3)，the adverbial in the form of preposition phrase “ in particular" focuses on the subject John. 
• Focal adverbials often occur immediately before or after the element under focus. 
- Generally speaking, the item under focus is “new information". 
Let's look at the positioning of focal adverbiak and their scope of modification in the following, 
examples: 
4. Dan could ONLY see Jane from the window, (see but not hear) 
5. Dan could see ONLY Jane from the window. (Jane but nobody else) 
6. Dan could see Jane ONLY from the window, (not from anywhere eke) 
Sometimes a focal adverbial in the M position may focus on specific 'immediate' and 'distanf elements 
within the Predicate. Li speech, the focused element is marked by a stress, as exemplified in [7~9]: 
7. Dan could ONLY SEE Jane from the window. 
8. Dan could ONLY see JANE from the window. 
9. Dan could ONLY see Jane FROM THE WWDOW. 
In writing, the sentence ’Dan could only see Jane from the window' without any marking / diacritical 
mark is, in fact, structurally ambiguous. 
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B] The subject under focus: 
Now, look at examples [10�and [11]: 
10. At least <ten students> were absent yesterday. 
1 1 . <rrhe girls> especially disliked the system here. 
Examples [ 1 0 - 1 1 ] show that focal adverbials can occur before or after the focused element, here the 
SUBject-NP 'the girls'. There is one interesting point about the positioning ofthe focal adverbials in 
speech: Ifthe focal adverbial comes before the focused element, as in [10], the stress faUs on the the 
focused element. Ifthe focal adverbial comes after the focused element, as in [ 1 1] , the stress faUs on 
the adverbial itself. Same as examples [7-9], [ 1 1 ] without diacritical marks is ambiguous: 
the adverbial 'especially' may focalize the Subject The girls' or the Object 'the system, ('The girls 
especially disliked <the system>"). 
D]Grammatkal restrictions on the positioning ofsome focal adverbials: 
Focalizers like ONLY can move freely to modify ahnost any elements in the clausci'sentence. 
12. He was here only for a week. 
13 . He was here for a week only. 
14. Only he was here for a week. 
15. He was only here for a week. 
However, some focal adverbials are restricted to certain positions. For example, some have to occur 
immediately before the item under focus: 
14. He *just/merely killed him <for 50 dollars>. 
15. He killedhimjust/merely <for 50 dollars>. 
1 6 . 1 just/merely <asked for some mformation on ferries>. 
This group ofadverbials have a restrictive meaning (eg. Just, merely, purely and simply) 
They can be at M only when the whole VP is under focus (16) 
The adverbial "hardly", however, normally stays at M even when the focused item is a part ofthe VP: 
l7.You could hardly leave it at the office for a month. 
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18. *you could leave it at the office hardly for a month. 
C: A final word on Adverbial Positioning: 
We've seen in the past few meetings that there are three major modification ftmctions or modification 
scopes of adverbials: 
- to modify the whole sentence 
- to modify the whole VP 
- to modify any element(s) in the clause/sentence 
Adverbials occur in different positions for different discoursal, stylistic, or rhetorical considerations. 
Consider the following pairs of examples: 
19 a. bi a dark cave of the Wuyi Mountain, a tiger gave birth to five cubs, 
b. A tiger gave birth to five cubs in a dark cave ofthe Wuyi Mountain, 
20 a. He lived in London and died in London, 
b. Li London he lived and in London he died. 
21 a. My chance of winning goes AWAY, 
b. AWAY goes my chance of winning. 
In [19a], the topic focus is on a dark cave of the Wuyi Mountain, which provides a wilderness setting 
for the birth event to take place. 
In [19b], the topic focus is on the birth o f f l ve tiger-cubs. 
In [20a], the emphasis is the course of l i fe and death; [in 20b], the topic focus is London, not 
elsewhere, that he experienced his full life; besides, the repeated adverbial creates a sense of stylistic 
symmetry and parallelism. 
In [20b], the strong sense of loss ("Away") of opportunity is expressed and emphasized. 
End of Lecture Three 
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Appendix B4: Reading Text used in the Summarv Session 
Unit 8 Social Problems 
Latchkey Children—Knock, Knock, Is Anybody Home? 
hi the United States the cost ofliving has been steadily rising for the past few decades. Food 
prices, clothing costs, housing expenses, and tuition fees are constantly getting higher and higher. 
Partly because of financial need, and partly because of career choices for personal fiilfilbnent, mothers 
have been leaving the traditional role of full time homemaker. ticreasingly they have been taking 
salariedjobs outside the home. 
Making such a significant role change affects the entire family, especially the children. Some 
consequences are obvious. For example, dinnertime is at a later hour. The emotional impact, on the 
other hand, can be more subtle. Mothers leave home in the morning, feeling guilty because they will 
not be home when their children return from school. They suppress their guilt since they believe that 
their work will benefit everyone in the long run. The income will enable the family to save for college 
tuition, ake an extended vacation, buy a new car, and so on. 
The emotional impact on the children can be significant It is quite common for children to feel 
hurt and resentful. After all, they are alone several hours, and they feel that their mothers should "be 
there" for them. They might need assistance with their homework or want to share the day's activities. 
All too often, however, the mothers arrive home exhausted and face the immediate task ofpreparing 
dinner. Their priority is making the evening meal for the family, not engaging in relaxed conversation. 
Latchkey children range in age from six to thirteen. On a daily basis they return from school and 
unlock the door to their home with the key hanging around their necks. They are now on their own, 
alone, in quiet, empty rooms. For some youngsters, it is a productive period ofprivate time, while for 
others it is a frightening, lonely void. For reasons ofsafety, many parents forbid their children to go out 
to play or to have visitors at home. The youngsters, therefore, feel isolated. 
• Latchkey children who were interviewed reported diverse reactions. Some latchkey children said 
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that being on their own for a few hours each day fostered, or stimulated, a sense of independence and 
responsibility. They felt loved and tnisted, and this feeling encouraged them to be self-confident. 
Latchkey girls, by observing how their mothers coped with the demands of a family and ajob, leamed 
the role model o f a working mother. Some children stated that they used their unsupervised free time to 
perfect their athletic skills, such as playing basketball Others read books or practiced a musical 
instrument These children looked upon their free time after school as an opportunity for personal 
development. It led to positive, productive, and valuable experiences. 
Conversely, many latchkey children expressed much bitterness, resentment, and anger for being 
made to live in this fashion. Many claimed that too much responsibiUty was placed on them at an early 
age; it was an overwhebning burden. They were Uttle people who really wanted to be protected, 
encouraged, and cared for through attention from their mothers. Coming home to an empty house was 
disappointing, lonely, and often frightening. They felt abandoned by their mothers. After all, it seemed 
to them that most other children had '^ormal" families whose mothers were "around," whereas their 
own mothers were never home. Many children tumed on the television for the whole aftemoonj day 
after day, in order to diminish feeUngs ofisolation; fiirthennore, the voices were comforting. 
Frequently, they would doze off. 
Because ofeither economic necessity or strong determination for personal fulfiUment, or both, 
the phenomenon of latchkey children is widespread in our society. Whatever the reason, it is a 
compelling situation with which families must cope. The question to ask is not whether or not mothers 
should work full-time. Given the reality ofthe situation, the question to ask is: how can an optimum 
plan be worked out to deal effectively with the situation. 
It is advisable for all members ofthe family to express their feelings and concerns about their 
inevitable change candidly. These remarks should be discussed fully. Many factors must be taken into 
consideration: the children's personality and maturity, the amount of time the children will be alone, the 
safety of the neighborhood, accessibility ofhelp in case of an emergency. Of supremne importance is 
the quality ofthe relationship between parents and children. It is most important that the children be 
secure in the knowledge that they are loved. Feeling loved provides invaluable emotional strength to 
cope successfully with ahnost any difficulty that arises in life. 
(Taken from Dong Yafeng et aI (eds). 1997. Book 2, College English Text Book, Shanghai Foreign 
Languages Press) 
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Appendix C1 fAl、： Task Sheet for Group 1 in Session 1 
1.Write down your definitions of the following terms and quickly explain them to your 
group members: 
a. What is an adverb? 
b. What is an adverbial? 
c. What are the common meaning-types ofadverbials? 
d. ][n what forms can adverbials appear? 
e. When multiple adverbials occur at the end of a sentence, what is the general order 
they follow? 
2. Read the following sentences, underline the adverbials, i f there is any, and describe 
the form and meaning of the underUned adverbials to your group members: 
a. He lay on his bed. 
b. She drove to Guangzhou on Sunday. 
c. They drove westwards. 
d. He went to HK last week. 
e. The teacher taUced to the student politely. 
f. He bought the book because he is interested in English literature. 
g. She helped him a little with his book. 
h. I stayed there for a month. 
i. The girl was dressed very beautifully, 
j . I saw a very beautifully dressed girl, 
k. I keep a spare bicycle in the garage. 
1. She really is an intelligent child. 
m. Not knowing what to do, she turned to the professor for help. 
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‘ A p p e n d i x C 1 C B 2 ) : S a m p l e C o m p l e t e d T a s k S h e e t f r o m G r o u p 2 
！ 1 ^ J v 5 | 
'• ^ 
Discussion Exercises for session 1: Group 1: 
r . W r i t e d o w n y o u r def init ions of the foUowing terms and qu ick ly expIainthem to y o u r group 
m e m b e r s : , , ,. / > ,v ) 
a . W h a t is an a d v e r b ? > - ^ ^ ^ ^ . . — . 丨 “ ^ " 3 • “ � � ^ ‘ ^ ^ ^ f l . ^ 
- b . W h a t is a a a d v e r b i a l ? $ , 少 c ^ - ^^T^-=^ ^ ^ 1 ^ 节 〜 . 〜 、 似 . M ^ ^ ^ . H ^ .^ ^^  " ^ ¾ ^ 穴二“、’ 
c. W h a t a r e t h e c o m j j a o n m e a n m g - t y p e s of a d v e r b i a b ? l U o4^rWls f ^ 1 - ^ . > ^ ^ ^ - f ^ . j ^ ^ ' t ] ^‘^ ” '^' 
d. I n w h a t f o r m s can adverb ia l s appear? W；,^ ? o^  v ^ w ' 2 ^ «议 • “ •‘ 
e. W h e n mult ip le a d v e r b i a l s occur at the eAd of a sentence, w h a t is the geaeraI o rder they 
f o l l o w ? 9 . - - ^ - ^ 力，，”��_ 二1:一二 f - - - r � • 
Qoo-V I J 7 ^ 仪 
2 . R e a d the fo l lowing senteSices, underUne the adverbia l s , i f t h e r e is any , and describe the 
f o r m a n d m e a n i n g o f t h e underUned adverbia ls to y o u r g roup m e m b e r s : 
a. H e lay q n h i s b e d. ^ « ^ 左丨.1:作 
b. S h e drove to_Guangzhou o n Sunday. 7r^ 
c. T h e y drove wes twards, -^^ <s^ n<ni 
d. H e w e n t t o H K l a s t w e e g ' W 
e. T h e t eachr t aUced t o ^ ^ f e ^ A t politely. >-<^>-^^ 
f. H e b o u g h t the b o o k b e c a u s e h e_ i s j n t e r e s t e d in Eng l i sh l i t e r a t e , r^^crr^ 
g. She h e l p e d h i m a l i t t le w i t h his book, d e ^ r ^ . monnxf 
h. I s t a y e d tiicr? f o r a month.-, j]>ct t<^^' 
i. T h e girl w a s d r e s sed very b e a u t i f u l l y i r.^^ 
j. I s a w a very bgautifulIy dressed girl. Jba^ HUL 
k. I kcep a spare b i c y c l e b U h e _ g a x ^ . jioc^^ 
• 1. I keep t he b i c y c l e j n _ ^ g a r a g c wel l oiled. > ^ " ^ 
m.She i2^J{y is an in te lUgent child, ix9x^ 
Tx. S h c is a real ly intel l igent child, d^^^^ 




Appendix C3 0 8 1 ) : Task Sheet for Group 2 in Session 3 
1 . Try to answer the following questions: 
a. What is an adverb? 
b. What is an adverbial? 
c. What are the common semantic types of adverbials? 
d. What are the formal realizations of adverbials? 
e. When multiple adverbials occur at the end of a sentence, what is the normal 
sequence they follow? 
2. Read the following sentences，underline the adverbials, if there is any, and indicate 
their meaning- types and forms of realization: 
a. He lay on his bed. 
b. She drove to Guangzhou on Sunday. 
c. They drove westwards. 
d. He went to HK last week. 
e. The teacher taDced to the student politely. 
f. He bought the book because he is interested in English literature. 
g. She helped him a little with his book. 
h. I stayed there for a month. 
i. The girl was dressed very beautifully, 
j . I saw a very beautifully dressed girl, 
k. I keep a spare bicycle in the garage. 
1. She really is an intelligent child. 
m. Not knowing what to do, she tumed to the professor for help. 
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‘ Appendix C1 CB2): Sample Completed Task Sheet from Group 2 
» 
^i(^ jO^,||(Mj 
. . - * 
E x e r c i s e s f o r G r o u p 2 
1 . T r y to a n s w e r the foUowing questions: . 
a . W h a t is an adverb?〜义力 ^ ^ ^ V 从 卞 线 / , . 
b . W h a t is an a d v e r b i a l ? � ^ ^ ^ 和 rw»^�fv( ^ U r t . u , ^ . ^ . 已 、 
c. What are the c o ^ o a semantic types ofadverbiaIs? M ^ « ^ . f ' V . ( i � e t ^ A . � & . 
d. W h a t a r e the f o r m a l reaUzations of a d v e r b i a k ? � ' ^ i L . ^ h r o - ^ . 势 ^ ^ « ca. 
e. W^ien mult ip le adverfaiaIs occur at the end of a sentence, w h a t is the normal sequence they 
follow? (jljr8iA,on —h'”t . K^/u^r. itV€. jy^u^>tuj |pu/r|^ c^ 
yiZMa^ . 
2 . R e a d the foUowing sentences, underHne the adverbia l s , if there is any, and indicate their 
m e a n i n g - types a n d f o r m s 0freaU2at i0n: 
a. Hc lay on his bcd. La cjLfi'ffn . ^ . ^ 
b. She drove to Guanezhou on Sunday. Jg$53p4^<.. 'h ” ‘ 
c. T h c y drove westwards. — cUlZct l '^ 
d. He went tg EK last week. ^ ^^�<m . K>^ 
e. The teachr taUced to the student politely. 'yv^r\.t\z/f 
f . He bought'the book because he is interested in English literature. y ^ M ^ 
g. Shc helped h i m a little with his book. . ^refct^'ft-^. r ^ n r ^ 
h. I stayed there f b r _ a j n o ^ . iocxi^o^ • ^ i r ^ 
i. The girl waFdressed very beautifully. h^0.n,nt/r 
j . I s a w a v e i y beautiful ly dressed girl. , 
k . I keep a spare bicycle in the g;ara^e. (:aLfi�*^^ 
1. I kecp thc bicycle ig_the_g^3ge well oiIed. laca^'m ; u n ^ ' t r ' m . 
m.Shc real ly is an intelligent child. ‘ 
n. She is a really intelligent child. 
0. Not knowing what to do, shc tumed to_the_profe^or for help. 
y^x/i^ ^sov\ . ^u^pu^ 
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Appendix C3 081): Task Sheet for Group 2 in Session 3 
1 . Briefly write down your answers to the following questions and explain the definition to your 
partner; 
a. What is a sentential adverbial? 
b. What is a VP adverbial? 
2. Read the following sentences and decide whether they are ambiguous in meaning. Explain 
the ambiguity: 
a. John mdely left the meeting. 
b. Reasonably, he asked for an explanation. 
c. Slowly, he waUced up the hill. 
d. John foolishly waUced to the bus-stop, 
3 . Decide whether the following sentences are acceptable or not; if not, provide an explanation: 
a. John does not certainly want to come. 
Acceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
unacceptable ( ) Explain: 
b. She did not write a good report obviously. 
Acceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
unacceptable ( ) Explain: 
c. I told him reasonably that he couldn't do it. 
Acceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
unacceptable ( ) Explain: 
d. He had a red nose amusingly. 
Acceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
unacceptable ( ) Explain: 
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4. Read the following pairs of sentences and quickly write down a paraphrase to bring out the 
difference, if any, in the pairs ofsentences. Briefly explain your paraphrases to your partner: 
(1) A. The boy wanted his dinner in the kitchen. 
B. hi the kitchen, the boy wanted his dinner. 
(2) A. Casually, Lois did not greet the professor. 
B. Lois greeted the professor casually. 
(3) A. He wisely refiised to taUc to John. 
B. He refused to taUc to John wisely. 
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‘ Appendix C1 CB2 ) : Sample Completed Task Sheet from Group 2 
/"5t^ j/AA^nViTW 
Ducusiioa E.xerciaes for Lecture 2: (Group 1) 
. 1 . Briefly write down your aaswers to the foUowing quejtious sad explain the defLiitioa to 
your partner 
a- What is a sentential adverbial? , , , / ,. / l / 
4 ^ n M d ^ U V: •••“"聰‘力“^丫 i k ^ k 
� t<ji'j<u. 
b. What is a ^  adverbial? 
/1 A/f J—jd iS &naJ-kfliJ ^U ^c^f<^J ^U u^rj..^Ar.^ie.^^vf;-
s 
2- Make a sentence with each of Che foUowinj requirements and check with your partner on • 
thc senteaces you cnake: • 
a. by using "luckily" as a. SCTtcndaI adverbial. 
UchL^, • ^ V 4 ; •对‘ 
b. by using ” tftcurally" as a sentendal adverbial 
A^ticrM. sJf^'^s 9 S<S-'J^  rn ^U ,广.〔. 
c. by. using "naniwiy" as a VP adverbial of manner • 
S>kz - ; f A $0^nSj 'M^r^<^y i''' ;:k 'po<rL 
i by^g “ hap^ ly" as a VP adv4^ ial ofmanncr - 丨 
r ^ 4MUr 瞭 ' — 1 抄 ^ ½ / ^ ' ¾ 
3. RcacHhe foUowing sentences and dccide >vhcticr thty are ambiguooi in meaahi<' Explain 
t^ eambiguity: ^^tLr^tHr.J^ 卜丫】丄、^ 叫 \ 论 >.仏,:, 
a.Ioh„n:dclylcftthcm«dng.ar7,/,, L<jt U^ ,,^^：,,.,,滅會氏,^^、 
b. Reasonably, hc askcd for an explanation. ^ 
e. Slowly, hc walked up thc hiU. < , � , / / . f 一 ； . . , 
hAt-似丨 ^t Yl ^-C^'A T^,,/f</t7^rti - * ; 6 c ? / 
•i John fooli5hIy waUccd to the bus-stop.右•t^ < ^H-jX^h <rT - • ^C^ik^' ^ 亡/义 
4. Decide whether the foUowing sentencJ^« actp5?ir?I^nof6?^^4ni^t?^ 
explanatioa: , • 
a_ John docs not ccrcainIy want to comc. 
Accqjtablc ( ) Noc surc ( ) 
unacccpcablc (v^ Explain: 
-^ Shc did not write a good report obviously. 
Acccpcablc ( ) Noc sur=() 












c. I toid him reasonably that he couldn't do it. 
• Acccpcablc { J ^ N o t s u r c ( ) 
unacccptablc ( ) Explain: 
i He had a red nose amusingly. 
Acccpcable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
unacceptable (vj Explain: 
• " " ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ " " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ * * ^ ^ ^ . 
忘.^“？.!?' foU<ming pairs ofjwtences aad quickly write down a paraDhnise t � h w „ . 
l ' : ^ i ' ; r ^ ifaay, in C.e paI„ ofseac«c«. BHeOy expI^ . yo'urpf„7h-«"；：：； 
. ( l ) A. Thc b o y ^ t e d his dinner in che idtchen. 
. 1 ^ U U;vr\-!.-rU0'： ；”、<“（ icccA^n 
B. In thc kitchen, the boy wanted his dinner. 
T^t “ J w.^.f > <A~t iitc/i^r . 
( 2 ) ^ CasuaIly, Lois did not grcet the professor. , • 
. 办‘、 C i W /7r UJ^;^ ijH^t - / x T+'zy,r 
B. Lois grccted the profcssor casually. 
丄“ ^ r^U<J: ~i(�^t ―是“广厂广、"、.CJ�::.�:..L ^^cj 
(3) A. He wisely refused to caUc to John. , __^ 
在 <h W(:>y ^JxVr^ ^|trt A ytC(Zk j6r>^(^^ K 
B. Hc rcfuscd to udJco Jo&n wucly. 
" t ^ U L J ^ . {UvA ,.v.L/ … % e i c < ^ . c r - . J ^ ^ ^ . 
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1 . Briefly answer the following questions: 
a. What is a sentential adverbial? 
b. What is a VP adverbial? 
2. Read the following sentences and decide whether they are ambiguous in meaning. Explain 
the ambiguity, if any: 
a. John rudely left the meeting. 
b. Reasonably he asked for an explanation. 
c. Quickly he waUced up the hill. 
d. John foolishly-waUced to the bus-stop. 
3 . Decide whether the following sentences are acceptable or not; if not, provide an explanation: 
a. John does not certainly want to come. 
Acceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
unacceptable ( ) Explain: 
b. She did not write a good report obviously. 
Acceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
unacceptable ( ) Explain: 
c. I toId him reasonably that he couldn't do it. 
Acceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
unacceptable ( ) Explain 
e. He had a red nose amusingly. 
Acceptable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
unacceptable ( ) Explain: 
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4. Read the following pairs of sentences and quickly write down a paraphrase to bring 
out the difference, if any, in the pairs of sentences. 
(1) A. The boy wanted his dimier in the kitchen. 
B. Lti the kitchen, the boy wanted his dinner. 
(2) A. Casually, Lois did not greet the professor. 
B. Lois greeted the professor casually. 
(3) A. He cleverly refiised to taUc to John. 
B. He refused to taUc to John cleverly. 
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E:erciies for Lecnire 2: (Group 2) 
, 1 . Briefly ansrrer the foUowing quesriou: 
a. Whac is a scnccntial adverbial? 
^i �L—.. .li.‘ ,j-. U ..-•.—.,:.,'. 
b. What is a V? adverbial? 
JL、丨.丄卜.、l-, Or.i, .：.  L<：. .c C-'-.. 
> 
2. iVIake a sentence with each of the foUowing requiremenu： . 
. a. by using "luckily" as a sencendaI adverbial. 
i_’“4.lj<. »vw Cor:.r.l l^w.r “ i.-|^ .'^  »••-i,,..ij 
b. by using “ nacuralIy" as a sentendal adverbial 乂 • 
... N-\\>\r^lU , 乂二 �rt..'.“.� lm ““七 “-“li‘...（ ，‘ •...•,/,• “.、乙 
c. by using "nacuraliy* as a VP adverbial ofmanncr � 
JJin, 'utjnn Ut[{ Lriii> X ncA^>ai[a 
d. by using “ happily" as a vP adverbial ofmanner .J 
A'Uj>^  u.J..:t ：.厂《-' 一.1 i..�.-�'y/'f.y 
3. Read the foUowing sentences and decide whether thcy are ambiguous,La mcaaiag. 
Explain the ambiguity, if any: ' 
X. John rudely lcft thc meedng. 'c\ ”�Wy: “_“ i 
I；丄七 ^ i^ ‘^^  t^. Un .^ fcjit ^ v.-r- ^ >.u-.-A>'^  
b. Rt^ sonabl|ili 4 ¾ fer ^ "c'xp^ acf6n. •” ‘ ”‘t' ^ 
T^H t»»y n^L : " " A w ( � � ^ 
c. Quickly hc w^cd up thc hiU. v 
' ^ nrf ,w4 c^nxl*'fH*wrV 
<L John foolahly walked Co thrtus-stop, o/i./;j-:,-u:i 
1 . it*uM f;L>i,^  .扣.J,U L “• ^ 认、/,va -j6j* 
‘“ ^ 头 J»U ^cL "tv iM ““-�— ;x « f“A -'c^ 
^. vtciat whctncr thc foUowing sentences are acceptable ontot;'ifnot, provide an 
cxplanatloa: ' 
a, John docs not ccrtainly want co corac. 
Acccptablc ( ) Noc surc ( ) 
unaccq)tablc (>^ /Explain: 6^�< >v;.-.i:;V'W TV/l>i 人.丨.-:,，(1- “••-•,:•[�L “,’“• T>� ‘ �泊…七 
n ^ .. 
(•‘ ^ •••'•'_'-'^ "•• ..',,•- •<, :(... .,.., -. '-. • ！;- i ft-- .(~j .(_� 
b. She did noc writc a good report obviously. ^ 
AcccpabIc ^ Noc surc ( ) 
uxucccpablc ( ) Lxplain: 
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c. I cold him reasonably that he couldn't do it. 
Accqjcable ( ) Not sure ( ) 
, u n a c c e p t a b l e i ^ ^ l z m : / L,：( / : . . , f:-> ; � r ^ ^ - - b U “ . “ " 
» • • / 
±t Lu'v> W . . i : . > v J , l < ^ - . , . i - . ！ • r > . “ ’ . . . . ：,...r- • . 
d. He had a red nosc amusingly. 
Acccpablc ( ^ J / N o t surc ( ) 
un3ccepable ( ) Explain: 
5. Read the foQowing pairs ofsenteacu and quickly write do>YU a panphrae to bring out 
the difference,Lfany, ia the pairs ofseatenccs. 
(1) A-Thc boy wanted his dinner in the kitchcn. • 
7 � . ‘ W � � � “ - t " i / v W : " " . ; ' � 
. B. In the kitchen, the boy wanted his dinner. 
rU k-A '-^ ''''' u; " J ' . � � 
(2) A. Casually, Loi^did not grec: the professor. 
I i ? la'.uit il^:ii i_jv^ ^b:i r.cL ,j-^'<rt ."u 广斗.八:、: 
B. Lois greeted the professor casually. 
]•£；“ ^jy^kl[ "Mi -pn|<ii.y >r. c； i':.:uizL tuv^ 
(3) A. He clcvcrly rcfuscd to talk co John. . 
_Tt u<wj ci:if>".头人,."1 i- rrji,:i ~L .lrMk4s^ J.-L^^ ‘ 
B. Hc rcfuscd to alk to John clcvcrly. 
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1 . Briefly answer the following question, and then explain your answer to your 
partner. 
What is a 'focal' adverbial? Provide two sentences each with a focal adverbial. 
Underline the focal adverbial. 
2. Consider whether each of the underlined adverbials is correctly 
positioned. Review and discuss your answers with your partner. 
a. They sometimes have quite interesting things there. 
b. Alwavs use a piece of paper to wrap it. 
c. Never I have heard anything like this. 
d. Li the old days, we used candles always. 
e. I don't go and see my uncle usually. 
f. He can sit still hardly for a minute. 
g. You alwavs were a dreamer. 
h. He jus| betrayed me for 100 dollars! 
i. On the top of the mountain lives he. 
j . Rarelv we have heard such a strange story, 
k. I will taUc to him never. 
1. Down the birds flew. 
2. Decide which of the following sentences contain ambiguity in adverbial 
modification. Explain to，and discuss with，your partner the nature of 
ambiguity, if there is any. 
a. The girls, in particular, wanted to have the picnic on the island, 
b. Children especially like this brand of candies. 
c. I can only see my mother from the kitchen. 
d. What? He even did that to you? 
e. He was nice only to the good-looking girls, 
f. He was talking amusingly ofhis school life. 
g. Intelligently, they solved the problem within one minute. 
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W e 八 1 ;丄 
Duouaion Exercbes for L<cture 3: (Group 2) 
1. Write down your ansvrer to the following question: 
What is a Tocal adverbial'? Provide two sentences each with a focal 
adverbiaL Underline the focal adverbiah, 
He. te/ti lM jv</i^  ^ j ^ • 
/ ^ WMC| 4^ U ( y^, s “ coMo^<-Yj , 
2. Consider>vhether each ofthe underlined adverbiak is correctly positioned. If 
an adverbial is inappropriately positioned, ezpiain why. 
^ a . Thcy ^nmnrimff^  have quitc intcrcscing things thcrc. 
b. Alway< use a piece of paper to wrap iL 
人 c. Hcyg^have heard anything Uke this. 
j( d. h the old days, we used candlc|^always. 
7^  d I don't go and sec my unclAggjaU^. 
^e. He can ^  stiIl\hacdly for a minutc. 
� • / fl You abaaxs<^cn5a drcamcr. 
v ^ Hc jim bctraycd mc for 100 doUars! 
v^h. Qn lhc tnp..of.U^e.niQuntain lives hc. 
, L Rnrely w ^ h ^ hcard such a strange story. 
Aj. I will taikto_hmtaacsr. 
^k» Dnwn thc birds*Qw. 
3. Decide which o f t h e following sentences contain ambiguity in adverbial . • 
modification. EzpIain the nature of ambiguity, ifany. 
a. Thc gjrls, in particular, wanted to havc thc picnic on thc island 
s / b. Children cspccially likoI^his brand of candics^ 
c. I can onJy scc my mother frora thc kitchcn. 
\^ 丄 What? Hc cvcn^d that to yov^ 
\ h . Hc was nice only to thc4ood-looking^irls. 
^ r . Hc was taUdng amusmgly4)f his school l i f ^ 
v/fe. htclligcntly, thcy solved thc problcm<^thin onc minut(^ 
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1 . Write down your answer to the following question: 
What is a 'focal adverbial'? Provide two sentences each with a focal adverbial. Underline the focal 
adverbials. 
2 . Consider whether each of the underlined adverbials is correctly positioned. If 
an adverbial is inappropriately positioned, explain why. 
a. They sometimes have quite interesting things there. 
b. Alwavs use a piece of paper to wrap it 
c. Never I have heard anything like this. 
d. t i the old days, we used candles alwavs. 
d. I don't go and see my uncle usually. 
e. He can sit still hardIv for a minute. 
f. You alwavs were a dreamer. 
g. He jus| betrayed me for 100 doUars！ 
h. On the top of the mountain lives he. 
i. Rarelv we have heard such a strange story, 
j . IwilltaUctohimnever. 
k. Down the birds flew. 
3 . Decide which of the following sentences contain ambiguity in adverbial 
modification. Explain the nature of ambiguity, if any. 
a. The girls, in particular, wanted to have the picnic on the island. 
b. Children especially like this brand ofcandies. 
c. I can only see my mother from the kitchen. 
d. What? He even did that to you? 
e. He was nice only to the good-looking girls. 
f. He was talking amusingly of his school life. 
g. Intelligently, they solved the problem within one minute. 
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d � 产 
Dbcus3ion Exercis<s forL«cture 3: (Group 1) 
L Briefly answer the following question, and then expiain your answer to your 
partner. 
What is a YocaI' adverbial? Provide two sentcnccs each with a focaI adverbial. 
Undcriinc thc focaI advcrbiaL 外、 - . (叫 .级“) . 
f<a<" ad^erkU /ccu^ C a cc>i^m ^>;tr<U . m<kji ^‘^ 广"<^ f^ C^^"' 
"c dC(L 似 ojdd 如 ‘ ‘ ^i j<rLiLuiC\ i,^jKT^-^ • 
\Hi v'<Vtt ks p^"^^ ^ "“c a t.:eck . 
2. Consider whether each ofthe underlined adverbial5 is corr*ctly 
positioned. Review and discuss your anywers with your partner. 
I a. They sometimn have quite interesdng things t h c r e . ^ 
b. AIway:^ use a piece ofpaper to wrap it 心 ^ 山。:,�jK< ^ l b . 叶 4l\Si Jc.^f.J： 
C. NcYcr I have heard anything Iikc thia. 乂 . . 
i Li thc old days, we used candles always. 7wf ^CC<^ ^'^ •^这“‘失 j 
«. I don't go and see my uncle usually, x 
£ Hc canj^ ^^ ^^ i|^ ^^ ^^ ccUj: for a minutc.人 
g- You aJacays werea dreania: j 
h. Hcju5^ b^c& e^d^ f0r 100 doUarslji 亡代；^j^^ 
i- Qn thn rnp.nfthe,mnmtain Uves he. - ^ 
‘• j. Rardy wc have hcard such a strangc story, l^^  i*<wv^  c«.s c 
k. I will ta|k to him n e v e r .人 
L DQffinthcbu5s\flc^ 
2^  Decide which ofthe following sentences contain ambiguity in adverbial 
modification. Explain to’ and discuss with, your partner the nature of 
ambiguity, ifthere is any. 
yU 
a- Th(^^s, in p^cuIar. wanted to havc thc picnic on thc island 
b. Children c^ecially [ikc thia brand of candics. 
t I can onl>^ee my mother &om the kitchcn. 
i What? Hc"cVK^jaiHarto you? 
c. Hc was nicc onlyto thc good-lookdng gjrls. ^ . 
[Hc was taDdng amusingly ofhis school lifc. 
g- frilcUigcntly. thcy solved the problan within one mlnute ^ ^ < _ _ _ ^ ^ " ~ • 
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Appendix D1 fA): Weeklv Report 1 
Teaching and L e a r n i n g : Self-ref lection ( 1 ) 
1 . What aspect of this lesson is new 
to you? Circle where appropriate： Totallyncw Rathcrnew Alittlcncw Notncw Don't Know 
a. the basic concepts of adverbs 
and adverbials 1 2 3 4 
b. The basic semantic types of 
adverbials 1 2 3 4 
c. Forms ofrealization 1 2 3 4 
d. Adverbial placement 1 2 3 4 
e. MultipIe adverbiak at sentence-final 
position 1 2 3 4 
2. Is the grammar lecture informative? 
Verv informative Mbrmative Not verv informative Un-informative Don't know 
3. Is the grammar lecture useful? 
Very usefiil Usefiil Not verv usefiil Notusefiil Don,t know 
4. Is the grammar lecture interesting? 
Very interesting Interesting Not verv interesting Uninteresting Don’t know 
5. Is the grammar lecture difficult? 
yery difficult Difficult Not verv difficult Not difficult Don’t know 
6.Did you find the exercise items as a whole difficult? 
Very difficult Difficult Not very difficult Not difficult Don'tknow 
7.Did you find the exercises useful? 
Very usefui Useful Not verv usefiil Not usefiil Don't know 
Other comments: 
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• Teaciiiog iad Learning: S<lf-fTflecdoa (1) 
1. What up«cc of thu lcssoa b ncw 
Co y o u 7 C i r c l e w t l e r c a p p r a p r i a t e ： T o o i l r n c w f U t h c r n c w A I io l c n < y Noc n e w O o n ' t <AQW 
a . C h e b a s i c c o a c c p c s o f a d v e r b s / 
ood 3dve.b(ah 1 f y 3 4 Q 
b- Thc basic sexnandc cypa of 广 
advcrbiais 1 2 3 4 ^ 
c, Focms ofrcaltodoa 1 • I 3 4 订 
d , A d v e r b i a l p b c e m c n c 1 2 \ ^ 4 Q 
e, N(uldpl« idvcrbiais ae seaceace-nxul 
' position 1 2 ‘ 3 \ ^ Q 
2. Ii th« grammar lecture uifymaCivc7 
Vcrv mfnrmTtrtvr !nform/rivg Nofvrrvmforn7flrivg Uniinfflmsriv.C Pon'ttalQ^  
3. ti thc grammar lecture useM7 
Vcrv tK^efiii r i t^/ Nqc^ cr^ uscft:l HoCiiscfi^ i Doa'cfaio:*! 
4. Is ehe graixmtar lecture intercsdng? 
Vcry ^ r^Anz rnccrarin? N��vcryj:ucmrin? Hninrcrnring DonTknoa 
• 5. h thc jnmraar lecture diflIcuit? 
VgTYdifficult. D.ifficulc >^QC^c ^ fft^ll Nofdifficulc Don'.t.taow 
6 J ) i d y o u find t h e e x e r d a e i t e n u u z w h o l e d i f f I ^ t ? 
Vcry.riiffta:lit r)ffficnic T:{nc.:ia^ f^ficiilr, Tlocclifficulc rwrVnow 
7 J D i d y o u H n d t h e txtrdses u i c f u l ? 
Vcry.u3cftil ' , h s & p y ^ NQCvcry,tt3cftil Nocuacfil nnn'rv^nw 
Report what you think you havc learned from this lccture: 
/ • • • itutiM V. 1叫(^( . fik oaLu 
o(i^ Y^L 2 ^ ^ � L � ^ac.o Uc(j^ Ui <xUo Lj>u. Ux UA 
• V ^ -tl^<^ ^A\/ ' l 'fcn^^nyt io i^t^A -tc a>i;( f^(^ 
S-Jjiivh tcrtCl^^ . 
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—, 
• .一 
< ^ ^ X v % < > ^ ^ : ^ ' ^ ‘ 
. Teaching aad Leartiing: Seif-^cctioc/(l) J - ^ 
1. What up«cc of chi5 leuon 'iS new 
to you? Circle where appropriate： ToulIynew Rathern«w A IicUe new Nainew Oon't Know 
!• thc basic conccpcs ofadvcrbs 
a a d w l v c r b i a U 1 2 3 \ y Q 
b. Tbc basic semnncic cyp« of 
aa nbiah 1 >j/ 3 4. 口 
c. I'onns offmlindoa 1 2 3 v ^ Q 
• d. Adverbial piaccmenc 1 2 3 4 ^ 口 
c. Muldple advcrbiais at sencence-fioil / 
posidoQ 1 2 3 %/ 口 
2- Ii thc grammar lecture informative? Z 
V:ry informariy^ ; rnfomanvg Noc vgTy^ fnrmjrivff t/n-infofTninvg Don'fknow 
3. l5 thc grammar lecture useful7 y 
VCTV_|| UisM NffCvyX^ fff^ il NoCUSCftl Don'tjmow 
4. Ij th« grammar lecture interesting? / 
Vcrv infcrc^ ring In(crwring Notve?v^ rrrr，rin� Unfmrrr—n， Don'fbiow 
5. L» the grammar lecture difllciUt? / 
C^rvdifflQllL Difficult N0cvcrydifficult Nor^?<^.!!： Pon'r^mnw 
6JDid you find thc cxercue itenu u a whole difTIcult? 
VcTYdiffimilc Difl^ m Nocvgy.diffIc:ilL NordiffnTif D�n,rVnnw 
7JDid you find the cxerci5cs u5cful? 
O^Y-U.^fiU Uscfill. NQfyrrvS^9/fiT| Noru^ g^ tl Don'rV^nw 
Rcport whac you think you have Icaracd from thLs lecture: 
l i : ^ k l d c ^dU^ <yC^h^rL^ U ^ S ot<^lt A^WTK7 
"^MuA^^ £ hAA/e W>H^. 
Li i;iu^ "Wu [j2xtl^^ kS M/t^^^e^^tX^ k</t" " t ^ ^S4n:^ 
^ i " t ^ W ^ , jfi^cu^i^ u v - ^ ^ A , A ^ V > c c ^ ^ h^jT>^U^^xni 忘 
0U3 . 
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Appendix D2 � : W e e k l v Report 2 
Teaching and Learning: Self-reflection (2) 
1 .What aspect of this lesson is new 
to you? Totally new Rather new A little new Not new Don't Know 
a. Sentential adverbials and scope 
ofmodiflcation 1 2 3 4 ( ) 
b. Subject- and object-oriented 
Positions 1 2 3 4 ( ) 
c. The hierarchical relationship 1 2 3 4 ( ) 
d. Subject-orientation 1 2 3 4 ( ) 
2. Is the grammar lecture informative? 
Very informative Informative Not verv informative Un-mformative Don’t know 
3. Is the grammar lecture useful? 
Veryusefiil. Usefiil Notverv usefiil Not useful Don't know 
4. Is the grammar lecture interesting? 
Very interesting Interesting Not verv interesting Uninteresting Don't know 
5. Is the grammar lecture difficult? 
Very difficult Difficult Not verv difficult Not difficult Don，t know 
6. Did you find the exercise items as a whole difficult? 
Very difficult Difficult Notverv difficult Not difficult Don，t know 
7. Did you find the exercises useful? 
yery usefiil Usefiil Notveryusefiil Notuseful Don'tknow 
8.After the last grammar lecture, do you think more about the use of adverbials when 
reading or writing in English? 
A lot more More A little more Same as before Don't know 
9. Have you done anything on adverbials after the last lecture? 
a. I read sth. about adverbials in grammar books. 
b. I discussed the lecture content with my classmates after class 
c. Others, please specify: 
Other comments: 
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1 ^ d^ j ' � 
Teaching and Learning: SeU"-reffcctioa (2) 
l.What aspect of this Iessoa is aew 
'° you? TooUy aew Rithcr acw A Uctlc new Not new Doa't Know 
a. Scntcndal adverbiah and scopc 
ofmodification i 2 ^ 4 Q 
b. Subject- jnd objecNorieated 
Positions , , . / i 2 . r / 4 • 
^ih£, \jp a^rLxL ^ 4 u 
c. The hicrarchical relationship 1 >z/ 3 4 . 口 
cL Subjcct^rientarion 1 q^ 3 4 口 
2. b the grammar lecture informative? 
ycrv infnnrofea Infomari^/ NQCvcr/mfnnnnri:a Un-hfnrm,— pon'rimnw 
3. Is the grammar lecture useful? : 
y ^ i _ l - ^ ^ ^ NotvoTW,cfill NQtU.^cP,l Don-tVnow 
4. L:‘ the grammar lecture Lateresting? 
ycrYintcrnring Intcmri^ NQtvcTvmmng. Unimrr.— Pon'tbiow 
5. Is the grammar lecture diflIcult? 
y ^ _ ^2iffi^ NQCvcrydiffIa.y^  HoLiiffisuk. DonTV.ow 
.• • 
6. Did you fmd the exerdse items u a whole difficult? 
y ^ i — l r ^ ^ i ^ Notvcrydiffirn|^  Notdiffinilr Dm^,�w 
7. Did you find the exercises useful? 
y—W'l ^ ^ ^ NQtvovu^ rfi.l NQtu^ rfid Dm2Jmflw 
8*After the last gmmmar Iecnire, do yoa think more about the u « ofadvcrbiak when 
reading or writing in EngKsh7 
Aiounon: Moc AJMsLnm^ Samcn^ Vfnrr Dnn_�w 
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• 
. 9 . Have you doQe anything on adverbiala after the last lecture? 
^ I f"«d srh. about adverbiah in gnrnmar books. 
b. I discusscd thc Iecmre content with my cIassnutes after class 
c. Others, pIcasc specify： 
Report what you think you have Ieorneed from chu lecture: 
X huA La.m ^rujrz eJsezd a d ^ Y ^ i . . -jrzfC iL^ lccitT<. 
. I y^' u^r<idd u iU uF •'“(.众〜“�h�‘“ *"'^ 
Okjc,t- ar<iiniu[ j ) 0 � : c L � ' . . I s^ dio Ucra7^J. 二（ Jiiux<,^j W^ 
i t cW cScii� ”y ^At^r, iii,^ � 7 K t U r y^J ^ ^ 





Appendix D2 ( 0 Sample of Student Report from Group 2 
‘ U UzU , M ^ tkf^^rPn^. 
Teaching and Leaming: SeLf-reflection P ) 
l.What aspect ofthis lesson is new 
to you? TotaUy ncw Rjther new A Uttle new Not acw Doa't Kaow 
a. Sentential advcrbiab and scope 
ofmodifIcation 1 2 3 乂 口 
b. Subject- and objcct^ricntcd 
‘ Posiu^ 1 2 3 4 C0^  
c. The ift^ wH94fi*>jothip I 2 3 s ^ 口 
d. Subjcct^ rientacion 1 2 3 4 ^ 
•: _ . 2. Is the grammar lecture infornwdve? 
VcTv infnrrnnrivr; Infnrn^vc Not vcry informative TJn-infnrmanv^  Don'timow 
3. Is the grammar lecture useful? 
ycryuscfill. UscM NQCvcrv^ c^ftil Not uscftil DonTknnw' 
4. Is the grammar lecture interesting? 
:Vcrv imcTT—g IntcrCTtiny Not vcrv^ i^rcnring Unintrrr^ Hn<, Don'tioinw 
5. Is the grammar lecture difficult? 
VcTY diffiailr Difficult Not vcry^ciilT, Not dffRcif rwriaimv 
.,• ••. 6. Did you find the exercise items as a whole difficult? 
Ycrv diffimil.t Diffictlll. NotYC f^fiailt Notrfiffin,lt Pon'tWinw 
4 
7. Did you find the exercises useful? • 
•戮，— i ^ ^ NQtvc^ tfcfill Notg^ cfilJ Don-rW 
8.After the lwt grammar lecture, do you think more about the use ofadverbials when 
reading or writing in English? 




•9. Have you done anything oa adverbiab after the last lecture? 
^ ^ 1 read sth. about advcrbiak in grammar books. 
b. I discusscd thc lccture contcnt with my classmates after class 
c. Others, plcase specify: 
Report what you think you have Iearneed from this lecture: 
]k/un^ irko4^ oMr<i OUU^S tirJL <Vrt^o</^ fn rnJLo^'n^ 
I Uxrn jM' :n^(rri^ 1^^ iU acU'^^Ws ^tfi&n . 
/Uy 1 Ufi^ k*^ OH. th, f,Z*xM^rJ <^J^^/<i^4 





• - • 
«• 
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Appendix D3: Weeklv Report 3 
Teaching and L e a r n i n g : Self-ref lection (3) 
l .What aspect ofthis lesson is new 
t � y o u ? Totally new Rather new A little new Not new Don't Know 
a. adverbials of specific and general 
frequency 1 2 3 4 ( ) 
b. The inverted order with Negative 
Time frequency adverbials 1 2 3 4 ( ) 
c. variation in positioning o fTAFs 1 2 3 4 ( ) 
d. focal adverbials 1 2 3 4 ( ) 
e. Stylistic and rhetoric considerations 
ofadverbial positioning 1 2 3 4 ( ) 
2 - I s the grammar lecture informative? 
Very informative Informative Not verv informative Un-informative Don,t know 
3. Is the grammar lecture useful? 
Very usefiil. Usefiil Not verv usefiil Not usefiil Don，t know 
4. Is the grammar lecture interesting? 
Very interesting Interesting Not very interesting Uninteresting Don't know 
5. Is the grammar lecture difficult? 
Very difficult Difficult Notverv difficult Not difficult Don’t know 
6. Did you find the exercise items as a whole difficult? 
Very difficult Difficult Not verv difficult Not difficult Don，t know 
7. Did you find the exercises useful? 
Very useflil Usefiil Notvervusefiil Not useful Don’t know 
8. After the last grammar lecture，do you think more about the use of adverbials when 
reading or writing in English? 
A lot more More A little more Same as before Don，t know 
9. Have you done anything on adverbials after the last lecture? 
a. I read sth. about adverbials in grammar books. 
b. I discussed the lecture content with my classmates after class 
c. Others, please specify: 
Other comments: 
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, Appendix D3 (B ) Sample ofStudent Report from Group 1 
, 乂 4 ^ 狭 . s , . 
Teaching and Learning: SeLf-rcfle<ftioa (3) 
1.What aspect of this lesson b aew 
t o y o u ? T o a J I y n e w R o t h c r n c w A I i t t I c n c w N o t n c w D o n * t K n o w 
a-advcrbials ofspccific and general 
frcqucncy 1 2 3 , ^ • 
b. Thc PAFs I 2 3 4 • 
c. Thc mvrncd order with Negative 
PAFS 1 2 ^ 4 • 
. cL Stylistic considerations bf PAFs 
and variation tn positioning 1 2^/ 3 4 口 
c. Rctpunju. lU Qic U(jwM)ftcn 
quc5tiotw ^ocis.1 e^rh'CU. i ^ 3 4 • 
f- Tho yea%o queatiou viidi \代*~’, 1 2 ^ 4 口 
^i<jl<<;hlrfkibnc. cm�icU^" f,r adi'i^kd /osi^'r, 
2. Is tne grammar lecture informative? ^ f 
Vgrv infnrmnrivr； Infonnany Noc vcrv infnrmarivff Un-mfnrmnnv^  Dnn'tVnnw 
3. Is the grammar lecture useful? 
•CTY USCfilL LLSC^  Not vcr^  uscftj| Not’i—’l Pon'tknow 
4. h the grammar lecture interesting? 
Vcrv intcrc^ ring Intcrc:mn^  Nnt vcr^ nfcrcririn?. Uninrrrr^ tin? non'rVnnw 
5. Is the grammar Iectare difficult? 
yCTvdifn<;nlr Difficult. Notvcrytiifficuk Not rfiff?�,it Pon'tknow 
vy 
6. Did you find the exercise items as a whole difTicuIt? 
ycTvdiffiailt Difficiilr. Na: ygy d i M t Nordiffimif Pon'tioinw 
7. Did you find the exercises useful? 
V c r v u _ l U5cfijy Nnt c^n^  iacftll N n r , , _ l DnnTV^nw 
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• ‘ 
• 8, After thc l2st grammar lccture, do you thiok more about the use ofadverbiab whcn 
reading or writing in EagUsh? 
^ l�t • ; MflK A lirtlc morg Sanc nr? hrfnrr DonTv^ Ti^  
心 
9. Have you done anything oa adverbiah after tbe b5t lecture? 
a. I read sth. about advcrbiaU in grammar books, 
b^^scussed the Iccture contcn： with my classmaccs aftcr class 
c. Others, please specify: 
Report what you think you have learned from this lecture: 
.^etr' McTi. , awA/c 寸 ^i^ jocaL adve/k^ls. 
AniL xt cds-j h(f /rt /0 aL&i iht enact nnmtixj oj . 
‘又 Cfly/fX. StAhnSt. 
Other comments: 
.. 仇 � 又‘ _ 卜 丄 leci,yt.Eailjm V ikskU J 
(ecM^ ^ii coKtu,^ 仏 户 叙 " 紐 知 J ^ ^,份〔1 久 
luj.crHane,M <r . . . 細 , , 从 ^ .^ 从 士、,^ 
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. Appendix D3 (C) Sample ofStudent Report from Group 7 
u ^ ^ 
TeacMog aad Learning: SeLf-rcflectioa p ) 
l.What aspect of (hi5 les5oa u new 
t o y o u ? Totally new Raiher new A linle new Not new Don't Kiu>w 
a.adverbiaU ofspecific and general 
frequency I 2 S i ^ 4 • 
b.TfefttTs 1 2 3 4 • 
c. The 'V.vcned ordcr with Negative 
p w j s T � 丁尸八 I 2 3 4 a^ 
i Stylistic considcnidons ofPAEs, 
and variation in positioning 1 2 3 , j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
. • . c - ^ ^ [ " “ 11 'I 1 UT f h r F m v Q ^ a i 
q®^^ poccU oJv. 1 2 3 M^ • 
f. Th<j'es6ao i^ucstioa vwith:^vei<' I 2 3 v t / 
9h^U^ rkjUoric ucnA^dtrriftrn4 ^ 口 
- f i ^ o^J^. pirwiMTti^ 
2.13 the grammar4ecture informative? ^ 
ycrv infnrmnrivn Infomiarivc Not vrrv infnrrmriv， Un-inf_”— Pon'tw^ nu^  
3. ][s the grammar lecture useful? 
V c T M l _ . Uscfid Not vcry UJiCfil Noni^ rfit] PonTVnnw 
4. Is the grammar lecture interesting? 
VCTYimCTff—g ImcrWTing NotvcrYimcrCTin?. U n i m r r r — Pon'tW^gw 
•-;: 
5. Is the grammar lecture diflkuJt? 
V c " - ^ r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ NotvcrvdiffiQilr. NQCdiffig.lr. Don-rVnnw 
• 
6. Did you find the exercise items xs a whole dinicnit? 
Y ' " - l r I 2 i ^ N m v g ^ d _ t Nocriiffia.lt DanIUmQw 
7. Did you find the exerd^^u^ful? 
• • — ' , " ^ i^ <^ tvcTvn.rfiil Nor^ i.cfiil D�n,r — 
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• 8. After thc la5t grammar lccture, do you think more about the use of advcrbiaI3 when 
reading or writing in EagUsh? 
A lQC morc Morg A lirrlc more 5amr a^  hrforc Don'rVn^^ 
9- Havc you done anything oa adverbiok after the Ia5t lecture? 
2U I read sth. about advcrbiab in gnnunar books, 
b. I discus5cd che lccmrc contcnt with my classmates aftcr clzss 
c, Orhcn, plcasc spccify: ^ j<;>7^ crrp/( frx</tiOt • 
Report >vhat you chink you have learned from this lecture: 
^^,|^M^ ^ ^inr^JL 'urt^t*^y^ ^ (^^yfUA . 
“?： ] U^ W 伪 _ , A can^^ . J f ^ ^ 





Appendix D4: Summarv Table ofWeeklv Reports 
Lecture Diff icult~ Interesting— |New— |Useftil—— 
Content Very D Very I Very N Very U 
Groups Gl :G2 Gl :G2 — G l : G 2 o i : G 2 
Session 1 8%:43% 60%:43% 73%:64% '76%:70% 
Session 2 20%:45% 60%:30% 85%:72% 90%:90% 
Session 3 48%:54% 48%:38% 92%:79% 80%:77% 
Average 25%:47% 56%:37% 83%:72% 82%:79% 
Follow-up Work |Difficult Very Difficult 
Groups Gl :G2 
Session 1 16%:34.8% 
Session2 10%:43.5% 
Session 3 16%:52.17% 
Average 14.67%:43.49% 
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Appendix D5: Summary ofLearner Comments on Weeklv Reports 
Part 1: Positive Comments 
Group 1: 
The lecture is usefiil. 
The lecture is very interesting. 
I can follow my classmates and the teacher in the discussion 
I hope this kind of lecture can continue in the future but at a better time (not at the end of the term) 
Can follow the teacher better than before 
The lecture is useful. 
Learned how to use adverbials 
The content is new. 
Finding it easier after discussion 
The discussion help understanding 
The discussion is helpful. 
The discussion helps me 
I like the discussion very much. 
I am interested in discussing the lecture with my partner. 
More sure about adverbial use 
Becoming more aware of the focal adverbials 
Clear about an adverbial when I see one. 
Helps me to catch the exact meaning of a complex sentence 
Leamed many useful expressions 
Leamed how to express things exactly 
Understand terms for many kinds of adverbials 
More useful for my reading, especially writing in English 
I think most things are new for me. 
ril pay more attention to adverbial use in writing. 
Leamed the difference between sentential adverbial and VP adverbial 
Good for exact expressions 
Leamed how to analyze the differences between the sentential adverbial and VP 
adverbial 
Theuse ofadverbials and how to appreciate a sentence exactly 
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Sentential and VP adverbials are new to me, I am happy. 
Leamed how to express my ideas exactly 
I think I improve my listening. 
I 'm happy to fmd I can taUc about grammar in English. 
I never knew that adverbial positioning can cause a meaning difference. 
Leamed many forms of realization ofadverbials 
Leamed the place ofadverbials 
Leamed the order ofadverbials 
Improved my listening 
The lecture is meaningful and useful 
Learned knowledge 
Lnproved my oral English through discussion 
Leamed the basic concepts about adverbs and adverbials 
Leamed how to use adverbs and adverbials 
Got a new perspective ofadverbial use 
The discussion helps me to check mysetf. 
Leamed some new vocabulary 
Leamed many things. 
Leamed the meaning types of adverbials 
I am more aware of sentence structures. 
rm very interested in the lecture. 
Group2 ： 
Leamed the knowledge before, but leamed how to use this time. 
Pay more attention to adverbials when doing the exercises. 
Leamed sth useful. 
Teacher is kind and professional. 
Focal adverbial is very interesting. 
Improved listening 
The most interesting thing is the use offocal adverbials, esp. the different meanings in 
spoken English 
It sounds excellent 
From the interesting examples, I leam to use FA correctly. TFA helps what you want 
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to express. 
Maybe the discussion is more necessary. 
The lecture is very interesting and very good. 
I have leamed some basic knowledge ofgrammar. 
We want some discussion or other activities too. 
ril pay attention to adverbials when I read and write. 
I read China Daily in order to improve my knowledge in adverbials. 
I leamed some English knowledge 
I fs useful 
I leam more about adverbials. 
ril think carefully before I use adverbial. 
Leamed something new about the adverbials, espcciaUy the placement and the ordering ofthe 
adverbial. 
Leamed the types of adverbs and what is adverbial 
Leamed something new about the functions of adverbial 
Multiple adverbials at sentence-final position is new and useful. 
I have leamed many basic use of the adverbiah. 
The order of adverbial is very interesting, useful and important. 
Pay attention to adverbials. After this, I'll pay more attention to adverbials 
I find it important for me to leam the basic grammar. 
The examples are good. 
Leamed sth about the meaning types and forais of realization that I didn't know before 
The grammar is useful, whether it's difficult or not depends on yourself. 
Leamed some new words 
Part Two: Negative Comments and Suggestions for Improvement: 
Group 1: 
Want more on other grammar structures 
Want something more useful for oral English 
The lecture period is too short 
Some part of it is boring 
The 3rd lecture is difficult 
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The lecture tells things that have been taught in Chinese. 
Therc are still things I couldn't follow in the lecture. 
I find it difficult to express myself. 
Please taUc about something that is easy for us to make mistakes on*. 
Group 2: 
Difficult for me to understand the positioning ofadverbials in relation to emphasis 
Didn't leam much for not being able to follow well. 
Grammar is less useful than oral practice. 
An active class is more helpful. 
Leamed sth useful but not able to report what 
Revision is more important than exercises. 
I want to leam more in one hour. 
Thc lecture is not very interesting but it's useful. 
The time is not a suitable one. We have many other assignment to do. 
The content was leamed in the middle school. 
The lecture is interesting but the exercise is boring.too much homework ab:eady. 
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Appendix E l ( A ) : The End ofStudv Questionnaire for Group 1 
(translated into English) 
I .1 think it's necessary for us to leam grammar. 
2.1 think leaming grammar is an efficient way to language leaming. 
3.1 think grammar leaming improves my language ability. 
4.1 don't think leaming grammar is immediately helpful to language use. 
5. BEFORE THE STUDY, I often noticed adverbial positioning in English. 
6. BEFORE THE STUDY. I had discussions with my classmates when I did my homework. 
7. The follow-up discussion is interesting. 
8.1 like the lecture part 
9.1 like the follow-up discussion. 
10. The topic on adverbial positioning is very interesting. 
I I . 1 think thc follow up discussion increase my interest in leaming grammar. 
12. Compared to individual exercises, I prefer the discussion mode as follow-up. 
13. The grammar lecture + discussion gave me a better knowledge about the basic concepts ofadverbs and 
adverbials. 
14. Having discussion as follow-up helps me to understand lectures better than doing grammar exercises. 
15. Grammar lectures and the follow-up discussion help mc to better use adverbs and adverbials. 
16.1 think the grammar terminology used in class is a barrier to my understanding of the lectures. 
17.1 think it helps grammar leaming to get familiar with terminologies. 
18.1 think the terminologies used in this study help me to understand adverbials and their scope of modification. 
19. Follow-up discussion help me leam to explain what I leamed from the lecture. 
20.Discussion allowed me the opportunity to reflect on the grammatical points and better understand them. 
21. Discussion raised my awareness ofthe relationship between grammatical forms and meaning. 
22.Discussion helped mc to notice what has not occurred to me or what I don't understand. 
23.1 read books, asked my classmates, and searched other ways for a solution ofthe problems I was not able to 
solve during discussion. 
24. Discussion encourage my grammatical analysis of English. 
25.1 think talking about the grammar content helps improve my communication skills. 
26.1 think I would like to discuss lecture content and homework with my classmates in the future. 
27. AFTER THE STUDY, I notice more about the use of adverbials in my own reading or writing. 
28. I hope I can Ieam other grammar areas in the same way as what is used in this study. 
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Appendix El(B); The End ofStudv Questionnaire for Group 2 
(translated into English) 
I .1 think it's necessary for us to leam grammar. 
2.1 think leaming grammar is an efficient way to language leaming, 
3.1 think grammar leaming improves my language ability. 
4.1 don't think leaming grammar is immediately helpful to language use. 
5. BEFORE THE STUDY, I often noticed adverbial positioning in English. 
6. BEFORE THE STUDY. I had discussions with my classmates when I did my homework. 
7. The follow-up exercisc is interesting. 
8.1 like the lecture part 
9.1 like thc follow-up cxcrciscs. 
10. j h e topic on adverbial positioning is vcry interesting. 
I I . 1 think the follow up exercises increase my interest in leaming grammar. 
12. Compared to individual exercises, I prefer the discussion mode as follow-up. 
13. Thc grammar lecture + exercises gave me a better knowledge about the basic concepts of adverbs 
and adverbials. 
14. Exercises as follow-up can make me understand lectures better. 
15. Grammar lectures and the follow-up exercises help me to better use adverbs and adverbials. 
16.1 think thc grammar terminology uscd in class is a barrier to my understanding ofthe lectures. 
17,1 think it helps grammar leaming to get familiar with terminologies. 
18.1 think the terminologies used in this study help me to understand adverbials and their scope of modification. 
19. Follow-up exercises help me leam to explain what I leamcd from the lecture. 
20.Doing exercises allowed me the opportunity to reflect on the grammatical points and better understand them. 
21. Doing exercises raised my awareness of the relationship between grammatical forms and meaning. 
22.Doing exerciscs helped mc to notice what has not occurred to me or what I don't understand. 
23.1 read books, askcd my classmates, and searched other ways for a solution of the problems I was not able to 
solve when doing exercises. 
24. Doing exercises encourage my grammatical analysis ofEnglish. 
25.1 think doing grammar exerciscs helps mc to improve my ability in using language. 
26. I think I would like to discuss lecture content and homework with my classmates in the future. 
27. AFTER THE STUDY, I notice more about the use ofadverbials in my own reading or writing. 
28.1 hope I can leam other grammar areas in the same way as what is used in this study. 
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Appendix E2: Summarv ofResponses on the End-of- Study Questionnaire 
Average scores and percentage ofthe subjects who ticked >3 on a 1-5 scale: 
5=Strongly agree 4=agree 3=moderately agree 2=disagree l=strongly disagree 
Items 1 4 are on subjects' attitude towards grammar learning: 
1.1 think it's necessary for us to leam grammar. 
Group 1: 4.2 (average score<samc below>) 100% (student percent who agree<Same below>) 
Group 2: 3.7 (average score<same below>) 87% (student percent who agree<Same below>) 
2.1 think leaming grammar is an efficient way to language lcaming. 
Group 1:3.3 96% Group 2:3.2 60.87% 
3.1 think grammar learning improves my language ability. 
Group 1:3.7 96% Group 2:3.9 95.65% 
4.1 don't think leaming grammar is immediately helpful to language use. 
Group 1:3.3 72% Group2:3.1 65.21% 
Items 5-6 are on subjects “noticing” and “learning behavior" before study 
5. BEFORE THE STUDY, I often noticed adverbial positioning in English. 
Group 1:3.00 64% Group 2: 2.50 47.82% 
6. BEFORE THE STUDY. I had discussions with my classmates when I did my 
homework. 
Group 1: 2.2 20% Group 2: 2.00 26.09% 
Items 7-12 are on subjects' interest and motivation in learning: 
7. The follow-up discussion / exercise is interesting. 
Group 1: 3.3 88% Group 2: 2.6 43.48% 
8.1 like the lecture part 
Group 1: 3.5 84% Group2:3.9 100% 
9.1 like the follow-up discussion^xercises. 
Group 1:3.4 84% Group 2: 2.3 34.78% 
10. The topic on adverbial positioning is very interesting. 
Group 1: 3.1 76% Group 2: 3.4 91.3% 
11.丨 think the follow up discussiorv'exercises increase my interest in leaming grammar. 
Group 1:3.3 72% Group 2: 2.8 43.48% 
12. Compared to individual exercises, I prefer the discussion mode as follow-up. 
Group 1: 3.5 84% Group 2: 4.1 91.3% 
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Items 16-18 are on the subjects, attitude towards the use of metalanguage in the study: 
16.1 think the grammar terminology used in class is a barrier to my understanding ofthe lectures. 
Group 1:2.8 56% 0 � 0叩 2 : 3 . 3 69.56% 
17,1 think it helps grammar leaming to get familiar with terminologies. 
Group 1:3.6 92% Group 2: 3 65.22% 
18.1 think thc terminologies used in this study help me to understand adverbials and their scope ofmodification. 
Group 1: 3.8 92% Group 2: 3.3 73.91 % 
Items 13,14，15,19，20,21,22，24’ 25 ask the subjects about the usefulness o f the discussion/exercises: 
13. G l : T h e grammar lecture + discussion gave me a better knowledge about the basic concepts ofadverbs 
and adverbials. 
G2: The grammar lecture + individual task gave me a better knowledge about thc basic concepts ofadverbs 
and adverbials. (Group 2) 
Group 1:3.9 100% Group2:3.5 91.3% 
14. Gl:Having discussion as follow-up helps me to understand lectures better than doing grammar exercises. 
G2: Exercises as follow-up can understand lectures better. 
Group 1:3.8 92% Group 2:3.7 91.3% 
15. G1: Grammar lectures and the follow-up discussion help me to better use adverbs and adverbials. 
G2: Grammar lectures and follow up exercises help me to better use adverbs and adverbials. 
Group 1:3.7 96% Group 2: 3.5 91.3% 
19. G1: Follow-up discussion/exercises help mc leam to explain what I lcamed from the lecture. 
G2: Follow up exercises help mc leam to explain what I leamed from the lecture. 
Group 1:3.8 100% Group 2: 3.3 86.95% 
20.G1: Discussion allowed me the opportunity to reflect on the grammatical points and better understand 
them. 
G2: Doing follow-up individual task allowed me the opportunity to reflect on the grammatical points and better 
understand them. 
Group 1:3.8 100% Group 2: 3.7 95.65% 
21. Gl:Discussion raised my awareness of the relationship between grammatical forms and meaning. 
G2: Doing follow-up individual task raised my awareness of the relationship between grammatical forms and 
meaning. 
Group 1: 3.9 96% Group 2: 3.8 91.3% 
22. G1: Discussion helped me to notice what has not occurred to me or what I don't understand. 
G2: Doing follow-up individual task helped me to notice what has not occurred to me or what I don't 
understand. 
Group 1:3.9 92% Group 2: 3.6 86.95% 
24. G1: Discussion encourage my grammatical analysis ofEnglish. 
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G2: Doing Individual tasks encourage my grammatical analysis of English. 
Group 1: 3.52 96% Group 2: 3.3 86.95% 
25. Gl:I think talking about the grammar content helps improve my communication skills. 
G2:1 think doing grammar exercises helps me to improve my ability in using language. 
Group 1: 3.8 88% Group 2: 2.9 56.52% 
Items 23，27 are on the possible behaviour change brought about by the study. 
23.1 read books, asked my classmates, and searched other ways for a solution of the problems I was not able to 
solve during discussion>'exercises. 
Group 1: 3.2 72% Group 2: 2.7 56.52% 
27. AFTER THE STUDY, I notice more about the use of adverbials in my own reading or writing. 
Group 1: 3.2 96% Group 2: 3.00 82.6% 
Items 26 and 28 are on Attitudinal change: 
26.1 think I would like to discuss lecture content and homework with my classmates in the future. 
Group 1: 3.7 96% Group 2: 3.5 82.6% 
28.1 hope I can leam other grammar areas in the same way as what is used in this study. 
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